Die Fahrt geht weiter durch Bihar, Richtung Calcutta

Augenblick einzuhalten. Bihar ca 94 000 qkm.
Österreich: 84 000 qkm, etwa 9 Mio Ew (2018); 105 Ew. km-2
Wien: 4553 Einw. pro km²

Bihar: Bev. 103.804.637 (2011); 1102 Einwohner je qkm Patna: 12.385 Ew./km²
(Es geht aber noch dichter: Mumbai: 19.652 Ew./km²)
Only 11.3% of the population of Bihar lives in urban areas, which is the lowest in India after Himachal
Pradesh. Additionally, almost 58% of Biharis are below the age of 25, giving Bihar the highest
proportion of young people of any Indian state.
Bihar contiguous with Uttar Pradesh to its west, Nepal to the north, the northern part of West Bengal
to the east, with Jharkhand to the south. The Bihar plain is split by the river Ganges, which flows from
west to east. Three main regions converge in the state: Magadh, Mithila, and Bhojpur.

Durga, 9th century,Bodhgaya, Bihar / The Dashnami Sampradaya is perhaps the most powerful monastic order, which has played a great
part in the history of India. / Bhutan
The cult of the Nagas, naked ascetics, has a pretero-historic ancestry. It must have been founded when Uttar Pradesh and Bihar were no
more than swamps. The famous Mohen-jo-daro seal depicts Pashupati sitting naked and being worshipped by animals. The Vedas refer to
the long-haired ascetics, Lord Shiva sitting on Mount Kailash, almost naked and besmeared with ashes, is their appropriate guardian deity,

Jharkhand (lit. "Bushland" or The land of forest) is a state in eastern India, carved out of the southern part of Bihar on 15
November 2000. The city of Ranchi is its capital
Jharkhand suffers from resource curse; It accounts for more than 40% of the mineral resources of India, but it suffers
widespread poverty as 39.1% of the population is below the poverty line and 19.6% of the children under five years of age
are malnourished. The state is primarily rural, with only 24% of the population living in cities.

Stone tools have discovered from Chota Nagpur plateau region which is from Mesolithic and Neolithic period. There are
ancient Cave Paintings in Isko, Hazaribagh district which are from Meso-chalcolithic period (9,000-5,000 BC). Several Iron
slags, microlith, Potsherds have discovered from Singhbhum district which are from 1400 BCE according to Carbon dating
age.
According to writers including Gautam Kumar Bera, there was already a distinct geo-political, cultural entity called
Jharkhand even before the Magadha Empire. During the age of Mahajanpadas around 500 BC, Jharkhand state was a part of
Magadha and Anga. Jharkhand was part of greater Magadha region and was in some way culturally different from Historical
Vedic religion.

Samudragupta, while marching through the present-day Chotanagpur region, directed the first attack against the kingdom
of Dakshina Kosala in the Mahanadi valley.
The Mughal influence reached Palamu during the reign of Emperor Akbar when it was invaded by Raja Mansingh in 1574. In
1629, Emperor Shah Jahan appointed Ahmad Khan as the sufedar of Patna. Palamu was conferred to him as Jagir. Ahmad
Khan imposed tax of Rs.1,36,000. The non-payment of this mandatory tax by Chero rulers of Palamu led to three successive
attacks by the Mughals. The first invasion took place in the reign of Pratap Rai. The Mughal army was led by Shaista Khan
the Governor of Bihar. The army reached the fort of Palamu, defeated Pratap Rai and compelled to pay tax of Rs.80,000.
After second invasion, Pratap Rai agreed to pay an annual tax off Rs. One lakh. On the recommendation of Itaikad Khan,
successor of Shaista Khan, Emperor Shahjehan gave Palamu to him as a military chief on a jama of Rs.2.5 laksh. At last, Daud
Khan, who launched his invasion starting from Patna on 3 April 1660, attacked south of Gaya district and finally arrived at
the Palamu Forts on 9 December 1660. The terms of surrender and payment of tribute were not acceptable to the Cheros;
Daud Khan wanted complete conversion of all Hindus under the Chero rule to Islam. Following this, Khan mounted a series
of attacks on the forts. Cheros defended the forts but ultimately both forts were occupied.
The King Medini Ray (1662–1674), ruled for thirteen years from 1662 to 1674 in Palamau. His rule extended to areas in
South Gaya and Hazaribagh. He attacked Navratangarh and defeated the Maharaja of Chhotanagpur.

/ The Great Sage Agastya, Bihar, Lakhi Sarai, 12th century / One-Faced Linga (Ekamukhalinga), Bihar, Pala
Dynasty, 7th-8th Century

Following the death of Medini Ray there was rivalry within the royal family of the Chero dynasty which ultimately lead to its
downfall; this was engineered by the ministers and advisers in the court. In 1765, the region came under the control of the
British East India Company. Chitrajeet Rai's nephew Gopal Rai betrayed him and facilitated the Patna Council of the British
East India Company to attack the fort. When the new fort was attacked by Captain Camac on 28 January 1771, the Chero
soldiers fought valiantly but had to retreat to the old fort on account of water shortage. This facilitated the British army to
occupy the new fort located on a hill without any struggle. This location was strategic and enabled the British to mount

canon supply and the old fort was besieged by the British on 19 March 1771. The fort was finally occupied by the British in
1772. Region under Kings of Chero dynasty, Nagvansh and Ramgarh became parts of territories of East India Company.
The Palamu Kila are two ruined forts located around 20 kilometres (12 mi) south east of the city of Daltonganj in the Indian
state of Jharkhand. The old fort in the plains, which existed even before the Chero dynasty, was built by the King of Raksel
Rajput Dynasty. These are two large forts located deep in the forests of Aurangabad on Sher Shah Suri path near Daltonganj.
The original fort in the plains and the other on an adjoining hill are attributed to the kings of a Chero dynasty. The fort in the
plains had defences on three sides and three main gates. The New fort was constructed by Raja Medini Ray. The architecture
is Islamic in style, which reflects Daud Khan’s conquest.

/ Seal Impression with Sri Lakshmi Lustrated by Elephants (Gaja-Lakshmi) Bihar, Basarh , 5th century / The
Bodhisattva Maitreya, Bihar, Gaya District, 11th century

The old fort in the plains, which existed even before the Chero dynasty, was built by the King of Raksel Rajput Dynasty.
However, it was during the reign of King Medini Ray (1662–1674) (also spelled Medini Rai), who ruled for thirteen years
from 1662 to 1674 from Medininagar in Palamau. The old fort was rebuilt into a defensive structure. Ray was a Chero tribal
king. His rule extended to areas in South Gaya and Hazaribagh. He attacked Doisa now known as Navaratragarh (33 miles
(53 km) from Ranchi) and defeated the Maharaja of Chhotanagpur. With war bounty he constructed the lower fort close to
Satbarwa, and this fort became famous in the history of the district.
The Mughals, during the reign of Emperor Akbar, under the command of Raja Man Singh, invaded in 1574, but subsequently
his contingent at Palamau was defeated in 1605 following the death of Akbar. During the reign of jahangir,the Subedar of
Patna and Palamau tried to impose a tribute on the Raksel rulers which they refused to pay. This resulted in three attacks in
series by the Mughals.
The rulers of Raksel Rajput Dynasty in 1613 CE were invaded by the Chero under Bhagwant Rai with the aid of Rajput chiefs,
the ancestors of The Thakurais of Ranka and Chainpur. When the Raksel Raja Man Singh then ruling Palamu was out of
capital Bhagwant Rai seized power. On hearing this news Raja Man Singh made no efforts to regain his kingdom of Palamu,
retreated into Surguja and established the Raksel Rajput Dynasty of Surguja. Surguja State was one of the main princely
states of Central India during the period of the British Raj.

Entrance to Lomas Rishi Cave and Sudama Cave, Barabar Hills, Bihar – 1870

Daud Khan, who launched his invasion starting from Patna on 3 April 1660, attacked south of Gaya district and finally
arrived at the Palamu Forts on 9 December 1660. The terms of surrender and payment of tribute were not acceptable to the
Cheros; Daud Khan wanted complete conversion of all Hindus under the Chero rule to Islam. Following this, Khan mounted a
series of attacks on the forts. Cheros defended the forts but ultimately both forts were occupied by Daud Khan, and the
Cheros fled to the jungles. Hindus were driven out, the temples were destroyed, and Islamic rule imposed.

Following the death of Medini Ray there was rivalry within the royal family of the Chero dynasty which ultimately lead to its
downfall; this was engineered by the ministers and advisers in the court. Chitrajeet Rai's nephew Gopal Rai betrayed him
and facilitated the Patna Council of the British East India Company to attack the fort. When the new fort was attacked by
Captain Camac on 28 January 1771, the Chero soldiers fought valiantly but had to retreat to the old fort on account of water
shortage. This facilitated the British army to occupy the new fort located on a hill without any struggle. This location was
strategic and enabled the British to mount canon supported attacks on the old fort. The Cheros fought valiantly with their
own canons but the old fort was besieged by the British on 19 March 1771. The fort was finally occupied by the British in
1772. The Cheros and Kharwars again rebelled against the British in 1882 but the attack was repulsed.

Tomb of Sher Shah, Sasaram, Bihar – 1790

The old fort was built over an area of 3 square kilometres (1.2 sq mi). It has three gates with rampart of 7 feet (2.1 m) width.
The fort has been constructed with lime and surkhi mortar. The external boundary walls of the fort, all along its length, is
built with "lime-surki sun-baked bricks", which are flat and long bricks. The central gate is the largest of three gates and is
known as "Singh Dwar". The court room, located in the middle of the fort, is a two-storied edifice, which was used by the
king to hold court. The fort had an aqueduct bringing water to meet the needs of people and animals within the fort but now
seen in a ruined state. After entering from the second gate, the fort had three Hindu temples (attesting to the fact that
Medini Ray was a religious Hindu king) which were partly modified into mosques when Daud Khan occupied the fort after
defeating Medini Ray.
On the south-western part of the fort, which is surrounded by hills on three sides, there is a small stream called the Kamadah
Jheel which was used by the women of the royal family for their daily ablutions. Between this stream and the fort there are
two watch towers (dom kilas) located on the hill top which were used to track any enemy intrusions. Of these two towers,
one tower houses a small temple of a goddess called Devi Mandir.

This Company Painting (a painting made by an Indian artist for the British in India) is done on mica (talc) and comes from a series of
nineteen illustrating processes in the manufacture of opium at the opium factory at Gulzarbagh in Patna.

The fort which is situated on a hill to the west of the old fort was constructed by Medini Ray in 1673, two years before his
demise. This fort has an entrance gate known as Nagpuri gate. The gate has fine carvings which are said to be an
adaptation of the Nagapuri style which Medini Ray copied after he defeated the Nagpuri king. The main gate to the fort
follows the Nagpuri gate, is of smaller size and has stone pillars on both sides. There are inscriptions on these pillars written
in Arabic/Persian and in Sanskrit attributed to Banmali Mishra, the guru of the king. The inscription states that the fort's
construction was started in the month of Magh (mid-January/mid-February), in 1680 Samvat according to the Hindu
calendar (56.7 years ahead of Gregorian calendar). He started building this fort for his heir Pratap Rai. However, Pratap Rai
made efforts to complete the fort at Betla but failed as he did not have the same vision as his father. The fort has remained
incomplete.
The subjugation and colonization of Jharkhand region by the British East India Company resulted in spontaneous resistance
from the local people.

The first ever revolt against the landlords and the British government was led by Tilka Manjhi, a Paharia leader in Rajmahal
Hills in 1771.Soon after in 1779, the Bhumij tribes rose in arms against the British rule in Manbhum.
In 1807, the Oraons in Barway murdered their big landlord from Srinagar. Munda tribe rose in revolt in 1811 and 1813.
Bakhtar Sai and Mundal Singh, two landowners, fought against the British East India company in 1812. When the British
ordered Govind Nath Shahdeo, the king of Chotanagpur, to pay Rs.12,000 as tax to the East India Company, Bakthar Say
refused on the behalf of peasants. It provoked a fight in which Bakhtar Sai killed Hira Ram, the Ratu courtier which was sent
to collect the tax. The magistrate of Ramgarh then sent an army from Hazaribagh under Lieutenant H. Odonel. At this time,
Mundal Singh reached Navagarh to help Bakhtar Sai. Sai's army made up of farmers of the area. Later, E. Rafreez of
Ramgarh Battalion planned a second charge with a large army. Sai and Singh were forced to seek shelter with Jashpur ruler
Ranjeet Singh. The latter betrayed them and they were arrested and taken to Calcutta where they were executed on 4
April, 1812.

The Princly states in Chota Nagpur Plateau, came within the sphere of influence of the Maratha Empire, but they became
tributary states of British East India Company as a result of the Anglo-Maratha Wars known as Chota Nagpur Tributary
States.
The brothers Nilambar and Pitambar were chiefs of Bhogta clan of the Kharwar tribe, who held ancestral jagirs.
Immediately after they heard movement against the British rule they made up their minds to declare independence. They
were joined by many Chero Jagirdars. On 21st October, 1857 a force of 500 persons was organised which was led by
Nilambar and Pitamber. They attacked Raghubar Dayal at Chainpur since he had sided with the British. From there they
proceeded to Lesliganj. Lt. Graham was besieged in the house of Raghubar Dayal. In December, two companies arrived
under Major Cotter. He was able to capture Devi Baksh Rai, one of the principal leaders of the movement. In January Col.
Dalton, the Commissioner came to Palamu and captured the Palamu Fort. Ultimately the insurgents were captured and
peace was restored soon afterwards.
Thakur Vishwanath Sahdeo, local chief rebelled against Brithish East India Company in 1857 rebellion. He was fighting with
Britishers, but caught due to treachery and was hanged in April 16, 1858.
British Raj(c. 1858 – 1947)
After the Indian Rebellion of 1857, the rule of the British East India Company was transferred to the Crown in the person of
Queen Victoria, who, in 1876, was proclaimed Empress of India. The Cheros and Kharwars again rebelled against the British
in 1882 but the attack was repulsed. Then Birsa Munda revolt, broke out in 1895 and lasted till 1900. The revolt though
mainly concentrated in the Munda belt of Khunti, Tamar, Sarwada and Bandgaon.

Opium being created ready for despatch, Patna, ca.1857 /

In October 1905, the exercise of British influence over the predominantly Hindi-speaking states of Chang Bhakar, Jashpur,
Koriya, Surguja, and Udaipur was transferred from the Bengal government to that of the Central Provinces, while the two

Oriya-speaking states of Gangpur and Bonai were attached to the Orissa Tributary States, leaving only Kharsawan and
Saraikela answerable to the Bengal governor.
In 1936, all nine states were transferred to the Eastern States Agency, the officials of which came under the direct authority
of the Governor-General of India, rather than under that of any Provinces.
In March 1940, INC 53rd Session was accomplished under the presidency of Maulana Abul Qalam Azad at Jhanda Chowk,
Ramgarh now Ramgarh Can't. Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar Patel, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Sarojini Naidu, Khan
Abdul Ghaffar Khan, Acharya J.B. Kripalani, Industrialist Jamnalal Bajaj and others greats leaders of Indian freedom
movement attended the Ramgarh Session. Mahatma Gandhi also opened khadi and village Industries Exhibition at
Ramgarh.
Jawaharlal Nehru, industrialist Jamnalal Bajaj, Sarojini Naidu, Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, andMaulana Azad at the 1940
Ramgarh Session of the Indian National Congress

At that time, under the leadership of Netajee Subhas Chandra Bose conference against Samjhauta was also completed. In
Ramgarh, Subhsha Chandra Bose was seen as president of All India Forward Block and M.N. Roy was seen as leader of
Radical democratic party.
After Indian independence in 1947, the rulers of the states chose to accede to the Dominion of India. Changbhakar, Jashpur,
Koriya, Surguja and Udaipur later became part of Madhya Pradesh state, but Gangpur and Bonai became part of Orissa
state, and Kharsawan and Saraikela part of Bihar state.
After the last Assembly election in the state resulted in a hung assembly, RJD's dependence on the Congress extended
support on the precondition that RJD would not pose a hurdle to the passage of the Bihar reorganisation Bill. Finally, with
the support from both RJD and Congress, the ruling coalition at the Centre led by the BJP which had made statehood its
mail poll plank in the region in successive polls earlier, cleared the Bihar reorganisation Bill in the monsoon session of the
Parliament this year, thus paving the way for the creation of a separate Jharkhand state.
The dynamics of resources and the politics of development still influence the socio-economic structures in Jharkhand, which
was carved out of the relatively under developed southern part of Bihar. According to the 1991 census, the state has a
population of over 20 million out of which 28% is tribal while 12% of the people belong to scheduled castes. Jharkhand has
24 districts, 260 blocks and 32,620 villages out of which only 45% have access to electricity while only 8,484 are connected
by roads. Jharkhand is the leading producer of mineral wealth in the country after Chhattisgarh state, endowed as it is with
vast variety of minerals like iron ore, coal, copper ore, mica, bauxite, graphite, limestone, and uranium. Jharkhand is also
known for its vast forest resources.

Jharkhand has been at the centre of the Naxalite-Maoist insurgency. Since the uprising of the Naxalites in 1967, 6,000
people have been killed in fighting between the Naxalites and counter-insurgency operations by the police, and its
paramilitary groups such as the Salwa Judum.
Despite having a presence in almost 7.80% of India's geographical area (home to 5.50% of India's population), the state of
Jharkhand is part of the "Naxal Belt" comprising 92,000 square kilometres where the highest concentrations of the groups
estimated 20,000 combatants fight. Part of this is due to the fact that the state harbours a rich abundance of natural
resources, while its people live in abject poverty and destitution. The impoverished state provides ample recruits for the
communist insurgents, who argue that they are fighting on behalf of the landless poor that see few benefits from the
resource extractions. As the federal government holds a monopoly on sub-surface resources in the state, the tribal
population is prevented from staking any claim on the resources extracted from their land. In response, the insurgents have
recently begun a campaign of targeting infrastructure related to the extraction of resources vital for Indian energy needs,
such as coal.

On 5 March 2007, Sunil Mahato, a member of the national parliament, was shot dead by Naxalite rebels near Kishanpur
while watching a football match on the Hindu festival of Holi. His widow, Suman Mahato, the Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
candidate, won the Jamshedpur Lok Sabha by-election in September 2007 and served in parliament until 2009.
The Kingdom of the Videhas (also known as Mithila and Tirabhukti) was an ancient Indian kingdom in Late Vedic India
which rose to prominence under King Janaka (c. 8th-7th centuries BCE). The ancient kingdom's territory is located in Mithila
region on the northern part of the Indian subcontinent, what is today northeastern Bihar of India and the eastern Terai of
Nepal.
During the late Vedic period (c. 900 – c. 500 BCE), Videha became one of the major political and cultural centers of South
Asia, along with Kuru and Pañcāla. Late Vedic literature such as the Brahmanas and the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad both
mention Janaka, as a great philosopher-king of Videha, renowned for his patronage of Vedic culture and philosophy, and
whose court was an intellectual centre for Rishi (sages) such as Yajnavalkya. Raychaudhuri suggests 8th- to 7th-century BCE
range, while Witzel suggests c. 750 to 500 BCE for the Brahmanas and Upanishads composition period in Videha. The Vedic
school of Aitareyins probably moved to Videha and other centers of scholarship, during the late Vedic period.
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The region and culture of Videha is often mentioned in Hindu literature. The texts mention the idea of royal dynasty and
the tradition of philosopher-kings who renounce, with examples including Nami (or Nimi in some texts), Janaka and other
kings. Their stories are found in ancient surviving Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina texts, suggesting that renunciation by kings was
a respected tradition before the birth of Buddha, and that this tradition was also broadly accepted in regions other than
Videha, such as in Pancala, Kalinga and Gandhara. King Nimi or Nami of Videha is included as the 21st of the twenty four
Tirthankaras in Jainism (not to be confused with closely spelled Nemi, the 22nd Tirthankara).

Towards the end of the Vedic period, Videha likely became part of the Vriji (Pali: Vajji) confederation and subsequently into
the Magadha empire. The Videha kingdom is also mentioned in the Sanskrit epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana. In
the Ramayana, Sita is the princess from Videha, who marries Rama creating an alliance between the kingdoms of Kosala
and Videha. The capital of Videha, is believed to be either Janakpur (in present-day Nepal), or Baliraajgadh (in present-day
Madhubani district, Bihar, India).
The Vedic period, or Vedic age (c. 1500 – c. 500 BCE), is the period in the history of the northwestern Indian subcontinent
between the end of the urban Indus Valley Civilisation and a second urbanisation in the central Gangetic Plain which began
in c. 600 BCE. It gets its name from the Vedas, which are liturgical texts containing details of life during this period that have
been interpreted to be historical and constitute the primary sources for understanding the period.
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The Vedas were composed and orally transmitted with precision by speakers of an Old Indo-Aryan language who had
migrated into the northwestern regions of the Indian subcontinent early in this period. The associated Vedic culture was
tribal and pastoral until c. 1200 or 1100 BCE and centred in the Punjab. It then spread eastward to the western Ganges
Plain, becoming more agricultural and settled, while the central Ganges Plain was dominated by a related but non-Vedic
Indo-Aryan culture. The Vedic period saw the emergence of a hierarchy of social classes and the coalescence of peoples into
Janapada (monarchical state-level polities). The end of the Vedic period witnessed the rise of Mahajanapada (large,
urbanised states) as well as śramaṇa movements (including Jainism and Buddhism) which challenged the Vedic orthodoxy
of the Kuru Kingdom.
The Vedic society was patriarchal and patrilineal, and early Vedic Aryans were organised into tribes rather than kingdoms.
Economy in the Vedic period was sustained by a combination of pastoralism and agriculture. Vedic religion developed into
Brahmanical orthodoxy, and around the beginning of the Common Era, the Vedic tradition formed one of the main
constituents of the so-called "Hindu synthesis".
Archaeological cultures identified with phases of Vedic material culture include the Ochre Coloured Pottery culture, the
Gandhara grave culture, the Black and red ware culture and the Painted Grey Ware culture.
Archaeological cultures associated with Indo-Iranian migrations (after EIEC). The Andronovo, BMAC and Yaz cultures have
often been associated with Indo-Iranian migrations. The GGC, Cemetery H, Copper Hoard and PGW cultures are candidates
for cultures associated with Indo-Aryan movements.
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The commonly accepted period of earlier Vedic age is dated back to the second millennium BCE. After the collapse of the
Indus Valley Civilisation, which ended c. 1900 BCE, groups of Indo-Aryan peoples migrated into north-western India and
started to inhabit the northern Indus Valley. The Indo-Aryans were a branch of the Indo-Iranians, which—according to the

most widespread hypothesis—have originated in the Andronovo culture in the Bactria-Margiana area, in present northern
Afghanistan.
Some writers and archaeologists have opposed the notion of a migration of Indo-Aryans into India. Edwin Bryant and Laurie
Patton used the term "Indo-Aryan Controversy" for an oversight of the Indo-Aryan Migration theory, and some of its
opponents. These ideas are outside the academic mainstream. Mallory and Adams note that two types of models "enjoy
significant international currency" as to the Indo-European homeland, namely the Anatolian hypothesis, and a migration
out of the Eurasian steppes. According to Upinder Singh, "The original homeland of the Indo-Europeans and Indo-Aryans is
the subject of continuing debate among philologists, linguists, historians, archaeologists and others. The dominant view is
that the Indo-Aryans came to the subcontinent as immigrants. Another view, advocated mainly by some Indian scholars, is
that they were indigenous to the subcontinent."

The knowledge about the Aryans comes mostly from the Rigveda-samhita, i. e. the oldest layer of the Vedas, which was
composed c. 1500–1200 BCE. They brought with them their distinctive religious traditions and practices. The Vedic beliefs
and practices of the pre-classical era were closely related to the hypothesised Proto-Indo-European religion, and the IndoIranian religion. According to Anthony, the Old Indic religion probably emerged among Indo-European immigrants in the
contact zone between the Zeravshan River (present-day Uzbekistan) and (present-day) Iran. It was "a syncretic mixture of
old Central Asian and new Indo-European elements", which borrowed "distinctive religious beliefs and practices" from the
Bactria–Margiana culture.
The Rigveda contains accounts of conflicts between the Aryas and the Dasas and Dasyus. It describes Dasas and Dasyus as
people who do not perform sacrifices (akratu) or obey the commandments of gods (avrata). Their speech is described as
mridhra which could variously mean soft, uncouth, hostile, scornful or abusive. Other adjectives which describe their
physical appearance are subject to many interpretations. However, some modern scholars such as Asko Parpola connect
the Dasas and Dasyus to Iranian tribes Dahae and Dahyu and believe that Dasas and Dasyus were early Indo-Aryan
immigrants who arrived into the subcontinent before the Vedic Aryans.

Ravana is described in the Hindu epic Ramayana as the demon king of Lanka. Ravana is described as having been as a follower of Shiva, a
great scholar, a capable ruler and a maestro of the Veena, but someone who wished to overpower the Devas. His ten heads represent his
knowledge of the six shastras and the four Vedas. In the Ramayana, Ravana kidnaps Rama's wife Sita to exact vengeance on Rama and his
brother Lakshmana for having cut off the nose of his sister Shurpanakha. Ravana is worshiped by Hindus of Bisrakh, who claim their town
to be his birthplace. He is considered to be the most revered devotee of Shiva. Images of Ravana are seen associated with Shiva at some
places. He also appears in Buddhist Mahayana text Laṅkāvatāra Sūtra, and Buddhist Ramayanas and Jatakas, as well as in Jain Ramayanas
Ravana is depicted and described as having ten heads, although sometimes he is shown with only nine heads because he has sacrificed a
head to convince Shiva. He is described as a devout follower of Shiva, a great scholar, a capable ruler and a maestro of the Veena
(pronounced veh-nah). Ravana is also depicted as the author of the Ravana Samhita, a book on Hindu astrology and book Arka Prakasham;
book on Siddha medicine and treatment . Ravana possessed a thorough knowledge of Siddha and political science. He is said to have
possessed the nectar of immortality, which was stored inside his belly, thanks to a celestial boon by Brahma.

Accounts of military conflicts between the various tribes of Vedic Aryans are also described in the Rigveda. Most notable of
such conflicts was the Battle of Ten Kings, which took place on the banks of the river Parushni (modern day Ravi). The battle
was fought between the tribe Bharatas, led by their chief Sudas, against a confederation of ten tribes. The Bharatas lived
around the upper regions of the river Saraswati, while the Purus, their western neighbours, lived along the lower regions of
Saraswati. The other tribes dwelt north-west of the Bharatas in the region of Punjab. Division of the waters of Ravi could
have been a reason for the war. The confederation of tribes tried to inundate the Bharatas by opening the embankments of
Ravi, yet Sudas emerged victorious in the Battle of Ten Kings. Purukutsa, the chief of the Purus, was killed in the battle and
the Bharatas and the Purus merged into a new tribe, the Kuru, after the war.
After the 12th century BCE, as the Rigveda had taken its final form, the Vedic society, which is associated with the KuruPancala region but were not the only Indo-Aryan people in northern India, transitioned from semi-nomadic life to settled
agriculture in north-western India. Possession of horses remained an important priority of Vedic leaders and a remnant of
the nomadic lifestyle, resulting in trade routes beyond the Hindu Kush to maintain this supply as horses needed for cavalry
and sacrifice could not be bred in India. The Gangetic plains had remained out of bounds to the Vedic tribes because of
thick forest cover. After 1000 BCE, the use of iron axes and ploughs became widespread and the jungles could be cleared
with ease. This enabled the Vedic Aryans to extent their settlements into the western area of the Ganga-Yamuna Doab.
Many of the old tribes coalesced to form larger political units.

The Vedic religion was further developed with the emergence of the Kuru kingdom, systematising its religious literature and
developing the Śrauta ritual. It is associated with the Painted Grey Ware culture (c.1200-600 BCE), which did not expand
east of the Ganga-Yamnuya Doab. It differed from the related, yet markedly different, culture of the Central Ganges region,
which was associated with the Northern Black Polished Ware and the Mahajanapadas of Kosala and Magadha.
In this period the varna system emerged, state Kulke and Rothermund, which in this stage of Indian history were a
"hierarchical order of estates which reflected a division of labor among various social classes". The Vedic period estates
were four: Brahmin priests and warrior nobility stood on top, free peasants and traders were the third, and slaves,
labourers and artisans, many belonging to the indigenous people, were the fourth. This was a period where agriculture,
metal, and commodity production, as well as trade, greatly expanded, and the Vedic era texts including the early
Upanishads and many Sutras important to later Hindu culture were completed.
Modern replica of utensils and falcon shaped altar used for Agnicayana, an elaborate Śrauta ritual originating from the Kuru
Kingdom, around 1000 BCE.

Mourning the death of Ravana, Java

/

View of the French Factory, Patna seen from the river - 1824

The Kuru Kingdom, the earliest Vedic "state", was formed by a "super-tribe" which joined several tribes in a new unit. To
govern this state, Vedic hymns were collected and transcribed, and new rituals were developed, which formed the now
orthodox Śrauta rituals. Two key figures in this process of the development of the Kuru state were the king Parikshit and his
successor Janamejaya, transforming this realm into the dominant political and cultural power of northern Iron Age India.

The most well-known of the new religious sacrifices that arose in this period were the Ashvamedha (horse sacrifice). This
sacrifice involved setting a consecrated horse free to roam the kingdoms for a year. The horse was followed by a chosen
band of warriors. The kingdoms and chiefdoms in which the horse wandered had to pay homage or prepare to battle the
king to whom the horse belonged. This sacrifice put considerable pressure on inter-state relations in this era. This period
saw also the beginning of the social stratification by the use of varna, the division of Vedic society in Kshatriya, Brahmins,
Vaishya and Shudra.
The Kuru kingdom declined after its defeat by the non-Vedic Salva tribe, and the political centre of Vedic culture shifted
east, into the Panchala kingdom on the Ganges, under King Keśin Dālbhya (approximately between 900 and 750 BCE). Later,
in the 8th or 7th century BCE, the kingdom of Videha emerged as a political centre farther to the East, in what is today
northern Bihar of India and southeastern Nepal, reaching its prominence under the king Janaka, whose court provided
patronage for Brahmin sages and philosophers such as Yajnavalkya, Uddalaka Aruni, and Gargi Vachaknavi; Panchala also
remained prominent during this period, under its king Pravahana Jaivali.
By the 6th century BCE, the political units consolidated into large kingdoms called Mahajanapadas. The process of
urbanisation had begun in these kingdoms, commerce and travel flourished, even regions separated by large distances
became easy to access. Anga, a small kingdom to the east of Magadha (on the door step of modern-day West Bengal),
formed the eastern boundary of the Vedic culture. Yadavas expanded towards the south and settled in Mathura. To the
south of their kingdom was Vatsa which was governed from its capital Kausambi. The Narmada River and parts of North
Western Deccan formed the southern limits. The newly formed states struggled for supremacy and started displaying
imperial ambitions.

Statue of four-armed goddess with child (?Devi) and other fragments of sculpture, Rajaona, Monghyr District – 1871/ Bodh Gaya, Bihar,
Eastern India 1st century BC-1st century AD, marking the site of the Buddha's enlightenment. / bungalow belonging to George Proctor
Beauchamp, Collector of the Pilgrim Tax, Gaya (Bihar) - 1824

The end of the Vedic period is marked by linguistic, cultural and political changes. The grammar of Pāṇini marks a final apex
in the codification of Sutra texts, and at the same time the beginning of Classical Sanskrit. The invasion of Darius I of the
Indus valley in the early 6th century BCE marks the beginning of outside influence, continued in the kingdoms of the IndoGreeks. Meanwhile, in the Kosala-Magadha region, the shramana movements (including Jainism and Buddhism) objected
the self-imposed authority and orthodoxy of the intruding Brahmins and their Vedic scriptures and ritual. According to
Bronkhorst, the sramana culture arose in "greater Magadha," which was Indo-European, but not Vedic. In this culture,
kshatriyas were placed higher than Brahmins, and it rejected Vedic authority and rituals.
While Vedic society was relatively egalitarian in the sense that a distinct hierarchy of socio-economic classes or castes was
absent, the Vedic period saw the emergence of a hierarchy of social classes. Political hierarchy was determined by rank,
where rajan stood at the top and dasi at the bottom. The words Brahamana and Kshatriya occur in various family books of
the Rigveda, but they are not associated with the term varna. The words Vaishya and Shudra are absent. Verses of the
Rigveda, indicate the absence of strict social hierarchy and the existence of social mobility:
O, Indra, fond of soma, would you make me the protector of people, or would you make me a king, would you make me a
sage who has drunk soma, would you impart to me endless wealth.
The Vedic household was patriarchal and patrilineal. The institution of marriage was important and different types of
marriages— monogamy, polygyny and polyandry are mentioned in the Rigveda. Both women sages and female gods were
known to Vedic Aryans. However, hymns attributable to female sages are few and female gods were not as important as
male ones. Women could choose their husbands and could remarry if their husbands died or disappeared. While the wife
enjoyed a respectable position, she was subordinate to her husband. People consumed milk, milk products, grains, fruits,
and vegetables. Meat eating is mentioned, however, cows are labelled aghnya (not to be killed). Clothes of cotton, wool
and animal skin were worn. Soma and sura were popular drinks in the Vedic society, of which soma was sanctified by

religion. Flute (vana), lute (vina), harp, cymbals, and drums were the musical instruments played and a heptatonic scale was
used. Dancing, dramas, chariot racing, and gambling were other popular pastimes.

The Harihar Kshetra festival at Sonepur, Bihar. 1826 / Buildings and ruined masonry on the river bank, Colgong (Bihar) - 1814

The emergence of monarchical states in the later Vedic age led to a distancing of the rajan from the people and the
emergence of a varna hierarchy. The society was divided into four social groups— Brahmanas, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and
Shudras. The later Vedic texts fixed social boundaries, roles, status and ritual purity for each of the groups. The Shatapatha
Brahmana associates the Brahmana with purity of parentage, good conduct, glory, teaching or protecting people; Kshatriya
with strength, fame, ruling, and warfare; Vaishya with material prosperity and production-related activities such as cattle
rearing and agriculture; Shudras with the service of the higher varnas. The effects of Rajasuya sacrifice depended on the
varna of the sacrificer. Rajasuya endowed Brahmana with lustre, Kshatriya with valour, Vaishya with procreative power and
Shudra with stability.

The hierarchy of the top three varnas is ambiguous in the later Vedic texts.. The Purusha sukta visualised the four varnas as
hierarchical, but inter-related parts of an organic whole. Despite the increasing social stratification in the later Vedic times,
hymns like Rigveda suggest some amount of social mobility: "I am a reciter of hymns, my father a physician, and my mother
grinds (corn) with stones. We desire to obtain wealth in various actions."
Household became an important unit in the later Vedic age. The variety of households of the Vedic era gave way to an
idealised household which was headed by a grihapati. The relations between husband and wife, father and son were
hierarchically organised and the women were relegated to subordinate and docile roles. Polygyny was more common than
polyandry and texts like Tattiriya Samhita indicate taboos around menstruating women. Various professions women took to
are mentioned in the later Vedic texts. Women tended to cattle, milked cows, carded wool; were weavers, dyers, and corn
grinders. Women warriors such as Vishphala, who lost a leg in battle, are mentioned. Two female philosophers are
mentioned in the Upanishads. Patrick Olivelle, in his translation of the Upanishads, writes that "the fact that these women
are introduced without any attempt to justify or to explain how women could be engaged in theological matters suggests
the relatively high social and religious position of at least women of some social strata during this period."
Early Vedic Aryans were organised into tribes rather than kingdoms. The chief of a tribe was called a rajan. The autonomy of
the rajan was restricted by the tribal councils called sabha and samiti. The two bodies were, in part, responsible for the
governance of the tribe. The rajan could not accede to the throne without their approval. The distinction between the two
bodies is not clear. Arthur Llewellyn Basham, a noted historian and indologist, theorises that sabha was a meeting of great
men in the tribe, whereas, samiti was a meeting of all free tribesmen. Some tribes had no hereditary chiefs and were
directly governed by the tribal councils. Rajan had a rudimentary court which was attended by courtiers (sabhasad) and
chiefs of sects (gramani). The main responsibility of the rajan was to protect the tribe. He was aided by several
functionaries, including the purohita (chaplain), the senani (army chief), dutas (envoys) and spash (spies). Purohita
performed ceremonies and spells for success in war and prosperity in peace.

/ The old Palace buildings within the Fort along the riverside at Monghyr (Bihar) – 1814

In the later Vedic period, the tribes had consolidated into small kingdoms, which had a capital and a rudimentary
administrative system. To aid in governing these new states, the kings and their Brahmin priests arranged Vedic hymns into
collections and developed a new set of rituals (the now orthodox Śrauta rituals) to strengthen the emerging social
hierarchy. The rajan was seen as the custodian of social order and the protector of rashtra (polity). Hereditary kingship
started emerging and competitions like chariot races, cattle raids, and games of dice, which previously decided who was
worthy of becoming a king, became nominal. Rituals in this era exalted the status of the king over his people. He was
occasionally referred to as samrat (supreme ruler). The rajan's increasing political power enabled him to gain greater
control over the productive resources. The voluntary gift offering (bali) became compulsory tribute; however, there was no
organised system of taxation. Sabha and samiti are still mentioned in later Vedic texts, though, with the increasing power of
the king, their influence declined. By the end of the later Vedic age, different kinds of political systems such as monarchical
states (rajya), oligarchical states (gana or sangha), and tribal principalities had emerged in India.
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According to Michael Witzel's analysis of the Kuru Kingdom, it can be characterized as the earliest Vedic "state", during the
Middle Vedic Period. However, Robert Bellah observes that it is difficult to "pin down" whether the Kurus were a true
"state" or a complex chiefdom, as the Kuru kings notably never adopted royal titles higher than "rājan," which means
"chief" rather than "king" in the Vedic context. The Middle Vedic Period is also characterized by a lack of cities; Bellah
compares this to early state formation in ancient Hawai'i and "very early Egypt," which were "territorial states" rather than
"city-states," and thus "it was the court, not the city, that provided the center, and the court was often peripatetic." Romila
Thapar characterizes Vedic-era state formation as being in a condition of "arrested development," because local chiefs were
relatively autonomous, and because surplus wealth that could have been directed towards state-building was instead used
for the increasingly grandiose rituals that also served to structure social relations. The period of the Upanishads, the final
phase of the Vedic era, was approximately contemporaneous with a new wave of state formations, linked to the beginning
of urbanization in the Ganges Valley: along with the growth of population and trade networks, these social and economic
changes put pressure on older ways of life, setting the stage for the Upanishads and the subsequent sramana movements,
and the end of the Vedic Period, which was followed by the Mahajanapada period.
Archaeological data for the period of period from 1000 to 600 BCE shows a two-tiered settlement pattern in the Ganges
Valley, with some "modest central places," suggestive of the existence of simple chiefdoms, with the Kurukshetra District
itself displaying a more complex (albeit not yet urbanized) three-tiered hierarchy. Subsequently, (after 600 BCE) there are
four tiers of site sizes, including large towns and fortified cities, consistent with an urbanized state-level society.
Texts considered to date to the Vedic period are mainly the four Vedas, but the Brahmanas, Aranyakas and the older
Upanishads as well as the oldest Śrautasutras are also considered to be Vedic. The Vedas record the liturgy connected with
the rituals and sacrifices performed by the 16 or 17 Śrauta priests and the purohitas.

The rishis, the composers of the hymns of the Rigveda, were considered inspired poets and seers (in post-Vedic times
understood as "hearers" of an eternally existing Veda, Śrauta means "what is heard").
The mode of worship was the performance of sacrifices (Yajna) which included the chanting of Rigvedic verses (see Vedic
chant), singing of Samans and 'mumbling' of sacrificial mantras (Yajus). Yajna involved sacrifice and sublimation of the
havana sámagri (herbal preparations) in the fire accompanied by the chanting of the Vedic mantras. The sublime meaning
of the word yajna is derived from the Sanskrit verb yaj, which has a three-fold meaning of worship of deities (devapujana),
unity (saògatikaraña) and charity (dána). An essential element was the sacrificial fire—the divine Agni—into which oblations
were poured, as everything offered into the fire was believed to reach God. People prayed for abundance of rain, cattle,
sons, long life and gaining 'heaven'.
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Vedic people believed in the transmigration of the soul, and the peepul tree and cow were sanctified by the time of the
Atharvaveda. Many of the concepts of Indian philosophy espoused later like Dharma, Karma etc. trace their root to the
Vedas.
The main deities of the Vedic pantheon were Indra, Agni (the sacrificial fire), and Soma and some deities of social order
such as Mitra–Varuna, Aryaman, Bhaga and Amsa, further nature deities such as Surya (the Sun), Vayu (the wind), and
Prithivi (the earth). Goddesses included Ushas (the dawn), Prithvi, and Aditi (the mother of the Aditya gods or sometimes
the cow). Rivers, especially Saraswati, were also considered goddesses. Deities were not viewed as all-powerful. The
relationship between humans and the deity was one of transaction, with Agni (the sacrificial fire) taking the role of
messenger between the two. Strong traces of a common Indo-Iranian religion remain visible, especially in the Soma cult
and the fire worship, both of which are preserved in Zoroastrianism.
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Ethics in the Vedas are based on the concepts of Satya and Rta. Satya is the principle of integration rooted in the Absolute.
Whereas, Ṛta is the expression of Satya, which regulates and coordinates the operation of the universe and everything
within it. Conformity with Ṛta would enable progress whereas its violation would lead to punishment.
Influence on Hinduism
Around the beginning of the Common Era, the Vedic tradition formed one of the main constituents of the so-called "Hindu
synthesis" Vedic religion survived in the srayta ritual, whereas ascetic and devotional traditions like Yoga and Vedanta
acknowledge the authority of the Vedas, but interpret the Vedic pantheon as a unitary view of the universe with 'God'
(Brahman) seen as immanent and transcendent in the forms of Ishvara and Brahman. Later texts such as the Upanishads
and epics, namely the Gita of Mahabharat, are essential parts of these later developments.

Mithila, also known as Tirhut and Tirabhukti, is a geographical and cultural region of the Indian subcontinent, mainly
located in the Indian state of Bihar. This region is bounded by the Mahananda River in the east, the Ganges in the south, the
Gandaki River in the west and by the foothills of the Himalayas in the north. It extends into the eastern Terai of Nepal.
The native language in Mithila is Maithili, and its speakers are referred to as Maithils.
The name Mithila is commonly used to refer to the Videha Kingdom, as well as to the modern-day territories that fall within
the ancient boundaries of Videha. In the 18th century, when Mithila was still ruled in part by the Raj Darbhanga, the British
Raj annexed the region without recognizing it as a princely state. Mithila comprises Tirhut, Darbhanga, Kosi, Purnia,
Munger, Bhagalpur and Santhal Pargana divisions of India and some adjoining districts of Nepal.
Mithila first gained prominence after being settled by Indo-Aryan peoples who established the Videha kingdom. During the
late Vedic period (c. 1100–500 BCE), Videha became one of the major political and cultural centers of South Asia, along with
Kuru and Pañcāla. The kings of the Videha Kingdom were called Janakas. The Videha Kingdom was later incorporated into
the Vajji confederacy, which had its capital in the city of Vaishali, which is also in Mithila.
From the 11th century to the 20th century, Mithila was ruled by various indigenous dynasties. The first of these were the
Karnatas who were of Parmar Rajput origin, the Oiniwar Dynasty who were Maithil Brahmins and the Khandavalas of Raj
Darbhanga who were also Maithil Brahmins. It was during this period that the capital of Mithila was shifted to Darbhanga.
Madhubani art (Mithila painting) is practiced in the Mithila region of India and Nepal. It was traditionally created by the
women of different communities of the Mithila region. It is named after Madhubani district of Bihar, India which is where it
originated. This painting as a form of wall art was practiced widely throughout the region; the more recent development of
painting on paper and canvas originated among the villages around Madhubani, and it is these latter developments that
may correctly be referred to as Madhubani art.
Madhubani art (or Mithila painting) is practiced in the Mithila region of the Indian subcontinent. Painting is done with
fingers, twigs, brushes, nib-pens, and matchsticks, etc. Using natural dyes and pigments, and is characterised by eyecatching geometrical patterns. There is ritual content for particular occasions, such as birth or marriage, and festivals, such
as Holi, Surya Shasti, Kali Puja, Upanayana, Durga Puja.

Madhubani art or Mithila painting was traditionally created by the women of various communities in Mithila region of the
Indian subcontinent. It originated from Madhubani district of Mithila region of Bihar, and, it is popularly called Mithila
painting or Madhubani art. Madhubani is also a major export centre of these paintings. This painting as a form of wall art
was practiced widely throughout the region; the more recent development of painting on paper and canvas mainly
originated among the villages around Madhubani, and it is these latter developments led to the name Madhubani art being
used alongside the name "Mithila Painting."
The painting was traditionally done on freshly plastered mud walls and floors of huts, but now they are also done on cloth,
handmade paper and canvas. Madhubani paintings are made from the paste of powdered rice. Madhubani painting has
remained confined to a compact geographical area and the skills have been passed on through centuries, the content and
the style have largely remained the same. And that is the reason for Madhubani painting being accorded the coveted GI
(Geographical Indication) status. Madhubani paintings also use two-dimensional imagery, and the colors used are derived
from plants. Ochre and lampblack are also used for reddish brown and black respectively.
Madhubani paintings mostly depict the men & its association with nature and the scenes & deity from the ancient epics.
Natural objects like the sun, the moon, and religious plants like tulsi are also widely painted, along with scenes from the
royal court and social events like weddings. Generally, no space is left empty; the gaps are filled by paintings of flowers,
animals, birds, and even geometric designs. Traditionally, painting was one of the skills that was passed down from
generation to generation in the families of the Mithila Region, mainly by women. It is still practiced and kept alive in the
institutions spread across Mithila region. Kalakriti in Darbhanga, Vaidehi in Madhubani, Benipatti in Madhubani district and
Gram Vikas Parishad in Ranti are some of the major centers of Madhubani painting which has kept this ancient art form
alive.

Madhubani art has five distinctive styles, namely, Bharni, Katchni, Tantrik, Godna and Kohbar. In the 1960s Bharni, Kachni
and Tantrik style were mainly done by Brahman and Kayashth women, who are 'upper caste' women in India and Nepal.
Their themes were mainly religious and they depicted Gods and Goddesses, flora and fauna in their paintings. People of
lower castes include aspects of their daily life and symbols, story of Raja Shailesh [ guard of village] and much more, in their
paintings. But nowadays Madhubani art has become a globalised art form so there is no difference in the work of artists of
the region on the basis of the caste system. They are working in all five styles. Madhubani art has received worldwide
attention.

On 15 November 2000, southern Bihar was ceded to form the new state of Jharkhand. Only 11.3% of
the population of Bihar lives in urban areas, which is the lowest in India after Himachal Pradesh.
Additionally, almost 58% of Biharis are below the age of 25, giving Bihar the highest proportion of
young people of any Indian state.

In ancient and classical India, the area that is now Bihar was considered a centre of power, learning,
and culture. From Magadha arose India's first empire, the Maurya empire, as well as one of the
world's most widely adhered-to religions, Buddhism. Magadha empires, notably under the Maurya
and Gupta dynasties, unified large parts of South Asia under a central rule. Another region of Bihar is
Mithila which was an early centre of learning and the centre of the Videha kingdom.
Since the late 1970s, Bihar has lagged far behind other Indian states in terms of social and economic
development. Many economists and social scientists claim that this is a direct result of the policies of
the central government, such as the Freight equalisation policy, its apathy towards Bihar, lack of
Bihari sub-nationalism, and the Permanent Settlement of 1793 by the British East India Company.
The state government has, however, made significant strides in developing the state. Improved
governance has led to an economic revival in the state through increased investment in
infrastructure, better health care facilities, greater emphasis on education, and a reduction in crime
and corruption.
The name Bihar is derived from the Sanskrit and Pali word, Vihāra, meaning "abode". The region
roughly encompassing the present state was dotted with Buddhist vihara, the abodes of Buddhist
monks in the ancient and medieval periods. Medieval writer Minhaj al-Siraj Juzjani records in the
Tabakat-i-Nasiri that in 1198, Bakhtiyar Khalji committed a massacre in a town now known as Bihar
Sharif, about 70 km away from Bodh Gaya.

Chirand, on the northern bank of the Ganga River, in Saran district, has an archaeological record from
the Neolithic age (about 2500–1345 BC). Regions of Bihar—such as Magadha, Mithila and Anga—are
mentioned in religious texts and epics of ancient India.
Mithila gained prominence after establishment of the Videha Kingdom in Āryāvarta (ancient name of
Bharat). During the late Vedic period (c. 1100-500 BCE), Videha became one of the major political
and cultural centers of South Asia, along with Kuru and Pañcāla. The kings of the Videha Kingdom
were called Janakas. Sita, a daughter of one of the Janaks of Mithila is mentioned as the consort of
Lord Rama, in the Hindu epic, Ramayana, written by Valmiki.The Videha Kingdom later became
incorporated into the Vajji confederacy which had its capital in the city of Vaishali, which is also in
Mithila. Vajji had a republican form of government where the king was elected from the number of
rajas. Based on the information found in texts pertaining to Jainism and Buddhism, Vajji was
established as a republic by the 6th century BCE, before the birth of Gautama Buddha in 563 BCE,
making it the first known republic in India.
The region of modern-day southwestern Bihar called Magadha remained the centre of power,
learning, and culture in India for 1000 years. The Haryanka dynasty, founded in 684 BC, ruled
Magadha from the city of Rajgriha (modern Rajgir). The two well-known kings from this dynasty were
Bimbisara and his son Ajatashatru, who imprisoned his father to ascend the throne. Ajatashatru
founded the city of Pataliputra which later became the capital of Magadha. He declared war and
conquered the Vajji. The Haryanka dynasty was followed by the Shishunaga dynasty. Later the Nanda
Dynasty ruled a vast tract stretching from Bengal to Punjab.

The Nanda dynasty was replaced by the Maurya Empire, India's first empire. The Maurya Empire and
the religion of Buddhism arose in the region that now makes up modern Bihar. The Mauryan Empire,
which originated from Magadha in 325 BC, was founded by Chandragupta Maurya, who was born in
Magadha. It had its capital at Pataliputra (modern Patna). The Mauryan emperor, Ashoka, who was
born in Pataliputra (Patna) is believed to be one of the greatest rulers in the history of the world.

The Gupta Empire, which originated in Magadha in 240 AD, is referred as the Golden Age of India in
science, mathematics, astronomy, commerce, religion, and Indian philosophy. Bihar and Bengal was
invaded by Rajendra Chola I of the Chola dynasty in the 11th century.
Buddhism in Magadha went into decline due to the invasion of Muhammad bin Bakhtiyar Khalji,
during which many of the viharas and the famed universities of Nalanda and Vikramashila were
destroyed. It was claimed that thousands of Buddhist monks were massacred during the 12th
century. D. N. Jha suggests, instead, that these incidents were the result of Buddhist-Brahmin
skirmishes in a fight for supremacy. In 1540, the great Pathan chieftain, Sher Shah Suri, from
Sasaram, took northern India from the Mughals, defeating the Mughal army of Emperor Humayun.
Sher Shah declared Delhi his capital.
From the 11th century to the 20th century, Mithila was ruled by various indigenous dynasties. The
first of these were the Karnatas, followed by the Oinwar dynasty and finally Raj Darbhanga. It was
during this period that the capital of Mithila was shifted to Darbhanga.
The tenth and the last Guru of Sikhism, Guru Gobind Singh was born in Patna.
After the Battle of Buxar (1764), the British East India Company obtained the diwani rights (rights to
administer, and collect revenue or tax) for Bihar, Bengal and Odisha. The rich resources of fertile
land, water and skilled labour had attracted the foreign imperialists, particularly the Dutch and
British, in the 18th century. A number of agriculture-based industries had been started in Bihar by
foreign entrepreneurs. Bihar remained a part of the Bengal Presidency of British India until 1912,
when the province of Bihar and Orissa was carved out as a separate province. Since 2010, Bihar has
celebrated its birthday as Bihar Diwas on 22 March.
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Farmers in Champaran had revolted against indigo cultivation in 1914 (at Pipra) and 1916 (Turkaulia).
In April 1917, Mahatma Gandhi visited Champaran, where Raj Kumar Shukla had drawn his attention
to the exploitation of the peasants by European indigo planters. The Champaran Satyagraha that
followed received support from many Bihari nationalists, such as Rajendra Prasad and Anugrah
Narayan Sinha.
In the northern and central regions of Bihar, the Kisan Sabha (peasant movement) was an important
consequence of the independence movement. It began in 1929 under the leadership of Swami
Sahajanand Saraswati who formed the Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha (BPKS), to mobilise peasant
grievances against the zamindari attacks on their occupancy rights. The movement intensified and
spread from Bihar across the rest of India, culminating in the formation of the All India Kisan Sabha
(AIKS) at the Lucknow session of the Indian National Congress in April 1936, where Saraswati was
elected as its first president.
Bihari migrant workers have faced violence and prejudice in many parts of India, such as
Maharashtra, Punjab and Assam after independence.

Hindi is the official language of the state. Urdu is the second official language in 15 districts of the
state. Maithili (including its dialect Bajjika), Bhojpuri, Angika and Magahi are also widely spoken in
the state. Maithili is a recognised regional language of India under the Eighth Schedule to the
Constitution of India. Proponents are calling for Bhojpuri and Magahi to receive the same status.
There are several traditional styles of painting practiced in Bihar. One is Mithila painting, a style of
Indian painting used in the Mithila region of Bihar.Traditionally, painting was one of the skills that
was passed down from generation to generation in the families of the Mithila region, mainly by
women. Painting was usually done on walls during festivals, religious events, and other milestones of
the life cycle, like birth, Upanayanam (the sacred thread ceremony), and marriage.
Mithila painting was traditionally done on huts' freshly plastered mud walls, but today it is also done
on cloth, handmade paper, and canvas. Famous Mithila painters have included Smt Bharti Dayal,
Mahasundari Devi, the late Ganga Devi, and Sita Devi.
Mithila painting is also called Madhubani art. It mostly depicts human beings and their association
with nature. Common scenes illustrate deities like Krishna, Ram, Shiva, Durga, Lakshmi, and
Saraswati from ancient epics. Natural objects like the sun, moon, and religious plants like tulsi are
also widely painted, along with scenes from the royal court and social events like weddings.
Generally no space is left empty.
Historically, the Patna School of Painting (Patna Salaam), sometimes called Company Painting,
flourished in Bihar during the early 18th to mid-20th centuries. The Patna School of Painting was an
offshoot of the well-known Mughal Miniature School of Painting. Those who practiced this art form
were descendants of Hindu artisans of Mughal painting. Facing persecution from the Mughal
Emperor, Aurangzeb, these artisans found refuge, via Murshidabad, in Patna during the late 18th
century. Their art shared the characteristics of the Mughal painters, but whereas the Mughal style
depicted only royalty and court scenes, the Patna artists also started painting bazaar scenes. They
used watercolours on paper and on mica. The style's subject matter evolved to include scenes of
Indian daily life, local rulers, festivals, and ceremonies. This school of painting formed the basis for
the formation of the Patna Art School under the leadership of Shri Radha Mohan. The School is an
important center of fine arts in Bihar.
Bihar has produced musicians like Bharat Ratna Ustad Bismillah Khan and dhrupad singers like the
Malliks (Darbhanga Gharana) and the Mishras (Bettiah Gharana) along with poets like Vidyapati
Thakur who contributed to Maithili Music. The classical music in Bihar is a form of the Hindustani
classical music. Gaya is another centre of excellence in classical music, particularly of the Tappa and
Thumri varieties. Pandit Govardhan Mishra – son of the Ram Prasad Mishra, himself an accomplished
singer – is perhaps the finest living exponent of Tappa singing in India today, according to Padma Shri
Gajendra Narayan Singh, founding secretary of the Sangeet Natak Academi of Bihar. Gajendra
Narayan Singh also writes, in his memoir, that Champanagar, Banaili, was another major centre of
classical music. Rajkumar Shyamanand Sinha of Champanagar, Banaili princely state, was a great
patron of music and was himself one of the finest exponents of classical vocal music in Bihar in his
time. Singh, in another book on Indian classical music, has written that "Kumar Shyamanand Singh of
Banaili estate had such expertise in singing that many great singers including Kesarbai Kerkar

acknowledged his ability. After listening to bandishes from Kumar Sahib, Pandit Jasraj was moved to
tears and lamented that, alas!, he did not have such ability himself."
Randzonen
(Darjeeling wurde von mir 1989 besucht)
Darjeeling is a town and a municipality in the Indian state of West Bengal. It is located in the Lesser Himalayas at an
elevation of 6,700 ft (2,042.2 m). It is noted for its tea industry, its views of Kangchenjunga, the world's third-highest
mountain, and the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
The recorded history of the town starts from the early 19th century when the colonial administration under the British Raj
set up a sanatorium and a military depot in the region. Subsequently, extensive tea plantations were established in the
region and tea growers developed hybrids of black tea and created new fermentation techniques. The resultant distinctive
Darjeeling tea is internationally recognised and ranks among the most popular black teas in the world. The Darjeeling
Himalayan Railway connects the town with the plains and has some of the few steam locomotives still in service in India.

The King of Sikkim in Darjeeling about 1900
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View of Kanchengjunga as seen from Darjeeling

Darjeeling has several British-style public schools, which attract pupils from all over India and a few neighbouring countries.
The varied culture of the town reflects its diverse demographic milieu comprising Lepcha, Khampa, Gorkha, Newar, Sherpa,
Bhutia, Bengali and other mainland Indian ethno-linguistic groups. Darjeeling, alongside its neighbouring town of
Kalimpong, was the centre of the Gorkhaland movement in the 1980s and the summer of 2017.
The name Darjeeling comes from the Tibetan words Dorje, which is the thunderbolt sceptre of the Hindu deity Indra, and
ling, which means "a place" or "land".
The history of Darjeeling is intertwined with that of Nepal, Sikkim, British India, and Bhutan. Until the early 19th century,
the hilly area around Darjeeling was controlled by the Kingdom of Sikkim with the settlement consisting of a few villages of
the Lepcha and Kirati people. The Chogyal of Sikkim had been engaged in unsuccessful warfare against the Gorkhas of
Nepal.

Plucking the tea leaves in the traditional fashion
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The narrow gauge train often crisscrosses the street

From 1780, the Gorkhas made several attempts to capture the entire region of Darjeeling. By the beginning of the 19th
century, they had overrun Sikkim as far eastward as the Teesta River and had conquered and annexed the Terai and the
entire area now belonged to Nepal. In the meantime, the British were engaged in preventing the Gorkhas from overrunning the whole of the northern frontier. The Anglo-Gorkha war broke out in 1814, which resulted in the defeat of the
Gorkhas and subsequently led to the signing of the Sugauli Treaty in 1816. According to the treaty, Nepal had to cede all
those territories which the Gorkhas had annexed from the Chogyal of Sikkim to the British East India Company (i.e. the area
between Mechi River and Teesta River). Later in 1817, through the Treaty of Titalia, the British East India Company

reinstated the Chogyal of Sikkim, restored all the tracts of land between the River Mechi and the River Teesta to the
Chogyal of Sikkim and guaranteed his sovereignty.
In 1828, a delegation of the British East India Company (BEIC) officials on its way to the Nepal-Sikkim border stayed in
Darjeeling and decided that the region was a suitable site for a sanatorium for British soldiers. The company negotiated a
lease of the area west of the Mahananda River from the Chogyal of Sikkim in 1835. In 1849, the BEIC Superintendent
Archibald Campbell and the explorer and botanist Joseph Dalton Hooker were imprisoned in the region by the Sikkim
Chogyal. The BEIC sent a force to free them. Continued friction between the BEIC and the Sikkim authorities resulted in the
annexation of 640 square miles (1,700 km2) of territory by the British in 1850. In 1864, the Bhutanese rulers and the British
signed the Treaty of Sinchula that ceded the passes leading through the hills and Kalimpong to the British. Further discord
between Sikkim and the British resulted in a war, culminating in the signing of a treaty and the annexation by the British of
the area east of the Teesta River in 1865. By 1866, Darjeeling district had assumed its current shape and size, covering an
area of 1,234 square miles (3,200 km2).

During the British Raj, Darjeeling's temperate climate led to its development as a hill station for British residents seeking to
escape the summer heat of the plains. The development of Darjeeling as a sanatorium and health resort proceeded briskly.
Arthur Campbell, a surgeon with the Company, and Lieutenant Robert Napier were responsible for establishing a hill station
there. Campbell's efforts to develop the station, attract immigrants to cultivate the slopes and stimulate trade resulted in a
hundredfold increase in the population of Darjeeling between 1835 and 1849. The first road connecting the town with the
plains was constructed between 1839 and 1842. In 1848, a military depot was set up for British soldiers, and the town
became a municipality in 1850. Commercial cultivation of tea in the district began in 1856, and induced a number of British
planters to settle there. Darjeeling became the formal summer capital of the Bengal Presidency after 1864. Scottish
missionaries undertook the construction of schools and welfare centres for the British residents, laying the foundation for
Darjeeling's notability as a centre of education. The opening of the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway in 1881 further hastened
the development of the region. In 1899, Darjeeling was rocked by major landslides that caused severe damage to the town
and the native population.
Under the British Raj, the Darjeeling area was initially a "Non-Regulation District", a scheme of administration applicable to
economically less advanced districts in the British India; acts and regulations of the British Raj did not automatically apply to
the district in line with rest of the country. In 1919, the area was declared a "backward tract". During the Indian
independence movement, the Non-cooperation movement spread through the tea estates of Darjeeling. There was also a
failed assassination attempt by revolutionaries on Sir John Anderson, the Governor of Bengal in 1934. Subsequently, during
the 1940s, Communist activists continued the nationalist movement against the British by mobilising the plantation workers
and the peasants of the district.
Socio-economic problems of the region that had not been addressed during British Raj continued to linger and were
reflected in a representation made to the Constituent Assembly of India in 1947, which highlighted the issues of regional
autonomy and Nepali nationality in Darjeeling and adjacent areas. After the independence of India in 1947, Darjeeling was
merged with the state of West Bengal. A separate district of Darjeeling was established consisting of the hill towns of
Darjeeling, Kurseong, Kalimpong and some parts of the Terai region. While the hill population comprised mainly ethnic
Nepalis, the plains harboured a large ethnic Bengali population who were refugees from the Partition of India. A cautious
and non-receptive response by the West Bengal government to most demands of the ethnic Nepali population led to
increased calls, in the 1950s and 1960s, for Darjeeling's autonomy and for the recognition of the Nepali language; the state
government acceded to the latter demand in 1961.

During the 19th century, when the condition of Bihar worsened under the British misrule, many
Biharis had to emigrate as indentured labourers to the West Indies, Fiji, and Mauritius. During this
time many sad plays and songs called birha became popular, in the Bhojpur region, thus Bhojpuri
Birha. Dramas incorporating this theme continue to be popular in the theatres of Patna.

Sikkim is a state in northeast India. It borders Tibet in the north and northeast, Bhutan in the east,
Nepal in the west, and West Bengal in the south. Sikkim is also located close to India's Siliguri
Corridor near Bangladesh. Sikkim is the least populous and second smallest among the Indian states.
A part of the Eastern Himalaya, Sikkim is notable for its biodiversity, including alpine and subtropical
climates, as well as being a host to Kangchenjunga, the highest peak in India and third highest on
Earth. Sikkim's capital and largest city is Gangtok. Almost 35% of the state is covered by the
Khangchendzonga National Park.
The Kingdom of Sikkim was founded by the Namgyal dynasty in the 17th century. It was ruled by a Buddhist priest-king
known as the Chogyal. It became a princely state of British India in 1890. After 1947, Sikkim continued its protectorate
status with the Republic of India. It enjoyed the highest literacy rate and per capita income among Himalayan states. In
1973, anti-royalist riots took place in front of the Chogyal's palace. In 1975, the monarchy was deposed by the people. A
referendum in 1975 led to Sikkim joining India as its 22nd state.

Rumtek Monastery, is a Tibetan Buddhist monastery

Modern Sikkim is a multiethnic and multilingual Indian state. Sikkim has 11 official languages: Nepali, Sikkimese, Lepcha,
Tamang, Limbu, Newari, Rai, Gurung, Magar, Sunwar and English. English is taught in schools and used in government
documents. The predominant religions are Hinduism and Vajrayana Buddhism. Sikkim's economy is largely dependent on
agriculture and tourism, and as of 2014 the state had the third-smallest GDP among Indian states, although it is also among
the fastest-growing.
Sikkim accounts for the largest share of cardamom production in India, and is the world's second largest producer of the
spice after Guatemala. Sikkim achieved its ambition to convert its agriculture to fully organic over the interval 2003 to 2016,
the first state in India to achieve this distinction. It is also among India's most environmentally conscious states, having
banned plastic water bottles and styrofoam products.
The origin theory of the name Sikkim is that it is a combination of two Limbu words: su, which means "new", and khyim,
which means "palace" or "house". The Tibetan name for Sikkim is Drenjong (Wylie-transliteration: ´bras ljongs), which
means "valley of rice", while the Bhutias call it Beyul Demazong, which means '"the hidden valley of rice". According to the
folklore, after establishing Rabdentse as his new capital Bhutia king Tensung Namgyal built a palace and asked his Limbu
Queen to name it. The Lepcha people, the original inhabitants of Sikkim, called it Nye-mae-el, meaning "paradise". In
historical Indian literature, Sikkim is known as Indrakil, the garden of the war god Indra.

The last Chogyal, Palden Thondup Namgyal, and his American born queen consort, Hope Cooke, with their daughter in 1971 / The
Rhododendrons of Sikkim-Himalaya / Maharani of Sikkim - 1900

The Lepchas are considered to be the earliest inhabitants of Sikkim. However the Limbus and the Magars also lived in the
inaccessible parts of West and South districts as early as the Lepchas perhaps lived in the East and North districts. The
Buddhist saint Padmasambhava, also known as Guru Rinpoche, is said to have passed through the land in the 8th century.
The Guru is reported to have blessed the land, introduced Buddhism, and foretold the era of monarchy that would arrive in
Sikkim centuries later.

According to legend, Khye Bumsa, a 14th-century prince from the Minyak House in Kham in eastern Tibet, received a divine
revelation instructing him to travel south to seek his fortunes. A fifth-generation descendant of Khye Bumsa, Phuntsog
Namgyal, became the founder of Sikkim's monarchy in 1642, when he was consecrated as the first Chogyal, or priest-king,
of Sikkim by the three venerated lamas at Yuksom. Phuntsog Namgyal was succeeded in 1670 by his son, Tensung Namgyal,
who moved the capital from Yuksom to Rabdentse (near modern Pelling). In 1700, Sikkim was invaded by the Bhutanese
with the help of the half-sister of the Chogyal, who had been denied the throne. The Bhutanese were driven away by the
Tibetans, who restored the throne to the Chogyal ten years later. Between 1717 and 1733, the kingdom faced many raids
by the Nepalese in the west and Bhutanese in the east, culminating with the destruction of the capital Rabdentse by the
Nepalese. In 1791, China sent troops to support Sikkim and defend Tibet against the Gorkha Kingdom. Following the
subsequent defeat of Gorkha, the Chinese Qing dynasty established control over Sikkim.
Following the beginning of British rule in neighbouring India, Sikkim allied with Britain against their common adversary,
Nepal. The Nepalese attacked Sikkim, overrunning most of the region including the Terai. This prompted the British East
India Company to attack Nepal, resulting in the Gurkha War of 1814. Treaties signed between Sikkim and Nepal resulted in
the return of the territory annexed by the Nepalese in 1817. However, ties between Sikkim and the British weakened when
the latter began taxation of the Morang region. In 1849, two British physicians, Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker and Dr. Archibald
Campbell, the latter being in charge of relations between the British and Sikkimese governments, ventured into the
mountains of Sikkim unannounced and unauthorised. The doctors were detained by the Sikkimese government, leading to a
punitive British expedition against the kingdom, after which the Darjeeling district and Morang were annexed to British
India in 1853. The invasion led to the Chogyal of Sikkim becoming a titular ruler under the directive of the British governor.

Sikkim became a British protectorate in the later decades of the 19th century, formalized by a convention signed with China
in 1890. Sikkim was gradually granted more sovereignty over the next three decades, and became a member of the
Chamber of Princes, the assembly representing the rulers of the Indian princely states, in 1922.
Prior to the Indian independence, Jawaharlal Nehru, as the Vice President of the Executive Council, pushed through a
resolution in the Indian Constituent Assembly to the effect that Sikkim and Bhutan, as Himalayan states, were not 'Indian
states' and their future should be negotiated separately. A standstill agreement was signed in February 1948.
Meanwhile, the Indian independence and its move to democracy spurred a fledgling political movement in Sikkim, giving
rise to the formation of Sikkim State Congress (SSC). The party sent a plate of demands to the palace, including a demand

for accession to India. The palace attempted to defuse the movement by appointing three secretaries from the SSC to the
government and sponsoring a counter-movement in the name of Sikkim National Party, which opposed accession to India.
The demand for responsible government continued and the SSC launched a civil disobedience movement. The Chogyal
Palden Thondup Namgyal asked India for help in quelling the movement, which was offered in the form of a small military
police force and an Indian Dewan. In 1950, a treaty was agreed between India and Sikkim which gave Sikkim the status of
an Indian protectorate. Sikkim came under the suzerainty of India, which controlled its external affairs, defence, diplomacy
and communications. In other respects, Sikkim retained administrative autonomy.
A state council was established in 1953 to allow for constitutional government under the Chogyal. Despite pressures from
an India "bent on annexation", Chogyal Palden Thondup Namgyal was able to preserve autonomy and shape a "model Asian
state" where the literacy rate and per capita income were twice as high as neighbouring Nepal, Bhutan and India.
Meanwhile, the Sikkim National Congress demanded fresh elections and greater representation for Nepalis in Sikkim.
People marched on the palace against the monarchy. In 1973, anti-royalist riots took place in front of the Chogyal's palace.

In 1975, the Prime Minister of Sikkim appealed to the Indian Parliament for Sikkim to become a state of India. In April of
that year, the Indian Army took over the city of Gangtok and disarmed the Chogyal's palace guards. Thereafter, a
referendum was held in which 97.5 per cent of voters supported abolishing the monarchy, effectively approving union with
India. India is said to have stationed 20,000–40,000 troops in a country of only 200,000 during the referendum. On 16 May
1975, Sikkim became the 22nd state of the Indian Union, and the monarchy was abolished. To enable the incorporation of
the new state, the Indian Parliament amended the Indian Constitution. First, the 35th Amendment laid down a set of
conditions that made Sikkim an "Associate State", a special designation not used by any other state. A month later, the 36th
Amendment repealed the 35th Amendment, and made Sikkim a full state, adding its name to the First Schedule of the
Constitution.
In 2000, the seventeenth Karmapa, Urgyen Trinley Dorje, who had been confirmed by the Dalai Lama and accepted as a
tulku by the Chinese government, escaped from Tibet, seeking to return to the Rumtek Monastery in Sikkim. Chinese
officials were in a quandary on this issue, as any protests to India would mean an explicit endorsement of India's
governance of Sikkim, which China still recognized as an independent state occupied by India. The Chinese government
eventually recognized Sikkim as an Indian state in 2003, on the condition that India officially recognize Tibet as a part of
China; New Delhi had originally accepted Tibet as a part of China in 1953 during the government of Jawaharlal Nehru. The
2003 agreement led to a thaw in Sino-Indian relations, and on 6 July 2006, the Sikkimese Himalayan pass of Nathu La was
opened to cross-border trade, becoming the first open border between India and China. The pass, which had previously
been closed since the 1962 Sino-Indian War, was an offshoot of the ancient Silk Road.

On 18 September 2011, a magnitude 6.9Mw earthquake struck Sikkim, killing at least 116 people in the state and in Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh and Tibet. More than 60 people died in Sikkim alone, and the city of Gangtok suffered significant
damage.
Nestling in the Himalayan mountains, the state of Sikkim is characterised by mountainous terrain. Almost the entire state is
hilly, with an elevation ranging from 280 metres (920 ft) in south at border with West Bengal to 8,586 metres (28,169 ft) in
northern peaks near Nepal and Tibet. The summit of Kangchenjunga, the world's third-highest peak, is the state's highest
point, situated on the border between Sikkim and Nepal. For the most part, the land is unfit for agriculture because of the
rocky, precipitous slopes. However, some hill slopes have been converted into terrace farms.
Nepali is the lingua franca of Sikkim, while Sikkimese (Bhutia) and Lepcha are spoken in certain areas. English is also spoken
and understood in most of Sikkim. Other languages include Dzongkha, Groma, Gurung, Limbu, Magar, Majhi, Majhwar,
Nepal Bhasa, Rai, Sherpa, Sunuwar, Tamang, Thulung, Tibetan, and Yakha.
Vajrayana Buddhism, which accounts for 27.3 per cent of the population, is Sikkim's second-largest, yet most prominent
religion. Prior to Sikkim's becoming a part of the Indian Union, Vajrayana Buddhism was the state religion under the
Chogyal. Sikkim has 75 Buddhist monasteries, the oldest dating back to the 1700s. The public and visual aesthetics of Sikkim
are executed in shades of Vajrayana Buddhism and Buddhism plays a significant role in public life, even among Sikkim's
majority Nepali Hindu population.

Christians in Sikkim are mostly descendants of Lepcha people who were converted by British missionaries in the late 19th
century, and constitute around 10 per cent of the population. As of 2014, the Evangelical Presbyterian Church of Sikkim is
the largest Christian denomination in Sikkim. Other religious minorities include Muslims of Bihari ethnicity and Jains, who
each account for roughly one per cent of the population. The traditional religions of the native Sikkimese account for much
of the remainder of the population.
Although tensions between the Lepchas and the Nepalese escalated during the merger of Sikkim with India in the 1970s,
there has never been any major degree of communal religious violence, unlike in other Indian states. The traditional
religion of the Lepcha people is Mun, an animist practice which coexists with Buddhism and Christianity.
Bhutan, officially the Kingdom of Bhutan is a landlocked country in South Asia. Located in the Eastern Himalayas, it is
bordered by Tibet Autonomous Region of China in the north, the Sikkim state of India and the Chumbi Valley of Tibet in the
west, the Arunachal Pradesh state of India in the east, and the states of Assam and West Bengal in the south. Bhutan is
geopolitically in South Asia and is the region's second least populous nation after the Maldives. Thimphu is its capital and
largest city, while Phuntsholing is its financial center.
The independence of Bhutan has endured for centuries and it has never been colonized in its history. Situated on the
ancient Silk Road between Tibet, the Indian subcontinent and Southeast Asia, the Bhutanese state developed a distinct
national identity based on Buddhism. Headed by a spiritual leader known as the Zhabdrung Rinpoche, the territory was
composed of many fiefdoms and governed as a Buddhist theocracy. Following a civil war in the 19th century, the House of
Wangchuck reunited the country and established relations with the British Empire. Bhutan fostered a strategic partnership
with India during the rise of Chinese communism and has a disputed border with China. In 2008, Bhutan transitioned from
an absolute monarchy to a constitutional monarchy and held the first election to the National Assembly of Bhutan. The
National Assembly of Bhutan is part of the bicameral parliament of the Bhutanese democracy.

Tongsa Penlop (Sir Ugyen Wangchuk) and family, Bhutan – 1905 / Tongsa Penelope's bodyguard /

Since the 17th century the official name of Bhutan has been Druk yul (country of the Drukpa Lineage, the Dragon People, or
the Land of the Thunder Dragon, a reference to the country's dominant Buddhist sect) and Bhutan only appears in Englishlanguage official correspondence.
Names similar to Bhutan — including Bohtan, Buhtan, Bottanthis, Bottan and Bottanter — began to appear in Europe
around the 1580s. Jean-Baptiste Tavernier's 1676 Six Voyages is the first to record the name Boutan. However, in every
case, these seem to have been describing not modern Bhutan but the Kingdom of Tibet. The modern distinction between
the two did not begin until well into the Scottish explorer George Bogle's 1774 expedition — realizing the differences
between the two regions, cultures and states, his final report to the East India Company formally proposed labelling the
Druk Desi's kingdom as "Boutan" and the Panchen Lama's as "Tibet".
Locally, Bhutan has been known by many names. One of the earliest Western records of Bhutan, the 1627 Relação of the
Portuguese Jesuits Estêvão Cacella and João Cabral, records its name variously as Cambirasi (among the Koch Biharis),
Potente, and Mon (an endonym for southern Tibet).The first time a separate Kingdom of Bhutan appeared on a western
map, it did so under its local name as "Broukpa". Others including Lho Mon ("Dark Southland"), Lho Tsendenjong
("Southland of the Cypress"), Lhomen Khazhi ("Southland of the Four Approaches") and Lho Menjong ("Southland of the
Herbs").

Durbar held when the Tongsa Penlop was presented with the insignia of the K.C.I.E. at Punakha, Bhutan – 1905

Stone tools, weapons, elephants, and remnants of large stone structures provide evidence that Bhutan was inhabited as
early as 2000 BC, although there are no existing records from that time. Historians have theorized that the state of Lhomon
(literally, "southern darkness"), or Monyul ("Dark Land", a reference to the Monpa, the aboriginal peoples of Bhutan) may
have existed between 500 BC and AD 600. The names Lhomon Tsendenjong (Sandalwood Country), and Lhomon Khashi, or
Southern Mon (country of four approaches), have been found in ancient Bhutanese and Tibetan chronicles.
Buddhism was first introduced to Bhutan in the 7th century AD. Tibetan king Songtsän Gampo (reigned 627–649), a convert
to Buddhism, who actually had extended the Tibetan Empire into Sikkim and Bhutan, ordered the construction of two
Buddhist temples, at Bumthang in central Bhutan and at Kyichu (near Paro) in the Paro Valley. Buddhism was propagated in
earnest in 746 under King Sindhu Rāja (also Künjom; Sendha Gyab; Chakhar Gyalpo), an exiled Indian king who had
established a government in Bumthang at Chakhar Gutho Palace
Much of early Bhutanese history is unclear because most of the records were destroyed when fire ravaged the ancient
capital, Punakha, in 1827. By the 10th century, Bhutan's political development was heavily influenced by its religious
history. Various subsects of Buddhism emerged that were patronized by the various Mongol warlords. After the decline of
the Yuan dynasty in the 14th century, these subsects vied with each other for supremacy in the political and religious
landscape, eventually leading to the ascendancy of the Drukpa Lineage by the 16th century.

A thrikhep (throne cover) from the 19th century. Throne covers were placed atop the temple cushions used by high lamas.
The central circular swirling quadrune is the gankyil in its mode as the "Four Joys".

Until the early 17th century, Bhutan existed as a patchwork of minor warring fiefdoms, when the area was unified by the
Tibetan lama and military leader Ngawang Namgyal, who had fled religious persecution in Tibet. To defend the country
against intermittent Tibetan forays, Namgyal built a network of impregnable dzongs or fortresses, and promulgated the Tsa
Yig, a code of law that helped to bring local lords under centralized control. Many such dzong still exist and are active
centers of religion and district administration. Portuguese Jesuits Estêvão Cacella and João Cabral were the first recorded
Europeans to visit Bhutan in 1627, on their way to Tibet. They met Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal, presented him with
firearms, gunpowder and a telescope, and offered him their services in the war against Tibet, but the Zhabdrung declined
the offer. After a stay of nearly eight months Cacella wrote a long letter from the Chagri Monastery reporting on his travels.
This is a rare extant report of the Zhabdrung.

When Ngawang Namgyal died in 1651, his passing was kept secret for 54 years [1651-1705]. After a period of consolidation,
Bhutan lapsed into internal conflict. In the year 1711 Bhutan went to war against the Mughal Empire and its Subedars, who
restored the kingdom of Koch Bihar in the south. During the chaos that followed, the Tibetans unsuccessfully attacked
Bhutan in 1714.
In the 18th century, the Bhutanese invaded and occupied the kingdom of Koch Bihar. In 1772, the Maharaja of Koch Bihar
appealed to the British East India Company which assisted by ousting the Bhutanese and later in attacking Bhutan itself in
1774. A peace treaty was signed in which Bhutan agreed to retreat to its pre-1730 borders. However, the peace was
tenuous, and border skirmishes with the British were to continue for the next hundred years. The skirmishes eventually led
to the Duar War (1864–65), a confrontation for control of the Bengal Duars. After Bhutan lost the war, the Treaty of
Sinchula was signed between British India and Bhutan. As part of the war reparations, the Duars were ceded to the United
Kingdom in exchange for a rent of Rs. 50,000. The treaty ended all hostilities between British India and Bhutan.
During the 1870s, power struggles between the rival valleys of Paro and Tongsa led to civil war in Bhutan, eventually
leading to the ascendancy of Ugyen Wangchuck, the poenlop (governor) of Tongsa. From his power base in central Bhutan,
Ugyen Wangchuck defeated his political enemies and united the country following several civil wars and rebellions during
1882–85.
In 1907, an epochal year for the country, Ugyen Wangchuck was unanimously chosen as the hereditary king of the country
by the Lhengye Tshog of leading Buddhist monks, government officials, and heads of important families, with the firm
petition made by Gongzim Ugyen Dorji. John Claude White, British Political Agent in Bhutan, took photographs of the
ceremony. The British government promptly recognized the new monarchy, and in 1910 Bhutan signed the Treaty of
Punakha, a subsidiary alliance which gave the British control of Bhutan's foreign affairs and meant that Bhutan was treated
as an Indian princely state. This had little real effect, given Bhutan's historical reticence, and also did not appear to affect

Bhutan's traditional relations with Tibet. After the new Union of India gained independence from the United Kingdom on 15
August 1947, Bhutan became one of the first countries to recognize India's independence. On 8 August 1949, a treaty
similar to that of 1910, in which Britain had gained power over Bhutan's foreign relations, was signed with the newly
independent India.

In 1953, King Jigme Dorji Wangchuck established the country's legislature – a 130-member National Assembly – to promote a more
democratic form of governance. In 1965, he set up a Royal Advisory Council, and in 1968 he formed a Cabinet. In 1971, Bhutan was
admitted to the United Nations, having held observer status for three years. In July 1972, Jigme Singye Wangchuck ascended to the throne
at the age of sixteen after the death of his father, Dorji Wangchuck.
Bhutan's political system has recently changed from an absolute monarchy to a constitutional monarchy. King Jigme Singye Wangchuck
transferred most of his administrative powers to the Council of Cabinet Ministers and allowed for impeachment of the King by a two-thirds
majority of the National Assembly.

Woodblock engraving
In 1999, the government lifted a ban on television and the Internet, making Bhutan one of the last countries to introduce television. In his
speech, the King said that television was a critical step to the modernisation of Bhutan as well as a major contributor to the country's gross
national happiness, but warned that the "misuse" of this new technology could erode traditional Bhutanese values.
A new constitution was presented in early 2005. In December 2005, King Jigme Singye Wangchuck announced that he would abdicate the
throne in his son's favour in 2008. On 14 December 2006, he announced that he would be abdicating immediately. This was followed by
the first national parliamentary elections in December 2007 and March 2008.
On 6 November 2008, 28-year-old Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck, eldest son of King Jigme Singye Wangchuck, was crowned King.
The official religion in Bhutan is Vajrayana Buddhism. Bhutan is a Buddhist country by constitution and Buddhism play a vital role in the
country. Buddhism is the cultural heritage of Bhutan and its people's identity as well. Freedom of religion is guaranteed by the King.
Approximately 75 percent of the population of 770,000 follow either the Drukpa Lineage of the Kagyu school, the Nyingma school of
Tibetan Buddhism or another school of Buddhism. The remaining 25 percent, mainly Lhotshampas, practice Hinduism.
The Ngalop people, descendants of Tibetan immigrants, comprise the majority of the population in the western and central areas and
mostly follow the Drukpa Lineage of Kagyu Vajrayana.
The Sharchops, descendants of the country's probable original inhabitants, live in the east. Reportedly, some Sharchops practice Buddhism
combined with elements of Bon whereas others practice animism and Hinduism. Several Sharchops hold high positions in the government,
the National Assembly, and the court system.
The government supports both Kagyu and Nyingma Buddhist monasteries. The royal family practices a combination of Nyingma and Kagyu
Buddhism and many citizens believe in the concept of "Kanyin-Zungdrel," meaning "Kagyupa and Ningmapa as one."
Hindus, mainly in the South, practice Hinduism. There are about 200,000 Hindus mainly of Nepali ethnic living in Bhutan and form 23% of
the country population and it is the second largest religion of the nation. The very first Hindu temple was constructed in Thimphu in 2012

by the Je Khenpo, Chief Abbot of Bhutan, and Hindus practice their religion in small to medium-sized groups. Hinduism is more common
among the Lhotshampa ethnic group, although a fair amount of ethnic Lhotshampa also follow Buddhism as well.

Xylographed religious text
Bon, the country's animist and shamanistic belief system, revolves around the worship of nature and predates Buddhism. Although Bön
priests often officiate and include Bön rituals in Buddhist festivals, very few citizens adhere exclusively to this religious group.

Assam is a state in Northeast India, situated south of the eastern Himalayas along the Brahmaputra and Barak River valleys.
Assam covers an area of 78,438 km2 (30,285 sq mi). The state is bordered by Bhutan and the state of Arunachal Pradesh to
the north; Nagaland and Manipur to the east; Meghalaya, Tripura, Mizoram and Bangladesh to the south; and West Bengal
to the west via the Siliguri Corridor, a 22 kilometres (14 mi) strip of land that connects the state to the rest of India.
The indigenous people traditionally include ethnic groups like Tai Ahom people,Tai Khamti people,Tai Turung people,Tai
Aiton people, Tai Phake, Koch Rajbongshi, Misings, Sonowal Kacharis, Rabha, Chutias, Kalitas, Meitei people, Keot
(Kaibarta), Bodo people, Tea tribes, Tiwa, Mech Kachari, Thengal-Kacharis, Sarania Kacharis, Deoris, Doms/Nadiyals,
Assamese Brahmins (including Ganaks), Assamese Muslims (particularly Goria, Moria, Deshi communities), Assamese Sikhs,
Bengali people and Assamese Christians speaking Assamese or any other tribal dialect of Assam as their mother tongue.
Assam is known for Assam tea and Assam silk. The state has conserved the one-horned Indian rhinoceros from near
extinction, along with the wild water buffalo, pygmy hog, tiger and various species of Asiatic birds, and provides one of the
last wild habitats for the Asian elephant. The Assamese economy is aided by wildlife tourism to Kaziranga National Park and
Manas National Park, which are World Heritage Sites. Sal tree forests are found in the state which, as a result of abundant
rainfall, look green all year round. Assam receives more rainfall than most parts of India; this rain feeds the Brahmaputra
River, whose tributaries and oxbow lakes provide the region with a hydro-geomorphic environment.

Kamakhya Temple

The precise etymology of modern anglicised word "Assam" is ambiguous. In the classical period and up to the 12th century
the region east of the Karatoya river, largely congruent to present-day Assam, was called Kamarupa, and alternatively,
Pragjyotisha In medieval times the Mughals used Asham (eastern Assam) and Kamrup (western Assam), and during British
colonialism, the English used Assam. Though many authors have associated the name with the 13th century Shan invaders
the precise origin of the name is not clear. It was suggested by some that the Sanskrit word Asama ("unequalled",
"peerless", etc.) was the root, which has been rejected by Kakati, and more recent authors have concurred that it is a latterday Sanskritization of a native name. Among possible origins are Tai (A-Cham) and Bodo
Assam and adjoining regions have evidences of human settlements from all the periods of the Stone ages. The hills at the
height of 1,500–2,000 feet (460 to 615 m) were popular habitats probably due to availability of exposed dolerite basalt,
useful for tool-making.

7th–8th century specimen of Assamese (Kamrupi) literature

According to a late text, Kalika Purana (c. 9th–10th century AD), the earliest ruler of Assam was Mahiranga Danav of the
Danava dynasty, which was removed by Naraka who established the Naraka dynasty. The last of these rulers, also Naraka,
was slain by Krishna. Naraka's son Bhagadatta became the king, who (it is mentioned in the Mahabharata) fought for the
Kauravas in the battle of Kurukshetra with an army of kiratas, chinas and dwellers of the eastern coast. At the same time
towards east in central Assam, Asura Kingdom was ruled by indigenous line of kings of Mariachi dynasty.
Ambari site in Gwahati has revealed shunga Kushana era artifacts including flight of stairs and a water tank which may date
from 1st century BC and maybe 2000 years old, experts speculate that Ambari was another significant find is roman era
Roman Roulette Pottery from the 2nd century BC.Samudragupta's 4th century Allahabad pillar inscription mentions
Kamarupa (Western Assam) and Davaka (Central Assam) as frontier kingdoms of the Gupta Empire. Assam and much of
North East India were vassal states to the Mauryan, Shunga and Gupta Empire.
Davaka was later absorbed by Kamarupa, which grew into a large kingdom that spanned from Karatoya river to near
present Sadiya and covered the entire Brahmaputra valley, North Bengal, parts of Bangladesh and, at times Purnea and
parts of West Bengal.
The kingdom was ruled by three dynasties; the Varmanas (c. 350–650 CE), the Mlechchha dynasty (c.655–900 CE) and the
Kamarupa-Palas (c. 900–1100 CE), from their capitals in present-day Guwahati (Pragjyotishpura), Tezpur (Haruppeswara)
and North Gauhati (Durjaya) respectively. All three dynasties claimed descent from Narakasura.
In the reign of the Varman king, Bhaskaravarman (c. 600–650 AD), the Chinese traveller Xuanzang visited the region and
recorded his travels. Later, after weakening and disintegration (after the Kamarupa-Palas), the Kamarupa tradition was
extended to c. 1255 AD by the Lunar I (c. 1120–1185 AD) and Lunar II (c. 1155–1255 AD) dynasties.
Further information: Kamata kingdom, Ahom kingdom, Chutiya kingdom, Kachari kingdom, and Baro-Bhuyan

Sivasagar Sivadol (meaning the temple of the Lord Shiva) is a group of structures comprising three Hindu temples of Sivadol, Vishnudol
(meaning temple of the Lord Vishnu) and Devidol (meaning temple of the Goddess Durga) shrines, and a museum. / Durga slaying the
demon Mahishasura, on the walls of Sivadol temple / Buthan glory

Three later dynasties were the Ahoms, the Chutiya and the Koch.
Assam was directly ruled by the Pala Kingdom of Bengal during its peak.
The Ahoms, a Tai group, ruled Upper Assam The Shans built their kingdom and consolidated their power in Eastern Assam
with the modern town of Sibsagar as their capital. Until the early 1500s, the Ahoms ruled a small kingdom in Sibsagar
district and suddenly expanded during King Suhungmung's rule taking advantage of weakening rule of Chutia and Dimasa
kingdoms. By 1681, the whole tract down to the border of the modern district of Goalpara came permanently under their
sway. Ahoms ruled for nearly 600 years (1228–1826 AD) with major expansions in the early 16th century at the cost of
Chutia and Dimasa Kachari kingdoms. Since c. the 13th century AD, the nerve centre of Ahom polity was upper Assam; the
kingdom was gradually extended to the Karatoya River in the 17th or 18th century. It was at its zenith during the reign of
Sukhrungphaa or Sworgodeu Rudra Sinha (c. 1696–1714 AD).

The Ahom kingdom 1228–1826, also called Kingdom of Assam was a kingdom originating in Medieval India, in the
Brahmaputra Valley in Assam, India. It is well known for maintaining its sovereignty for nearly 600 years and successfully
resisting Mughal expansion in Northeast India. Established by Sukaphaa, a Tai prince from Mong Mao, it began as a mong in
the upper reaches of the Brahmaputra based on wet rice agriculture. It expanded suddenly under Suhungmung in the 16th
century and became multi-ethnic in character, casting a profound effect on the political and social life of the entire
Brahmaputra valley. The kingdom became weaker with the rise of the Moamoria rebellion, and subsequently fell to
repeated Burmese invasions of Assam. With the defeat of the Burmese after the First Anglo-Burmese War and the Treaty of
Yandabo in 1826, control of the kingdom passed into East India Company hands.
Though it came to be called the Ahom kingdom in the colonial and subsequent times, it was largely multi-ethnic, with the
ethnic Ahom people constituting less than 10% of the population toward the end. The 1901 census of India enumerated
approximately 179,000 people identifying as Ahom. The latest available census records slightly over 2 million Ahom
individuals however, estimates of the total number of people descended from the original Tai-Ahom settlers are as high as 8
million. The total population of Assam being at 31 million according to the 2011 census, they presently constitute slightly
over 25%. The Ahoms called their kingdom Mong Dun Shun Kham, (Assamese: xunor-xophura; English: casket of gold) while
others called it Assam. The British-controlled province after 1838 and later the Indian state of Assam came to be known by
this name.

Ahom-Buranji ;Buranji is an Ahom word meaning a storehouse of knowledge that enlightens the ignorant. They generally deal with political
events of the period such as warfare,diplomatic relations and dismissal of ministers, officers etc. Reports of the frontier officers or of
ambassadors, architectural plans etc were also termed as buranjis with different appellations like Datiyalia Buranji, Kataki Buranji etc. /
Coat of arms of Ahom kingdom or Kingdom of Assam
Some buranjis are much bigger in volume and cover all topics relating to political history whereas some are small, narrating a single event
only. The former class is called Lai-Lik Buranji in Tai Ahom which means a treatise on political science or a main chronicle and the latter is
called Lit Buranji meaning a chronicle dealing with one event only. In Assamese they are called Barpahi Buranji and Katha respectively.

The Ahom kingdom was established in 1228 when the first Ahom king Sukaphaa came from Mong Mao and entered the
Brahmaputra valley, crossing the rugged Patkai mountain range. He was accompanied by his three queens, two sons,
several nobles and officials and their families, and soldiers totaling more than nine thousand persons. He crossed the Patkai
and reached Namruk (Namrup) on 2 December 1228 and occupied a region on the south bank with the Burhidihing river in
the north, the Dikhau river in the south and the Patkai mountains in the east. He befriended the local groups, the Barahi and
the Marans, finally settled his capital at Charaideo and established the offices of the Dangarias—the Burhagohain and the
Borgohain. In the 1280s, these two offices were given independent regions of control, and the check and balance that these
three main offices accorded each other was established. The Ahoms brought with them the technology of wet rice
cultivation that they shared with other groups. The people that took to the Ahom way of life and polity were incorporated
into their fold in a process of Ahomization. As a result of this process the Barahi people, for instance, were completely
subsumed, and some of other groups like some Nagas and the Maran peoples became Ahoms, thus enhancing the Ahom

numbers significantly. This process of Ahomization was particularly significant till the 16th century, when under
Suhungmung, the kingdom made large territorial expansions at the cost of the Chutiya and the Kachari kingdoms.
The expansion was so large and so rapid that the Ahomization process could not keep pace and the Ahoms became a
minority in their kingdom. This resulted in a change in the character of the kingdom and it became multi-ethnic and
inclusive. Hindu influences, which were first felt under Bamuni Konwar at the end of the 14th century, became significant.
Rudra Singha (1696–1714) introduced Islamic prayers in the court that his successors continued. The Assamese language
entered the Ahom court and co-existed with the Tai language for some time in the 17th century before finally replacing it.
The rapid expansion of the state was accompanied by the installation of a new high office, the Borpatrogohain, at par with
the other two high offices and not without opposition from them. Two special offices, the Sadiakhowa Gohain and the
Marangikowa Gohain were created to oversee the regions won over from the Chutiya and the Kachari kingdoms
respectively. The subjects of the kingdom were organized under the Paik system, initially based on the phoid or kinship
relations, which formed the militia. The kingdom came under attack from Turkic and Afghan rulers of Bengal, but it
withstood them. On one occasion, the Ahoms under Ton Kham Borgohain pursued the invaders and reached the Karatoya
river, and the Ahoms began to see themselves as the rightful heir of the erstwhile Kamarupa kingdom.

Kareng Ghar is a seven-storied royal palace built by Rajeswar Singha. / Nagas 1890 /

The Ahom kingdom took many features of its mature form under Pratap Singha (1603–1641). The Paik system was
reorganized under the professional khel system, replacing the kinship based phoid system. Under the same king, the offices
of the Borphukan, and the Borbarua were established along with other smaller offices. No more major restructuring of the
state structure was attempted till the end of the kingdom. The kingdom came under repeated Mughal attacks in the 17th
century, and on one occasion in 1662, the Mughals under Mir Jumla occupied the capital, Garhgaon. The Mughals were
unable to keep it, and in at the end of the Battle of Saraighat, the Ahoms not only fended off a major Mughal invasion, but
extended their boundaries west, up to the Manas river. Following a period of confusion, the kingdom got itself the last set of
kings, the Tungkhungia kings, established by Gadadhar Singha.

The rule of Tungkhungia kings was marked by peace and achievements in the Arts and engineering constructions. The later
phase of the rule was also marked by increasing social conflicts, leading to the Moamoria rebellion. The rebels were able to
capture and maintain power at the capital Rangpur for some years, but were finally removed with the help of the British
under Captain Welsh. The following repression led to a large depopulation due to emigration as well as execution, but the
conflicts were never resolved. A much weakened kingdom fell to repeated Burmese attacks and finally after the Treaty of
Yandabo in 1826, the control of the kingdom passed into British hands./

The Chutiya rulers (1187–1673 AD), a Bodo-Kachari group by origin, held the regions on both the banks of Brahmaputra
with its domain in the area eastwards from Vishwanath (north bank) and Buridihing (south bank), in Upper Assam and in

the state of Arunachal Pradesh. It was partially annexed in the early 1500s by the Ahoms, finally getting absorbed in 1673
AD. The rivalry between the Chutiyas and Ahoms for the supremacy of eastern Assam led to a series of battles between
them from the early 16th century until the start of the 17th century, which saw great loss of men and money.
The Koch, another Bodo-Kachari dynasty, established sovereignty in c. 1510 AD. The Koch kingdom in Western Assam and
present North Bengal was at its zenith in the early reign of Nara Narayan (c. 1540–1587 AD). It split into two in c. 1581 AD,
the western part as a Moghul vassal and the eastern as an Ahom satellite state. Later, in 1682, Koch Hajo was entirely
annexed by the Ahoms.
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Among other dynasties, the Dimasa Kacharis (13th century-1854 AD) ruled from Dikhow River to central and southern
Assam and had their capital at Dimapur. With expansion of Ahom kingdom, by the early 17th century, the Chutiya areas
were annexed and since c. 1536 AD the Kacharis remained only in Cachar and North Cachar, and more as an Ahom ally than
a competing force.
The Chutiya Kingdom, (pronounced Sutia)
(1187-1673), also known as Chutia, Sutiya or Sadiya, was a state established by one of the Chutiya chieftains named Birpal
in 1187 CE in the areas comprising the present-day Indian states of Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. Birpal was one of the
numerous Chutiya chieftains/rajas (who ruled Upper Assam and Arunachal) and initially ruled parts of present-day
Arunachal Pradesh. Over the years he and his successors united all the hill and plain Chutiya kings of Assam as well as
Arunachal Pradesh to form the greater Chutiya kingdom after the fall of Pala dominance. It was the largest kingdom in
Assam after the fall of Kamrupa and before the rise of Ahom kingdom. The kingdom absorbed the ancient Pala dynasty of
Kamarupa and reigned for over 400 years in eastern Assam and Arunachal Pradesh with its capital at Sadiya and Ratnapur.
It became the dominant power in eastern Assam in the 12th century and remained so until the 16th century with its
domain from Parshuram Kund in the east to Vishwanath in the west and in the process of its expansion had absorbed many
local communities and tribes.

It controlled the present Assam districts of Lakhimpur, Dhemaji, Tinsukia, parts of Jorhat, Dibrugarh, Sonitpur and East
Siang, Subansiri, Lower Dibang, Lohit districts of Arunachal Pradesh.

Among the Chutiya kings was Gaurinarayan (Ratnadhwajpal), son of Birpal. He brought many other Chutiya groups into his
kingdom. In 1224, Ratnadhwajpal defeated another Chutiya king named Bhadrasena, the king of Swetagiri, and conquered
the area between Subansiri and Sissi rivers, i.e. present-day Dhemaji district. In 1228, he went on another campaign to
further expand his kingdom and subjugate the Chutiya king Nyayapal (ruling the areas between Biswanath and Subansiri,i.e.
present-day Biswanath and Lakhimpur districts) and marched toward Kamatapur, where he formed an alliance with the
Kamata ruler by marrying a princess. Then he marched to Dhaka, and made friends with the Gauda ruler. The hostilities
with the Ahoms began when the Chutiya Kingdom expanded to the south during which the Ahom king, Sutuphaa, was killed
by the Chutiya king during a friendly negotiation. This conflict triggered a number of battles between the two sides which
saw great loss of men and money. The simmering dispute often flared till 1524 when the Ahoms struck the Chutiya
Kingdom at its weakest state, took Sadiya and killed the then king, Nityapal. The Ahoms established their rule by instituting
the position of Sadiyakhowa Gohain, a newly constituted position of frontier-governor in charge of Sadiya. But the Chutiya
had dispersed to frontier regions, and continued raids against the Ahoms. It finally ended in 1673 when they fell under the
domination of the Ahoms.
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Bhuyans were chiefs of North Indian settlers who migrated to Assam in two separate groups once during the Mleccha rule
of 9th century and again during the Kamatapur rule in the 14th century. They were given land in central Assam by the
Indigenous Mleccha and Kamatapur kings in order to promote sanskritisation in Assam. The first group were called the Bor
Bhuyans. The Borbhuyans settled in the region west of the Chutiya kingdom i.e. parts of the present day districts of Darrang
and Sonitpur. The Bhuyan status at that time was open to royals of any ethnicity and the rule was a confederation type, due
to which many Chutiya chieftains of Sonitpur and Lakhimpur districts also adopted the title. These were known as the
Chutiya Bhuyans who ruled as sovereign states until Gaurinarayan brought them under the greater Chutiya kingdom in the
early 13th century.
The founder of the medieval greater Chutiya kingdom was Birpal who claimed descent from the legendary Bhishmak and
reigned in 1187. He ruled over 60 clans with his capital on a hill called Swarnagiri and assumed the title of Gayapal. He was
succeeded by his son Sonagiri assuming the title of Gaurinarayan.

Gaurinarayan alias Ratnadhwajpal was one of the most powerful Sutiya kings. He brought under his sway the tribes of
neighbouring mountains; the Rangalgiri, the Kalgiri, the Nilgiri, the Chandragiri, and the Dhavalgiri. He conquered the whole
northeastern region of Assam which included the areas of present-day Arunachal Pradesh and assumed the title "Lord of
Hills". In the year 1224, with a large army, he descended on the valley of Brahmaputra, attacking and deporting another
Chutiya king, Bhadrasena, ruler of the Swetagiri. In the expedition he gained rich booty and many prisoners of war
belonging to the Brahmin, Tanti, Sonari, Sutar and Kumar classes and settled them in various parts of the kingdom. He built
his capital at Ratnapur (Majuli), hence also called Ratnadhwajpal and used certain techniques to advance the agricultural
system in the kingdom. The neighbouring Chutiya king, Nyaya Pal surrendered with costly gifts even before he was

attacked. To cement the alliance, he married the daughter of Nyayapal. He built a line of forts along the foot of the bills
against inroads by the hill tribes and built large tanks and temples for his people. In Kamatapur, when Kamateswar refused
his daughter for one of Gaurinarayan sons, the king marched against him, constructing a road with forts at certain intervals.
Alarmed at the energy displayed by his troops, Kamateswar agreed to give one of the princesses in marriage to the Sutiya
prince.
These expeditions by Gaurinarayan took Chutiya Kingdom to supremacy to such an extent that after a few years the impact
of his power was felt even by the Gauda ruler. The Gauda ruler, possibly Khesav Sen, made friends with Gaurinarayan who
sent one of his sons to that country to be educated. Unfortunately, the Sutiya Prince died there and the corpse was sent to
Gaurinarayan, who was then engaged in building a new city. He named the city as Sadiya (Sa-Corpse, Diya-Given) which
later on became the capital of the Chutiya Kingdom. Extensive remains of buildings and fortifications built during the rule of
the Sutiyas near about Sadiya still point to the importance of the region in the past.
During the reign of Ahom king Sutuphaa, there were frequent skirmishes between Ahoms and Sutiyas. In 1376, Sutuphaa
was killed by the Sutiya King Jayadhwajpal during a friendly encounter. During following years, both sides were involved in
numerous battles.

Dhirnarayan alias Dharmadhwajpal, engaged in many battles with the Ahoms. In 1513, in a battle with the Ahoms, king
Dhirnarayan attacked the Ahom Kingdom both by land and water. The Ahom were victorious in the battle fought at
Dikhoumukh. Later in 1520, the Sutiyas invaded Ahom territory twice; in the second invasion the Sutiyas killed the Ahom
commander and were successful in defeating the Ahoms in the battle fought at Dihing.
The kingdom saw its weakest state under Nityapal, the husband of Dhirnarayan daughter Sadhani. In 1522, Dhirnarayan due
to his growing age passed down his throne to Nityapal. The Sutiya nobilities and ministers resisted the decision of giving
away the throne to Nityapal. In 1524, due to Nityapal incapable rulership, the Ahoms taking advantage of this chance,
attacked a much weaker Chutiya Kingdom. As a partial culmination of the inter-kingdom feud, the Ahoms took Sadiya and
killed Nityapal. Further to strengthen their position, the Ahoms set up colonies in the Sutiya country and a number of
Brahmins, blacksmiths and artisans were deported from Sadiya to Charaideo. However the Sutiyas went to the countryside
where they were still in power and continued their fight against the Ahoms to reclaim their lost territories. The conflict
went on for next 150 years until it finally ended in 1673 when the Sutiyas fell under the domination of the Ahoms and were
absorbed into their state.

The Pala Empire was an imperial power during the Late Classical period on the Indian subcontinent, which originated in the
region of Bengal. It is named after its ruling dynasty, whose rulers bore names ending with the suffix of Pala ("protector" in
Sanskrit). They were followers of the Mahayana and Tantric schools of Buddhism. The empire was founded with the
election of Gopala as the emperor of Gauda in 750 CE. The Pala stronghold was located in Bengal and Bihar, which included
the major cities of Vikrampura, Pataliputra, Gauda, Monghyr, Somapura, Ramvati (Varendra), Tamralipta and Jaggadala.

The Palas were astute diplomats and military conquerors. Their army was noted for its vast war elephant corps. Their navy
performed both mercantile and defensive roles in the Bay of Bengal. The Palas were important promoters of classical Indian
philosophy, literature, painting and sculpture. They built grand temples and monasteries, including the Somapura
Mahavihara, and patronised the great universities of Nalanda and Vikramashila. The Proto-Bengali language developed
under Pala rule. The empire enjoyed relations with the Srivijaya Empire, the Tibetan Empire and the Arab Abbasid
Caliphate. Islam first appeared in Bengal during Pala rule, as a result of increased trade between Bengal and the Middle
East. Abbasid coinage found in Pala archaeological sites, as well as records of Arab historians, point to flourishing mercantile
and intellectual contacts. The House of Wisdom in Baghdad absorbed the mathematical and astronomical achievements of
Indian civilisation during this period.
At its height in the early 9th century, the Pala Empire was the dominant power in the northern Indian subcontinent, with its
territory stretching across parts of modern-day eastern Pakistan, northern and northeastern India, Nepal and Bangladesh.
The empire reached its peak under Emperors Dharmapala and Devapala. The Palas also exerted a strong cultural influence
under Atisa in Tibet, as well as in Southeast Asia. Pala control of North India was ultimately ephemeral, as they struggled
with the Gurjara-Pratiharas and the Rashtrakutas for the control of Kannauj and were defeated. After a short lived decline,
Emperor Mahipala I defended imperial bastions in Bengal and Bihar against South Indian Chola invasions. Emperor
Ramapala was the last strong Pala ruler, who gained control of Kamarupa and Kalinga. The empire was considerably
weakened by the 11th century, with many areas engulfed in rebellion.

The resurgent Hindu Sena dynasty dethroned the Pala Empire in the 12th century, ending the reign of the last major
Buddhist imperial power in the Indian subcontinent. The Pala period is considered one of the golden eras of Bengali history.
The Palas brought stability and prosperity to Bengal after centuries of civil war between warring divisions. They advanced
the achievements of previous Bengali civilisations and created outstanding works of art and architecture. They laid the basis
for the Bengali language, including its first literary work, the Charyapada. The Pala legacy is still reflected in Tibetan
Buddhism.
According to the Khalimpur copper plate inscription, the first Pala king Gopala was the son of a warrior named Vapyata. The
Ramacharitam attests that Varendra (North Bengal) was the fatherland (Janakabhu) of the Palas. The ethnic origins of the
dynasty are unknown, although the later records claim that Gopala was a Kshatriya belonging to the legendary Solar
dynasty. The Ballala-Carita states that the Palas were Kshatriyas, a claim reiterated by Taranatha in his History of Buddhism
in India as well as Ghanaram Chakrabarty in his Dharmamangala (both written in the 16th century CE). The Ramacharitam
also attests the fifteenth Pala emperor, Ramapala, as a Kshatriya. Claims of belonging to the legendary Solar dynasty are
unreliable and clearly appear to be an attempt to cover up the humble origins of the dynasty. The Pala dynasty has also
been branded as Śudra in some sources such as Manjushri-Mulakalpa; this might be because of their Buddhist leanings.
According to Abu'l-Fazl ibn Mubarak (in Ain-i-Akbari), the Palas were Kayasthas. There are even accounts that claim Gopala
may have been from a Brahmin lineage.

After the fall of Shashanka's kingdom, the Bengal region was in a state of anarchy. There was no central authority, and
there was constant struggle between petty chieftains. The contemporary writings describe this situation as matsya nyaya

("fish justice" i.e. a situation where the big fish eat the small fish). Gopala ascended the throne as the first Pala king during
these times. The Khalimpur copper plate suggests that the prakriti (people) of the region made him the king. Taranatha,
writing nearly 800 years later, also writes that he was democratically elected by the people of Bengal. However, his account
is in form of a legend, and is considered historically unreliable. The legend mentions that after a period of anarchy, the
people elected several kings in succession, all of whom were consumed by the Naga queen of an earlier king on the night
following their election. Gopal, however managed to kill the queen and remained on the throne. The historical evidence
indicates that Gopala was not elected directly by his citizens, but by a group of feudal chieftains. Such elections were quite
common in contemporary societies of the region.
Gopala's ascension was a significant political event as the several independent chiefs recognised his political authority
without any struggle.
Gopala's empire was greatly expanded by his son Dharmapala and his grandson Devapala. Dharmapala was initially
defeated by the Pratihara ruler Vatsaraja. Later, the Rashtrakuta king Dhruva defeated both Dharmapala and Vatsaraja.
After Dhruva left for the Deccan region, Dharmapala built a mighty empire in the northern India. He defeated Indrayudha of
Kannauj, and installed his own nominee Chakrayudha on the throne of Kannauj. Several other smaller states in North India
also acknowledged his suzerainty. Soon, his expansion was checked by Vatsaraja's son Nagabhata II, who conquered
Kannauj and drove away Chakrayudha. Nagabhata II then advanced up to Munger and defeated Dharmapala in a pitched
battle. Dharmapala was forced to surrender and to seek alliance with the Rashtrakuta emperor Govinda III, who then
intervened by invading northern India and defeating Nagabhata II. The Rashtrakuta records show that both Chakrayudha
and Dharmapala recognised the Rashtrakuta suzerainty. In practice, Dharmapala gained control over North India after
Govinda III left for the Deccan. He adopted the title Paramesvara Paramabhattaraka Maharajadhiraja.

Dharmapala was succeeded by his son Devapala, who is regarded as the most powerful Pala ruler. His expeditions resulted
in the invasion of Pragjyotisha (present-day Assam) where the king submitted without giving a fight and the Utkala
(present-day Orissa) whose king fled from his capital city. The inscriptions of his successors also claim several other
territorial conquests by him, but these are highly exaggerated (see the Geography section below).
Following the death of Devapala, the Pala Empire gradually started disintegrating. Vigrahapala, who was Devapala's
nephew, abdicated the throne after a brief rule, and became an ascetic. Vigrahapala's son and successor Narayanapala
proved to be a weak ruler. During his reign, the Rashtrakuta king Amoghavarsha defeated the Palas. Encouraged by the Pala
decline, the King Harjara of Assam assumed imperial titles and the Sailodbhavas established their power in Orissa.
Naryanapala's son Rajyapala ruled for at least 12 years, and constructed several public utilities and lofty temples. His son
Gopala II lost Bengal after a few years of rule, and then ruled only Bihar. The next king, Vigrahapala II, had to bear the
invasions from the Chandelas and the Kalachuris. During his reign, the Pala Empire disintegrated into smaller kingdoms like
Gauda, Radha, Anga and Vanga. Kantideva of Harikela (eastern and southern Bengal) also assumed the title
Maharajadhiraja, and established a separate kingdom, later ruled by the Chandra dynasty. The Gauda state (West and
North Bengal) was ruled by the Kamboja Pala dynasty. The rulers of this dynasty also bore names ending in the suffix -pala
(e.g. Rajyapala, Narayanapala and Nayapala). However, their origin is uncertain, and the most plausible view is that they
originated from a Pala official who usurped a major part of the Pala kingdom along with its capital.

Maitreya and scenes from the Buddha's life. Folios were probably from the Pala period under Ramapala, considered the last great ruler of
the Pala dynasty.

Mahipala I recovered northern and eastern Bengal within three years of ascending the throne in 988 CE. He also recovered
the northern part of the present-day Burdwan division. During his reign, Rajendra Chola I of the Chola Empire frequently
invaded Bengal from 1021 to 1023 CE to get Ganges water and in the process, succeeded to humble the rulers, acquiring
considerable booty. The rulers of Bengal who were defeated by Rajendra Chola were Dharmapal, Ranasur and
Govindachandra, who might have been feudatories under Mahipala I of the Pala Dynasty. Rajendra Chola I also defeated
Mahipala, and obtained from the Pala king "elephants of rare strength, women and treasure". Mahipala also gained control
of north and south Bihar, probably aided by the invasions of Mahmud of Ghazni, which exhausted the strength of other
rulers of North India. He may have also conquered Varanasi and surrounding area, as his brothers Sthirapala and
Vasantapala undertook construction and repairs of several sacred structures at Varanasi. Later, the Kalachuri king
Gangeyadeva annexed Varanasi after defeating the ruler of Anga, which could have been Mahipala I.
Nayapala, the son of Mahipala I, defeated the Kalachuri king Karna (son of Ganggeyadeva) after a long struggle. The two
later signed a peace treaty at the mediation of the Buddhist scholar Atiśa. During the reign of Nayapala's son Vigrahapala III,
Karna once again invaded Bengal but was defeated. The conflict ended with a peace treaty, and Vigrahapala III married
Karna's daughter Yauvanasri. Vigrahapala III was later defeated by the invading Chalukya king Vikramaditya VI. The invasion
of Vikramaditya VI saw several soldiers from South India into Bengal, which explains the southern origin of the Sena
Dynasty. Vigrahapala III also faced another invasion led by the Somavamsi king Mahasivagupta Yayati of Orissa.
Subsequently, a series of invasions considerably reduced the power of the Palas. The Varmans occupied eastern Bengal
during his reign.
Mahipala II, the successor of Vigrahapala III, brought a short-lived reign of military glory. His reign is well-documented by
Sandhyakar Nandi in Ramacharitam. Mahipala II imprisoned his brothers Ramapala and Surapala II, on the suspicion that
they were conspiring against him. Soon afterwards, he faced a rebellion of vassal chiefs from the Kaibarta (fishermen). A
chief named Divya (or Divvoka) killed him and occupied the Varendra region. The region remained under the control of his
successors Rudak and Bhima. Surapala II escaped to Magadha and died after a short reign. He was succeeded by his brother
Ramapala, who launched a major offensive against Divya's grandson Bhima. He was supported by his maternal uncle
Mathana of the Rashtrakuta dynasty, as well as several feudatory chiefs of south Bihar and south-west Bengal. Ramapala
conclusively defeated Bhima, and killing him and his family in a cruel manner.

After gaining control of Varendra, Ramapala tried to revive the Pala empire with limited success. He ruled from a new
capital at Ramavati, which remained the Pala capital until the dynasty's end. He reduced taxation, promoted cultivation and
constructed public utilities. He brought Kamarupa and Rar under his control, and forced the Varman king of east Bengal to
accept his suzerainty. He also struggled with the Ganga king for control of present-day Orissa; the Gangas managed to
annexe the region only after his death. Ramapala maintained friendly relations with the Chola king Kulottunga to secure
support against the common enemies: the Ganas and the Chalukyas. He kept the Senas in check, but lost Mithila to a
Karnataka chief named Nanyuadeva. He also held back the aggressive design of the Gahadavala ruler Govindacharndra
through a matrimonial alliance.
Ramapala was the last strong Pala ruler. After his death, a rebellion broke out in Kamarupa during his son Kumarapala's
reign. The rebellion was crushed by Vaidyadeva, but after Kumarapala's death, Vaidyadeva practically created a separate
kingdom. According to Ramacharitam, Kumarapala's son Gopala III was murdered by his uncle Mandapala. During
Madanapala's rule, the Varmans in east Bengal declared independence, and the Eastern Gangas renewed the conflict in
Orissa. Madanapala captured Munger from the Gahadavalas, but was defeated by Vijayasena, who gained control of
southern and eastern Bengal. A ruler named Govindapala ruled over the Gaya district around 1162 CE, but there is no
concrete evidence about his relationship to the imperial Palas. The Pala dynasty was replaced by the Sena dynasty.
The Sena/Sen Empire was a Hindu dynasty during the Late Classical period on the Indian subcontinent, that ruled from
Bengal through the 11th and 12th centuries. The empire at its peak covered much of the north-eastern region of the Indian
subcontinent. The rulers of the Sena Dynasty traced their origin to the south Indian region of Karnataka.

The dynasty's founder was Samanta Sena. After him came Hemanta Sena who usurped power and styled himself king in
1095 AD. His successor Vijaya Sena (ruled from 1096 AD to 1159 AD) helped lay the foundations of the dynasty, and had an
unusually long reign of over 60 years. Ballala Sena conquered Gaur from the Pala, became the ruler of the Bengal Delta, and
made Nabadwip the capital as well. Ballala Sena married Ramadevi a princess of the Western Chalukya Empire which
indicates that the Sena rulers maintained close social contact with south India. Lakshmana Sena succeeded Ballala Sena in
1179, ruled Bengal for approximately 20 years, and expanded the Sena Empire to Assam, Odisha, Bihar and probably to
Varanasi. In 1203–1204 AD, the Turkic general Bakhtiyar Khalji attacked Nabadwip. Khalji defeated Lakshman Sen and
captured northwest Bengal – although Eastern Bengal remained under Sena control.

Shiva dances on Apasmara, the dwarf of ignorance

The political space after the decline of the Pala power in Bengal was occupied by the Senas whose king Vijayasena
succeeded in conquering a large part of Pala territory. The Senas were the supporters of orthodox Hinduism. The dynasty
traces its origin to the South, to the Western Chalukya Empire of southern India. Theres is a record of a Western Chalukya
invasion during the reign of Someshvara I led by his son Vikramaditya VI who defeated the kings of Gauda and Kamarupa.
This invasion of the Kannada ruler brought bodies of his countrymen from Karnataka into Bengal which explains the origin
of the Sena Dynasty.

The founder of the Sena rule was Samantasena who described himself as a Brahma-Kshatriya of Karnataka (Karnataka). He
himself stated that he fought the outlaws of Karnataka and later turned an ascetic. The inscriptions of the Sena kings
mention them as Brahma-Kshatriyas (Brahmins who ruled as Kshatriyas) or Kshatriyas. Also, sources have identified them
with the Vaidya (as well as the Ambashtha caste or sub-caste, considered as a mixed caste, being born of Brahmin father
and Vaishya mother,) and they married with and were identified with the Bengali Vaidyas (commonly known as Baidyas in
Bengal) in Vaidya Kula-panjikas (family-tree accounts).
Sena Dynasty had ruled Bengal for little over a century (c 1097–1225). The emergence of the dynasty, which supplanted the
Palas in Bengal towards the close of 11th century A.D., had constituted a significant epoch in the history of ancient India.
Taking advantage of the revolt of Samantachakra in Varendra during the reign of Mahipala II, Vijayasena, founder of the
Sena dynasty, gradually consolidated his position in western Bengal and ultimately assumed an independent position during
the reign of Madanapala. One important aspect of Sena rule in Bengal is that the whole territory of Bengal was brought
under a single rule for the first time. It is likely impossible to provide definite information to the question as to how the
family entered Bengal. The Sena records also are amazingly silent about this.
The Sena kings claim in their own inscriptions that they are Brahma-Kshatriyas. Their remote ancestor was one Virasena,
whose name was supposed to have been mentioned in Puranas. The "Deopara Inscription" of the Senas also traces the
Sena ancestry from Virasena. Since there are no authentic records available still, a keen controversy prevails among
scholars regarding origin of the Senas.

/ / /

Ikshvaku kings of Andhra were probably the first who used calligraphy in their inscriptions.

Like the origin of the Senas, their early history or circumstances, which led them to concentrate in Bengal is also still
unknown. It has been presumed by historians that the Senas came to Bengal on the eve of the invading army led by the
Chalukya kings Vikramaditya VI and Someswara III. Some scholars have also suggested that when Rajendra Chola's army had
invaded Bengal, the Senas had accompanied them. According to some other historians, a few Karnataka officials, who were
subordinate to the Pala kings, had established their independent kingdom in the region of Radha, taking advantage of the
weakness of the Pala powers. Those Karnataka chiefs might have arrived in Bengal in wake of the Chalukya invasion and
had settled into a kingdom of their own. According to historians Samantasena was such a chief who had established his
independent kingdom in the Radha region of Bengal.
Samantasena was a scion of the Sena family, who had distinguished himself through various warfares in South India. He had
settled in Radha in Bengal, at an old age. He had also laid the foundation of the Sena family in Bengal. His son Hemantasena
carved out an important kingdom in Radha, taking advantage of the decline of the Pala Empire. From their base in Radha,
the Senas ultimately extended their powers over the whole of Bengal.

Pala-Sena dynasty Durga as Mahishasuramardini 12th century

Despite numerous invasions, mostly by the Muslim rulers, no western power ruled Assam until the arrival of the British.
Though the Mughals made seventeen attempts to invade, they were never successful. The most successful invader Mir
Jumla, a governor of Aurangzeb, briefly occupied Garhgaon (c. 1662–63 AD), the then capital, but found it difficult to
prevent guerrilla attacks on his forces, forcing them to leave. The decisive victory of the Assamese led by general Lachit
Borphukan on the Mughals, then under command of Raja Ram Singha, at Saraighat in 1671 almost ended Mughal ambitions
in this region. The Mughals were finally expelled from Lower Assam during the reign of Gadadhar Singha in 1682 AD.
A map of the British Indian Empire in 1909 during the partition of Bengal (1905–1911), showing British India in two shades
of pink (coral and pale) and the princely states in yellow. The Assam Province (initially as the Province of Eastern Bengal and
Assam) can be seen towards the north-eastern side of India.
The discovery of Camellia sinensis in 1834 in Assam was followed by testing in 1836–37 in London. The British allowed
companies to rent land from 1839 onwards. Thereafter tea plantations mushroomed in Eastern Assam, where the soil and
the climate were most suitable. Problems with the imported labourers from China and hostility from native Assamese
resulted in the migration of forced labourers from central and eastern parts of India. After initial trial and error with
planting the Chinese and the Assamese-Chinese hybrid varieties, the planters later accepted the local Camellia assamica as
the most suitable variety for Assam. By the 1850s, the industry started seeing some profits. The industry saw initial growth,
when in 1861, investors were allowed to own land in Assam and it saw substantial progress with invention of new
technologies and machinery for preparing processed tea during the 1870s.

BAKHTIYAR KHALJI inaugurated Muslim rule in Bengal by conquering its northwestern part in early 1205 AD / / Minar at Gaur - 1860

In the later part of the 18th century, religious tensions and atrocities by the nobles led to the Moamoria rebellion (1769–
1805), resulting in tremendous casualties of lives and property. The rebellion was suppressed but the kingdom was severely
weakened by the civil war. Political rivalry between Prime Minister Purnananda Burhagohain and Badan Chandra
Borphukan, the Ahom Viceroy of Western Assam, led to an invitation to the Burmese by the latter, in turn leading to three
successive Burmese invasions of Assam. The reigning monarch Chandrakanta Singha tried to check the Burmese invaders
but he was defeated after fierce resistance.
A reign of terror was unleashed by the Burmese on the Assamese people, who fled to neighbouring kingdoms and Britishruled Bengal. The Burmese reached the East India Company's borders, and the First Anglo-Burmese War ensued in 1824.
The war ended under the Treaty of Yandabo in 1826, with the Company taking control of Western Assam and installing
Purandar Singha as king of Upper Assam in 1833. The arrangement lasted till 1838 and thereafter the British gradually
annexed the entire region.

The ruined city of Gaur is located on the India-Bangladesh border in the Malda district of Bengal. Previously known as Lakshmanavati
or Lakhnauti, the city was an ancient capital of Bengal, a seat of the Budddhist Pala dynasty from the 8th century and later the Hindu Sena
dynasty from the 12th century. The Hindu kings were overcome by the Delhi Sultanate in the early 13th century and Gaur became the
capital of the Sultans of Bengal, and together with neighbouring Pandua a centre of provincial Islamic culture until its abandonment in the
late 16th century. Gaur's decline began when it was sacked in 1539 by the Afghan ruler of Delhi, Sher Shah Suri, and the Kirrani sultans who
were his successors in the region shifted the capital to Tanda.

Initially Assam was made a part of the Bengal Presidency, then in 1906 it was made a part of Eastern Bengal and Assam
province, and in 1912 it was reconstituted into a chief commissioners' province. In 1913, a legislative council and, in 1937,
the Assam Legislative Assembly, were formed in Shillong, the erstwhile capital of the region. The British tea planters
imported labour from central India adding to the demographic canvas.
The Assam territory was first separated from Bengal in 1874 as the 'North-East Frontier' non-regulation province, also
known as the Assam Chief-Commissionership. It was incorporated into the new province of Eastern Bengal and Assam in
1905 after the partition of Bengal (1905–1911) and re-established in 1912 as Assam Province .
After a few initially unsuccessful attempts to gain independence for Assam during the 1850s, anti-colonial Assamese joined
and actively supported the Indian National Congress against the British from the early 20th century, with Gopinath Bordoloi
emerging as the preeminent nationalist leader in the Assam Congress. Bordoloi's major political rival in this time was Sir
Saidullah, who was representing the Muslim League, and had the backing of the influential Muslim cleric Maulana Bhasani.
With the partition of India in 1947, Assam became a constituent state of India. The Sylhet District of Assam (excluding the
Karimganj subdivision) was given up to East Pakistan, which later became Bangladesh.

Assam till the 1950s; The new states of Nagaland, Meghalaya and Mizoram formed in the 1960-70s. From Shillong, the
capital of Assam was shifted to Dispur, now a part of Guwahati. After the Indo-China war in 1962, Arunachal Pradesh was
also separated out.
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The post 1970s experienced the growth of armed separatist groups such as the United Liberation Front of Asom (ULFA) and
the National Democratic Front of Bodoland (NDFB). In November 1990, the Government of India deployed the Indian army,
after which low-intensity military conflicts and political homicides have been continuing for more than a decade. In recent
times, ethnically based militant groups have grown. Panchayati Raj Institutions have been applied in Assam, after agitation
of the communities due to the sluggish rate of development and general apathy of successive state governments towards
Indigenous Assamese communities.

The Grand Trunk Road is one of Asia's oldest and longest major roads — founded around 3rd century
BCE by the Mauryan Empire of ancient India. For more than two millennia, it has linked the Indian
subcontinent with Central Asia. It runs from Chittagong, Bangladesh west to Howrah, West Bengal in
India, then across Northern India through Delhi, passing from Amritsar. From there, the road
continues towards Lahore and Peshawar in Pakistan, finally terminating in Kabul, Afghanistan.

A scene from the Ambala cantonment during the British India.

/ Travelers on the Grand Trunk Road on ponies c. 1910.

The route spanning the Grand Trunk (GT) road existed during the reign of Chandragupta Maurya,
extending from the mouth of the Ganges to the north-western frontier of the Empire. The
predecessor of the modern road was rebuilt by Sher Shah Suri, who renovated and extended the
ancient Mauryan route in the 16th century. The road was considerably upgraded in the British period
between 1833 and 1860.
Research indicates that the Grand Trunk road predated even Buddha's birth and was called Uttara
Path, meaning, road to the North. Salman Rashid attributes the Road's construction to Chandragupta
Maurya. During the time of the Maurya Empire in the 3rd century BCE, overland trade between India
and several parts of Western Asia and the Hellenistic world went through the cities of the northwest, primarily Takshashila (in present-day in Pakistan).
Takshashila was well connected by roads with other parts of the Mauryan Empire. The Mauryas had
maintained this very ancient highway from Takshashila to Patliputra (present-day Patna in India).

Chandragupta Maurya had a whole army of officials overseeing the maintenance of this road as told
by the Greek diplomat Megasthenes who spent fifteen years at the Mauryan court. Constructed in
eight stages, this road is said to have connected the cities of Purushapura, Takshashila, Hastinapura,
Kanyakubja, Prayag, Patliputra and Tamralipta, a distance of around Canton 2,600 kilometers

Sher Shah Suri, the medieval ruler of the Sur Empire, is credited with rebuilding the road in the 16th
century. He laid out the road, which was referred to as Shah Rah e Azam, The Great Road. During his
reign, caravanserais, temples and mosques were built and trees were planted along the entire
stretch on both sides of the road to provide shade to travelers. Wells were also dug, especially along
the western section.
The Sur Empire was an empire established by a Muslim dynasty of Afghan (Pashtun) origin who ruled a large territory in
northern part of the Indian subcontinent for nearly 16 years, between 1540 and 1556, with Sasaram in modern-day Bihar
serving as its capital.
The empire was founded by Sher Shah Suri, an ethnic Afghan of the tribal house of Sur, who supplanted the Mughal dynasty
as rulers of North India during the reign of the relatively ineffectual second Mughal Humayun. Sher Shah defeated badshahi-Hind ('Hindustani emperor') Humayun in the Battle of Chausa (26 June 1539) and again in the Battle of Bilgram (17 May
1540).

An inspection of Sher Shah Sur's Great North Road / Sher Shah Suri Tomb /

Tomb of Sher Shah, Sasaram, Bihar - 1790

The Sur dynasty held control of nearly all the Mughal territories, from modern-day eastern Afghanistan in the west to
Bengal in modern-day Bangladesh in the east.
During the almost 17-year rule of the Sur dynasty, until the return of the Mughals to the throne, the region of the South
Asia witnessed much economic development and administrative reforms. A systematized relationship was created between
the people and the ruler, minimizing corruption and the oppression of the public.
Their rule came to an end by a defeat that led to restoration of the Mughal Empire.
It was at the time of this bounty of Sultán Bahlol [Lodi], that the grandfather of Sher Sháh, by name Ibráhím Khán
Súr,*[The Súr represent themselves as descendants of Muhammad Súr, one of the princes of the house of the Ghorian, who
left his native country, and married a daughter of one of the Afghán chiefs of Roh.] with his son Hasan Khán, the father of
Sher Sháh, came to Hindu-stán from Afghánistán, from a place which is called in the Afghán tongue "Shargarí,"* but in the
Multán tongue "Rohrí." It is a ridge, a spur of the Sulaimán Mountains, about six or seven kos in length, situated on the
banks of the Gumal. They entered into the service of Muhabbat Khán Súr, Dáúd Sáhú-khail, to whom Sultán Bahlol had
given in jágír the parganas of Hariána and Bahkála, etc., in the Panjáb, and they settled in the pargana of Bajwára.
— Abbas Khan Sarwani, 1580

Sasaram sometimes also spelled as Sahasram, is a city in Bihar State of India. One of the ancient city of India, Sasaram has
witnessed the legacy of Sahastrabahu, Shershah Suri, and Jagjivan Ram Babu. In prehistoric period it was called as the
gateway of "Vihar" It means an entry gate to visit Nalanda & Gaya area. Mahatma Buddha has passed through this way to
get an enlightenment in Gaya. Modern Sasaram city covers the largest sub-metropolitan area of Bihar.

Mausoleum of Sher Shah, 1772–1773

During the Vedic age, Sasaram was a part of the ancient Kashi kingdom. Sasaram name is originated from the Sahastrarama,
meaning a thousand groves. Sasaram was once also named Shah Serai (meaning "Place of King") as it is the birthplace of the
Afghan king Sher Shah Suri, who ruled over Delhi, much of northern India, what is now Pakistan, and eastern Afghanistan
for five years, after defeating the Mughal Emperor Humayun. Many of Sher Shah Suri's governmental practices were
adopted by the Mughals and the British Raj including taxation, administration, and the building of a paved road from Kabul
to Bengal.
The Kingdom of Kashi was an ancient Indian kingdom located in the region around its capital Varanasi, bounded by the
Varuna and Asi rivers in the north and south which gave Varanasi its name. It was one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas, great
states that emerged in northern India at the start of the 6th century BCE. The Jataka tales indicate its capital was one of the
richest cities in India, speaking highly of its prosperity and opulence.
These stories tell of a prolonged rivalry between the neighboring kingdoms of Kashi and Kosala, with also some occasional
conflict with Anga and Magadha. Kashi once was one of the most powerful states in north India, and although King
Brihadratha of Kashi conquered Kosala, Kashi was later incorporated into Kosala by King Kansa during Buddha's time. The
Kashis along with the Kosalas and Videhans find mention in Vedic texts and appear to have been a closely allied people.
It was in Kashi territory where Siddartha Gautama first started preaching the Buddhism religion.
Sher Shah Suri's 122 feet (37 m) red sandstone tomb, built in the Indo-Afghan style stands in the middle of an artificial lake
at Sasaram. It borrows heavily from the Lodhi style, and was once covered in blue and yellow glazed tiles indicating an
Iranian influence. The massive free standing dome also has an aesthetic aspect of the Buddhist stupa style of the Mauryan
period. The tomb of Sher Shah's father Hasan Khan Suri is also at Sasaram, and stands in the middle of a green field at
Sherganj, which is known as Sukha Rauza. About a kilometer to the north west of Sher Shah's tomb lies the incomplete and
dilapidated tomb of his son and successor, Islam Shah Suri. Sasaram also has a baulia, a pool used by the emperor's
consorts for bathing.

The fort of Sher Shah Suri at Rohtasgarh is in Sasaram. This fort has a history dating back to the 7th century AD. It was built
by Raja Harishchandra in the name of his son Rohitashwa, son of illustrious king Harishchandra, known for his truthfulness.
It houses the Churasan temple, Ganesh temple, diwan-e khas, diwan-e-aam, and various other structures dating back to
different centuries. The fort also served as the headquarters of Raja Man Singh during his reign as the governor of Bihar and
Bengal under the regime of Akbar. The Rohtaas fort in Bihar should not be confused with another fort of the same name,

near Jhelum, Punjab, in what is now Pakistan. The Rohtaas fort in Sasaram was also built by Sher Shah Suri, during the
period when Humayun was exiled from Hindustan.
There is a temple of Goddess Tarachandi, two miles to the south, and an inscription of Pratap Dhawal on the rock close to
the temple of Chandi Devi. Hindus in large number assemble to worship the goddess. Dhuwan Kund, located about 36 km.
Gupta Dham is also a tourist destination and religious place, situated in the Chenari Block of this district. This place is a
famous centre of Shiva-Aradhana. Hindus in large numbers assemble here to worship the Lord Shiva. The two waterfalls
have enough capacity to generate 50-100 MW of electricity, if utilized properly.

/

Rothasgarh palace of man singh

Rohtas, south of Sasaram, is known to have been the residence of one Satyawadi Raja Harischandra, named for his son,
Rohitashwa.
Babu Nishan Singh who was the general of Babu Kunwar Singh's army fighting against the British during the 1857 GADAR
freedom struggle, came from Sasaram. Jainath Bhawan is a grand mansion built by a magistrate named Babu Harihar Prasad
Verma, and his wife Uma Devi Verma, in 1945. The mansion is named for Babu Jainath Prasad, who was a Zamindar and the
first lawyer to practice in English. A secondary school founded by Uma Devi Verma, named Harihar Uma Madhyamik
Vidyalaya, still runs at the Meyari Bazar, although it is now administered by the government.
Sasaram is also famous for an inscription by Ashoka (one of the thirteen Minor Rock Edicts), situated in a small cave of
Kaimur hill, near Chandan Shaheed.

Rothas Fort

Tomb of Sher Shah, built in the middle of the town, is one of the noblest specimens of Pathan architecture in India, is an
imposing structure of stone, standing in the middle of a fine tank, and was built towards the middle of sixteenth century. Its
height from the floor to the apex of the dome is 101 feet and its total height above the water is over 150 feet. The octagon
forming the tomb has an interior diameter of 75 feet and an exterior diameter of 104 feet. The tomb is the second highest
in India which attracts tourists. The tomb of Shershah Suri at Sasaram is an imposing structure of stone standing in the
middle of a fine tank and rising from a large stone terrace. This terrace rests obliquely on a platform with a flight of steps
leading to the water's edge. The upper terrace is enclosed by a battlemented parapet wall with octagonal domed chambers
at four corners, two small projecting pillared balconies on each of its four sides and pierced with a doorway in the east
forms the only approach to the tomb. In the middle of the upper terrace stands the building of the mausoleum on a low
octagonal plinth. The building consists of a very large octagonal chamber surrounded by a wide verandah on al the four
sides. Internally, the verandah is covered by a series of 24 small domes, each supported on four arches but as the roof is a
pillared cupola adorned by panels of white glazed tiles now much discoloured. The tomb chamber has three lofty arches on
each of the eight sides. They rise 22 feet higher than the verandah roof and support the magnificent and lofty dome which
is one of the largest domes in India. Surrounding the main dome are eight pillared cupolas on the corners of the octagon of

the chamber walls. The interior of the tomb is sufficiently well ventilated and lighted through large windows on the top
portion of the walls fitted with stone jalis in varying patterns. The jambs and spandrils of the arch of the mihrab on the
western wall were once profusely adorned with verses from the Quran and inscriptions, with glazed tiles of various colours
arranged in geometrical patterns and with floral carvings in stone enclosed in enamel borders. Much of this decoration has
vanished already. Traces of similar decoration in enamel or glazed tile works are also to be scen on the interior of the dome,
the walls and the cupolas on the outside. In a small arched recess above the mihrab on the outside wall is an inscription in
two lines recording the completion of the tomb by his son and successor Salim or Islam Shah, some 3 months after the
death of Sher Shah who died in A.H. 952 (A.D.1545). It is second largest dome of India.

The Mughals later extended the road further east to Chittagong and west to Kabul and referred to
the road as Sadak e Azam , also meaning The Great Road and Badshahi Sadak (King's Road).
In the 1830s the East India Company started a programme of metalled road construction, for both
commercial and administrative purposes. The Grand trunk road, from Calcutta, through Delhi, to
Peshawar was rebuilt at a cost of £1000 / mile, and a Public Works Department, and the Indian
Institute of Technology Roorkee founded, to train and employ local surveyors, engineers, and
overseers, to perform the work, and in future maintain it and other roads.
Over the centuries, the road acted as one of the major trade routes in the region and facilitated both
travel and postal communication. The Grand Trunk Road is still used for transportation in presentday India, where parts of the road have been widened and included in the national highway system,
retaining the old name.

GT Road is mentioned in a number of literary works including those of Foster and Rudyard Kipling.
Kipling described the road as: "Look! Look again! and chumars, bankers and tinkers, barbers and
bunnias, pilgrims – and potters – all the world going and coming. It is to me as a river from which I
am withdrawn like a log after a flood. And truly the Grand Trunk Road is a wonderful spectacle. It
runs straight, bearing without crowding India's traffic for fifteen hundred miles – such a river of life
as nowhere else exists in the world."
Bengal. Geographically, it is made up by the Ganges-Brahmaputra delta system, the largest such
formation in the world; along with mountains in its north bordering the Himalayan states of Nepal
and Bhutan and east bordering Burma.
Politically, Bengal is currently divided between Bangladesh (which covers two-thirds of the region)
and the Indian territories of West Bengal, Tripura and Assam's Barak Valley. In 2011, the population
of Bengal was estimated to be 250 million, making it one of the most densely populated regions in
the world. Among them, an estimated 160 million people live in Bangladesh and 91.3 million people
live in West Bengal. The predominant ethnolinguistic group is the Bengali people, who speak the
Indo-Aryan Bengali language. Bengali Muslims are the majority in Bangladesh and Bengali Hindus are
the majority in West Bengal and Tripura, while Barak Valley contains almost equal proportions of
Bengali Hindus and Bengali Muslims. Outside Bengal proper, the Indian territories of Jharkhand, Bihar
and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands are also home to significant communities of Bengalis.

Dense woodlands, including hilly rainforests, cover Bengal's northern and eastern areas; while an
elevated forested plateau covers its central area. In the littoral southwest are the Sundarbans, the
world's largest mangrove forest and home of the Bengal tiger. In the coastal southeast lies Cox's
Bazar, the longest beach in the world at 125 km (78 mi). The region has a monsoon climate, which
the Bengali calendar divides into six seasons.

At times an independent regional empire, the Bengal was a leading power in Southeast Asia and later
the Islamic East, with extensive trade networks. In antiquity, its kingdoms were known as seafaring
nations. Bengal was known to the Greeks as Gangaridai, notable for mighty military power. It was
described by Greek historians that Alexander the Great withdrew from the South east Asia,
anticipating a counterattack from an alliance of Gangaridai. Later writers noted merchant shipping
links between Bengal and Roman Egypt.
The Bengali Pala Empire was the last major Buddhist imperial power in the subcontinent, founded in
750 and becoming the dominant power in the northern Indian subcontinent by the 9th century,
before being replaced by the Hindu Sena dynasty in the 12th century. Islam was introduced during
the Pala Empire, through trade with the Abbasid Caliphate. The Islamic Bengal Sultanate, founded in
1352, was absorbed into the Mughal Empire in 1576. The Mughal Bengal Subah province became a
major global exporter, a center of worldwide industries such as cotton textiles, silk, and shipbuilding.

Bengal was conquered by the British East India Company in 1757 by Battle of Plassey and became the
Bengal Presidency of the British Raj, which experienced deindustrialization under British rule. The
Company increased agriculture tax rates from 10 percent to up to 50 causing the Great Bengal
famine of 1770 and the deaths of 10 Million Bengalis.
Bengal played a major role in the Indian independence movement, in which revolutionary groups
were dominant. Armed attempts to overthrow the British Raj began with the rebellion of Titumir,
and reached a climax when Subhas Chandra Bose led the Indian National Army allied with Japan to
fight against the British. A large number of Bengalis died in the independence struggle and many
were exiled in Cellular Jail, located in Andaman.

The United Kingdom Cabinet Mission of 1946, split the region into India and Pakistan Popularly
known as partition of Bengal (1947) opposed by the Prime Minister of Bengal Huseyn Shaheed
Suhrawardy and nationalist leader Sarat Chandra Bose. They campaigned for a united and
independent nation-state of Bengal. The initiative failed owing to British diplomacy and communal
conflict between Muslims and Hindus. Later Pakistan ruled East Bengal becoming the independent
nation of Bangladesh by Bangladesh War of Independence in 1971.

Bengali culture has been particularly influential in the fields of literature, music, shipbuilding, art,
architecture, sports, currency, commerce, politics and cuisine.
The name of Bengal is derived from the ancient kingdom of Banga, the earliest records of which date
back to the Mahabharata epic in the first millennium BCE. Theories on the origin of the term Banga
point to the Proto-Dravidian Bong tribe that settled in the area circa 1000 BCE and the Austric word
Bong (Sun-god). The term Vangaladesa is used to describe the region in 11th-century South Indian
records. The modern term Bangla is prominent from the 14th century, which saw the establishment
of the Sultanate of Bengal, whose first ruler Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah was known as the Shah of
Bangala. The Portuguese referred to the region as Bengala in the Age of Discovery.
The modern English name Bengal is an exonym derived from the Bengal Sultanate period.
The flat and fertile Bangladesh Plain dominates the geography of Bangladesh. The Chittagong Hill
Tracts and Sylhet regions are home to most of the mountains in Bangladesh. Most parts of
Bangladesh are within 10 meters above the sea level, and it is believed that about 10% of the land
would be flooded if the sea level were to rise by 1 meter . A major part of the coastline comprises a
marshy jungle, the Sundarbans, the largest mangrove forest in the world and home to diverse flora
and fauna, including the royal Bengal tiger. In 1997, this region was declared endangered.
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Northeast Bengal refers to the Sylhet region, comprising Sylhet Division of Bangladesh and the Barak
Valley in the Indian state of Assam. The endonym of the region is Srihatta. The region was ruled by
the Kamarupa and Harikela kingdoms. It later became a district of the Mughal Empire. Alongside the
predominant Bengali population resides a small Bishnupriya Manipuri minority.

Kāmarūpa ( also called Pragjyotisha), was a power during the Classical period on the Indian subcontinent; and along with
Davaka, the first historical kingdom of Assam. Though Kamarupa existed from 350 CE to 1140 CE, Davaka was absorbed by
Kamarupa in the 5th century CE. Ruled by three dynasties from their capitals in present-day Guwahati, North Guwahati and
Tezpur, Kamarupa at its height covered the entire Brahmaputra Valley, North Bengal, Bhutan and northern part of
Bangladesh, and at times portions of what is now West Bengal and Bihar.

Though the historical kingdom disappeared by the 12th century to be replaced by smaller political entities, the notion of
Kamarupa persisted and ancient and medieval chroniclers continued to call this region by this name. In the 16th century the
Ahom kingdom came into prominence and assumed for itself the political and territorial legacy of the Kamarupa kingdom.
The kingdom derived its name from the region (Kamrup) it constitutes. The origin of name attributed to a legend in epic,
the Kalika Purana mentioned that country got its name from cupid Kamadeva (Kama), who regain his form (Rupa) back from
ashes here.
Kamarupa and the northeast Indian region find no mention in the Ashokan records (3rd century BCE). The first dated
mention comes from the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea (1st century) where it describes a people called Sêsatea, and the
second mention comes from Ptolemy's Geographia (2nd century) calls the region Kirrhadia after the Kirata population.
Arthashastra (early centuries of the Christian era) mentions "Lauhitya", which is identified with Brahmaptra valley by a later
commentator.

The earliest mention of a kingdom comes from the 4th-century Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta that calls the kings
of Kamarupa (Western Assam) and Davaka (now in Nagaon district) frontier rulers (pratyanta nripati). The Chinese traveler
Xuanzang visited the kingdom in the 7th century, then ruled by Bhaskaravarman. The corpus of Kamarupa inscriptions left
by the rulers of Kamarupa, including Bhaskaravarman, at various places in Assam and present-day Bangladesh are
important sources of information. Nevertheless, local grants completely eschew the name Kamarupa; instead they use the
name Pragjyotisha, with the kings called Pragjyotishadhipati.
The kingdom in the fourth century was small, located to the west of Nagaon that soon engulfed the entire Brahmaputra
valley and beyond. According to the 10th century Kalika Purana and the 7th century Xuanzang, the western boundary was
the historical Karatoya River. The eastern border was the temple of the goddess Tamreshvari (Pūrvāte Kāmarūpasya devī
Dikkaravasini, given in Kalika Purana) near present-day Sadiya, in the eastern most corner of Assam, which too agrees with
Xuanzang. The people of Kamarupa were aware of Sichuan which lay two months' journey away from its eastern borders.
The southern boundary was near the border between the Dhaka and Mymensingh districts in Bangladesh. Thus it spanned
the entire Brahmaputra valley and at various times included present-day Bhutan and parts of Bangladesh. This is supported
by the various epigraphic records found scattered over these regions. The kingdom appears to have broken up entirely by
the 13th century into smaller kingdoms and from among them rose the Kamata kingdom, Dimasa kingdom and the Chutiya

kingdom as the main successors. The Shans who entered Assam in 1228 later took power and ruled over Assam, while the
rest was absorbed by the Mughals
The extent of state structures can be culled from the numerous Kamarupa inscriptions left behind by the Kamarupa kings as
well as accounts left by travellers such as those from Xuanzang. Governance followed the classical saptanga structure of
state.

Kings and courts: The king was considered to be of divine origin. Succession was primogeniture, but two major breaks
resulted in different dynasties. In the second, the high officials of the state elected a king, Brahmapala, after the previous
king died without leaving an heir. The royal court consisted of a Rajaguru, poets, learned men and physicians. Different
epigraphic records mention different officials of the palace: Mahavaradhipati, Mahapratihara, Mahallakapraudhika, etc.
Revenue: Land revenue (kara) was collected by special tax-collectors from cultivators. Cultivators who had no proprietary
rights on the lands they tilled paid uparikara. Duties (sulka) were collected by toll collectors (Kaivarta) from merchants who
plied keeled boats. The state maintained a monopoly on copper mines (kamalakara). The state maintained its stores and
treasury via officials: Bhandagaradhikrita and Koshthagarika.
Grants: The king occasionally gave Brahmanas grants (brahmadeya), which consisted generally of villages, water resources,
wastelands etc. (agraharas). Such grants conferred on the donee the right to collect revenue and the right to be free of any
regular tax himself and immunity from other harassments. Sometimes, the Brahmanas were relocated from North India,
with a view to establish varnashramdharma. Nevertheless, the existence of donees indicate the existence of a feudal class.
Grants made to temples and religious institutions were called dharmottara and devottara respectively.

Kamarupa, first mentioned on Samudragupta's Allahabad rock pillar as a frontier kingdom, began as a subordinate but
sovereign ally of the Gupta empire around present-day Guwahati in the 4th century. It finds mention along with Davaka, a
kingdom to the east of Kamarupa in the Kapili river valley in present-day Nagaon district, but which is never mentioned
again as an independent political entity in later historical records. Kamarupa, which was probably one among many such
state structures, grew territorially to encompass the entire Brahmaputra valley and beyond. The kingdom was ruled by
three major dynasties, all of which drew their lineage from the legendary aboriginal king Naraka, who is said to have
established his line by defeating another aboriginal king Ghatakasura of the Danava dynasty.
Pushyavarman (350–374) established the Varman Dynasty, by fighting many enemies from within and without his kingdom;
but his son Samudravarman (374–398), named after Samudragupta, was accepted as an overlord by many local rulers.
Nevertheless, subsequent kings continued their attempts to stabilise and expand the kingdom. The Nagajari Khanikargaon
rock inscription of 5th century found in Sarupathar in Golaghat district of Assam adduces the fact that the kingdom spread
to the east very quickly. Kalyanavarman (422–446) occupied Davaka and Mahendravarman (470–494) further eastern areas.
Narayanavarma (494–518) and his son Bhutivarman (518–542) offered the ashwamedha (horse sacrifice); and as the
Nidhanpur inscription of Bhaskarvarman avers, these expansions included the region of Chandrapuri visaya, identified with
present-day Sylhet division. Thus, the small but powerful kingdom that Pushyavarman established grew in fits and starts
over many generations of kings and expanded to include adjoining possibly smaller kingdoms and parts of Bangladesh.

After the initial expansion till the beginning of Bhutivarman's reign, the kingdom came under attack from Yasodharman
(525–535) of Malwa, the first major assault from the west. Though it is unclear what the effect of this invasion was on the
kingdom; that Bhutivarman's grandson, Sthitavarman (566–590), enjoyed victories over the Gauda of Karnasuvarna and
performed two aswamedha ceremonies suggests that the Kamarupa kingdom had recovered nearly in full. His son,
Susthitavarman (590–600) came under the attack of Mahasenagupta of East Malwa. These back and forth invasions were a
result of a system of alliances that pitted the Kamarupa kings (allied to the Maukharis) against the Gaur kings (allied with
the East Malwa kings). Susthitavarman died as the Gaur invasion was on, and his two sons, Suprathisthitavarman and
Bhaskarvarman fought against an elephant force and were captured and taken to Gaur. They were able to regain their
kingdom due probably to a promise of allegiance. Suprathisthitavarman's reign is given as 595–600, a very short period, at
the end of which he died without an heir.
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Supratisthitavarman was succeeded by his brother, Bhaskarvarman (600–650), the most illustrious of the Varman kings who
succeeded in turning his kingdom and invading the very kingdom that had taken him captive. Bhaskarvarman had become
strong enough to offer his alliance with Harshavardhana just as the Thanesar king ascended the throne in 606 after the
murder of his brother, the previous king, by Shashanka of Gaur. Harshavardhana finally took control over the kingless
Maukhari kingdom and moved his capital to Kanauj. The alliance between Harshavardhana and Bhaskarvarman squeezed
Shashanka from either side and reduced his kingdom, though it is unclear whether this alliance resulted in his complete
defeat. Nevertheless, Bhaskarvarman did issue the Nidhanpur copper-plate inscription from his victory camp in the Gaur
capital Karnasuvarna (present-day Murshidabad, West Bengal) to replace a grant issued earlier by Bhutivarman for a
settlement in the Sylhet region of present-day Bangladesh.
Mlechchha dynasty (c. 655 – c. 900 CE)
After Bhaskaravarman's death without an heir, the kingdom passed into the hands of Salasthambha (655–670), an erstwhile
local governor and a member of an aboriginal group called Mlechchha (or Mech), after a period of civil and political strife.
This dynasty too drew its lineage from the Naraka dynasty, though it had no dynastic relationship with the previous Varman
dynasty. The capital of this dynasty was Haruppeshvara, now identified with modern Dah Parbatiya near Tezpur. The
kingdom took on feudal characteristics with political power shared between the king and second and third tier rulers called
mahasamanta and samanta who enjoyed considerable autonomy. The last ruler in this line was Tyāga Singha (890–900).
After the death of Tyāgasimha without an heir, a member of the Bhauma family, Brahmapala (900–920), was elected as
king by the ruling chieftains, just as Gopala of the Pala dynasty of Bengal was elected. The original capital of this dynasty
was Hadapeshvara, and was shifted to Durjaya built by Ratnapala (920–960), near modern Guwahati. The greatest of the
Pala kings, Dharmapala (1035–1060) had his capital at Kamarupanagara, now identified with North Guwahati. The last Pala
king was Jayapala (1075–1100). Around this time, Kamarupa was attacked and the western portion was conquered by the
Pala king Ramapala.
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The Gaur king could not hold Kamarupa for long, and Timgyadeva (1110–1126) ruled Kamarupa independently for some
time. Vaidyadeva, a minister of the Gaur king Kumarapala (the son of Ramapala) began an expedition against Timgyadeva
and installed himself as a ruler at Hamshkonchi in the Kamrup region. Though he maintained friendly relationships with
Kumarapala, he styled himself after the Kamarupa kings issuing grants under the elephant seal of erstwhile Kamarupa kings
and assuming the title of Maharajadhiraja.
Not much is known about dynastic kings from this period. Nevertheless, a single inscription (1185) gives a list of four rulers
that have been called the Lunar dynasty—Bhaskara, Rayarideva, Udayakarna and Vallabhadeva, dated to 1120–1200.

The period saw a waning of the Kamarupa kingdom, and in 1206 the Afghan Muhammad-i-Bakhtiyar passed through
Kamarupa against Tibet which ended in disaster, the first of many Turko-Afghan invasions. The ruler of Kamarupa at this
point was Prithu (d. 1228, called Britu in Tabaqat-i Nasiri), who is sometimes identified with Visvasundara, the son of
Vallabhadeva of the Lunar dynasty, mentioned in the Gachtal inscription of 1232 A.D. Prithu withstood invasions (1226–27)
from Ghiyasuddin Iwaj Shah of Gauda who retreated, but was killed in the subsequent invasion by Nasir ud din Mahmud in
1228. Nasir-ud-din installed a tributary king but after his death in 1229 there was much civil strife.
There emerged a strong ruler named Sandhya (c. 1250 – 1270), the Rai of Kamrup, with his capital at Kamarupanagara in
present-day North Guwahati. Malik Ikhtiyaruddin Iuzbak, a governor of Gaur for the Mameluk rulers of Delhi, attempted an
invasive attack on Sandhya's domain in 1257; and Sandhya, with the help of the spring floods that same year, captured and
killed the Sultan. Subsequent to this attack, Sandhya moved his capital from Kamarupanagara to Kamatapur (North Bengal)
and established a new kingdom, that came to be called Kamata. At that time, western Kamarupa was being ruled by the
chiefs of the Bodo people, Koch and Mech tribes. In parts of the erstwhile Kamarupa the Kachari kingdom (central Assam,
South bank), Baro Bhuyans (central Assam, North bank), and the Chutiya kingdom (east) were emerging. The Ahoms, who
would establish a strong and independent kingdom later, began building their state structures in the region between the
Kachari and the Chutiya kingdoms in 1228.
Harikela was a kingdom in ancient Bengal encompassing much of the eastern regions of the Indian Subcontinent. There are
numerous references to the kingdom in historical texts as well as archeological artifacts including silver coinage.
The kingdom was ruled by the Chandra dynasty during the 10th century CE. They were overthrown by the Varman dynasty,
who were in turn overthrown by the Deva dynasty. In the 17th century the Mughal Empire absorbed and brought Harikela
under the province of Bengal.

The Varman dynasty (350-650) is the first historical dynasty of the Kamarupa kingdom. It was established by
Pushyavarman, a contemporary of Samudragupta. This dynasty became vassals of the Gupta Empire, but as the power of
the Guptas waned, Mahendravarman (470-494) performed two horse sacrifices and threw off the imperial yoke. The first of
the three Kamarupa dynasties, the Varmans were followed by the Mlechchha and then the Pala dynasties.

The genealogy of the Varman dynasty appears most fully in the Dubi and Nidhanpur copperplate inscription of the last
Varman king, Bhaskaravarman (600-650), where Pushyavarman is named the founder. The Dubi copper plate inscription of
Bhaskaravarman asserts that Pushyavarman was born in the family of Naraka, Bhagadatta and Vajradatta (as did the other
two Kamarupa dynasties) three thousand years after these mythical ancestors. The middle or Mlechha (Mech) dynasty,
though claim same descent, are native tribal rulers. K.L. Barua opines that there was a Mlechha (i.e., Mech) revolt in
Kamarupa and Salastambha, the leader or governor of the Mlecchas usurped the throne by deposing Bhaskaravarman's
immediate successor Avantivarman.
The dynasty traces its lineage from Naraka. The exact ethnic genealogy of Naraka is in dispute, with authors such as N N
Vasu and K L Barua claiming he was Dravidian, whereas authors like P C Choudhury consider him to be of Alpine origin.
Since the claim to Naraka's lineage was made at the end of the Varman dynasty (Bhaskarvarman); and since it was natural
for the ruling house to fabricate a respectable lineage, authors like Sircar refuse to give much importance to these claims.
Historical documents and legends are contradictory on the ethnicity of this dynasty. Naraka, according to an early account
was the son of an asura named Hiranksha and Bhumi (Earth). In the late 10th-century Kalika Purana, Naraka is said to be the
son of Vishnu in his Varaha form and Bhumi, who grew up in household of Janaka. The Kalika Purana goes on to describe
two Narakas: one who was religious and the other who was hostile to Brahminism.
The relationship of Bhagadatta, also mentioned as an ancestor of the Varmans, with Naraka is not clear from legendary
sources either: Bhagadatta is called a grandson (Kalika Purana), a son (Bhagavata Purana) or not specified at all
(Mahabharata, Harivamsha and Vishnu Purana). In the Mahabharata, a much earlier text, Bhagadatta, the son of Naraka is
mentioned as Mleccha, an appellation used sometimes for degraded Aryans, non-Aryans and also foreigners, such as
Hunas. All three Kamarupa dynasties draw their lineage from Naraka and Bhagadatta and Vajradatta.

Xuanzang, a Chinese traveler who stayed in Kamarupa for three months termed Bhaskaravarman a Brahmana king who
originated with Narayana Deva.
Lévi Sylvain wrote, when Bhaskaravarman had business with others than Indians, the same prince boasted of another origin
altogether. Bhaskaravarman told She-Kia-Fang-Che that his ancestors hailed from China, four thousand years ago, flying
through the air as the holy spirit. As though he would show sympathy for China, he asked the envoy to get him a portrait of
Lao-tseu and a Sanskrit translation of the Tao-to-king.
There are oral stories among the Hajong people, a tribe of Kachari origin, that their ancestral home was Hajo. Padanku was
their first king and Bhaskar Varman was the last king. After his death, the Hajongs had fled Hajo and settled in the plains
and foot-hills of Garo Hills.
Many scholars have opined that the Varman dynasty is probably of Indo-Aryan descent, that was overthrown by
Salastambha of Mongoloid origin, who then made himself the king of Kamarupa.
Suniti Kumar Chatterjee calls Bhaskaravarman a mleccha king, Mukunda Madhava Sharma considers all the dynasties of
Kamarupa as of Aryan origin. Urban terms all kings of Brahmaputra Valley as non-Aryans.
Kanak Lal Barua asserts Bhaskaravarman was a kshatriya, not a hinduised Koch.

Deva Dynasty (c. 12th – 13th centuries) was a Hindu dynasty which originated in the Bengal region of the Indian
subcontinent; the dynasty ruled over eastern Bengal after the Sena dynasty. The capital of the dynasty was Bikrampur in
present-day Munshiganj District of Bangladesh.
This Hindu Vaishnava dynasty is different from an earlier Buddhist Dabnyawatti dynasty (c. 8th-9th centuries) of Samatata,
whose capital was Danyawatti. Four rulers of this dynasty are known from the inscriptions: Shantideva, Viradeva,
Anandadeva and Bhavadeva. The rule of the Devas was indeed a period of peace, prosperity, and creative excellence, and
may be designated as the "Golden Age".

The major sources of the history of this dynasty are the three copperplate inscriptions of Damodaradeva issued in years
1156, 1158 and 1165 of the Saka era, which were his 4th, 6th and 13th regnal years. Although there are many myths about
this dynasty, none were proved with strong evidence. The first three rulers are known from the Chittagong copperplate
inscription of Damodaradeva dated Saka era 1165. The first ruler of this dynasty was Purushottamadeva, who rose from the
position of a village chief (gramani). His son Madhumathana or Madhusudanadeva was the first independent ruler of this
dynasty, who assumed the title of nripati. He was succeeded by his son Vasudeva and Vasudeva was succeeded by his son
Damodaradeva. Damodaradeva (reigned 1231–1243) was the most powerful ruler of this dynasty. He took the title of
Ariraja-Chanura-Madhava-Sakala-Bhupati-Chakravarti. The inscriptional evidences show that his kingdom was extended up
to the present-day Comilla-Noakhali-Chittagong region. A later ruler of this dynasty Ariraja-Danuja-Madhava
Dasharathadeva extended his kingdom up to Bikrampur and made it his capital. He issued an inscription from here. Yahya
bin Ahmad in his Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahi mentioned that he (referred as Danuj Rai of Sonargaon by Yahya) made an alliance
with Ghiyas-ud-Din Balban in 1281. His brother Bikramaditya Deva later moved to the eastern side of the kingdom in 1294.
This is the last recorded history of this dynasty.

Southeast Bengal refers to the hilly and coastal Bengali-speaking areas of Chittagong Division in
southeastern Bangladesh and the Indian state of Tripura. The area was dominated by the Bengali
Harikela and Samatata kingdoms in antiquity. It was known to Arab traders as Harkand in the 9th
century. During the medieval period, the region was ruled by the Sultanate of Bengal, the Kingdom of
Tripura, the Kingdom of Mrauk U, the Portuguese Empire and the Mughal Empire, prior to the advent
of British rule. The Chittagonian dialect of Bengali is prevalent in coastal areas of southeast Bengal.
Along with its Bengali population, it is also home to Tibeto-Burman ethnic groups, including the
Chakma, Marma, Tanchangya, Tripuri and Bawm peoples.
Cooch Behar, also known as Koch Bihar, was a princely state ruled by Rajbanshi clans during the British Raj. The state was
placed under the Bengal States Agency, part of the Eastern States Agency of the Bengal Presidency. It is located south of the
Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan, in present-day West Bengal.

Cooch Behar State was formed when the Kamata Kingdom under the Koch dynasty split following the death of Nara
Narayan in 1586. The eastern portion, Koch Hajo, was soon absorbed by Ahom. The western portion, Koch Bihar, formed a
separate unit that came under direct challenge by the Mughal Empire. After weathering the Mughal threat, a new foe
emerged in the form of an expansionist Bhutanese kingdom. After a series of wars with the Bhutanese and Tibetans, the
Northern threat was pushed back but not before a Bhutanese regent was installed in the royal court. The Koch Bihar court
decided to invite British intervention. This came in the form of military assistance that -acting in concert with Koch Bihar
forces- ended the Northern challenge once and for all. However the British East India company sought guarantees whereby
the independence of Koch Bihar was limited by treaties. When the British colonial rule was finally terminated in India, the
Koch Bihar state immediately acceded to and merged with India in 1949 and became a part of West Bengal. The district,
Cooch Behar District, is named after this erstwhile kingdom.

Maharani Suniti Devi / Maharani Gayatri Devi, Rajmata of Jaipur, born as Princess Gayatri Devi of Cooch Behar, with her husband Man
Singh II, the last ruling Maharaja of Jaipur State / Maharaja Shri Sir Jitendra Narayan Bhup Bahadur

The Kamata kingdom split at a time when the Mughals under Akbar were aggressively expanding their empire. The state
soon became a dependency of the Mughal empire, and steadily lost territory to the empire.
Lakshmi Narayan (1587–1621), Nara Narayan's son, was the first ruler of the Koch Bihar portion of the Kamata kingdom. He
was an ineffectual ruler. After losing much territory to the Mughal commander Ali Kuli Khan, he accepted Mughal
sovereignty and assistance in defending against his neighbours.
The next Mughal emperor, Jahangir, again attacked Bihar and captured territory including Tripura and Manipur. Lakshmi
Narayan went to Delhi and won guarantees for the much-reduced state. On his return, he established his capital at the
Atharokotha village.
Lakshmi Narayan was a patron of scholars and the arts. He partially restored the Shiva Temple of Jalpesh, but did not
complete construction of the temple during his lifetime. Influenced by Madhavdeva, a famous preacher, he made
Ekasarana dharma the imperial/state religion.
Bir Narayan (1621–1626), Lakshmi Narayan's son and successor, was a pleasure-loving ruler who failed to exert his
authority to levy taxes on the king of Bhutan. In his peaceful reign, he sponsored schools for the aristocracy and supported
intellectuals. His successor Pran Narayan (1626–1665) ruled in peace until 1657, when a struggle for succession in the
Mughal empire began between Aurangzeb and his brothers.
Pran Narayan invaded Bengal, seizing Ghoraghat, the centre of Mughal power in 1658, and in 1661 capturing Dhaka, the
capital. However, by this time Aurangzeb had consolidated his power, and sent his armies to invade Bihar and Assam. Pran
Narayan retreated to the mountains and waged a guerrilla war for three years, finally making a pact with the Mughal
Nawab Shaista Khan in 1664.
During his rule, the Behar kingdom expanded to Tajhat Baharband Pargana in the south, Basakpur near Khutaghat of
Goalapara district in the east and Bhatgaon within Morang in the west.Thus Koch Bihar maintained its sovereignty [
incidentally the entire North Bengal] against Islamic invasions.
Maharaja Pran Narayan rebuilt the temples of Baneswar, Shandeswar and the Kamteswari temple of Gosanimari. He sent
for architects from Delhi to complete the Jalpesh temple, but the work was not completed in his lifetime. He constructed
broad highways and bridges, and many beautiful buildings in his capital. He was a patron of the arts.

Cooch Behar palace

Madan Narayan or Mod Narayan (1665–1680) succeeded Pran Narayan after a short struggle with his brothers. For some
time, the power behind the throne was Mahi Narayan, who had been Nazir (summoner) for his father. After a fierce
struggle, Madan Narayan gained control and Mahi Narayan fled to Bhutan. Madan Narayan began a survey of his lands and
a register of landholdings. He completed the construction of the Jalpesh Shiva temple, providing lands for the temple's
maintenance. The Koch Bihar state of his time comprised the entirety of present-day Jalpaiguri division and large parts of
Maldah division of present-day West Bengal. Divisions of West Bengal. It also included the entire Rangpur division and large
parts of the Rajshahi division of current Bangladesh.Divisions of Bangladesh He assisted the Mughals in a war with the
Ahom kingdom in 1666.This strategy helped him keep two competing forces at bay from threatening his holdings.
Bhutanese invasions, Bhutan-Tibet-Koch conflicts, Bhutanese reversals (1680–1772)
The growing power of Bhutan saw the turmoil in Behar and the waning authority of the Mughals as an opportunity to
extend their influence. They provided support to competitors for the throne of Koch Bihar, and later attempted outright
annexation.

/

Sunity Devee, Maharani Of Cooch Behar

On the death of Madan Narayan with no immediate successor, the sons of the Nazir Mahi Narayan attacked Behar, assisted
by the Bhutan army. The Raikats of Baikunthapur, distant relatives of the royal family based in the Jalpaiguri area, sent
troops and helped force the Bhutia army to retreat. The Raikats crowned Basudev Narayan (1680–1682), Madan Narayan's
brother, as Maharajah and helped establish peace before returning to their home. Two years later, Yajna Narayan & Jagat
Narayan (sons of Nazir Mahi) attacked Behar again with Bhutanese troops, captured the palace and massacred the royal
family, including Basudev Narayan. The Raikats Yogyadev and Bhujdev intervened again, defeating Yajna Narayan in a fierce
battle on the banks of the Mansai river. The Raikats then crowned Mahendra Narayan (1682–1693), a five-year-old
grandson of Pran Narayan, as the next Maharajah.
During the minority rule of Mahendra Narayan, the state was unsettled. The lords of places such as Tepa, Manthana Kakina
and Karjirhat rejected Bihari rule in place of direct tribute to the Mughal rulers as zamindars (landlords) of their territories.
They accepted the authority of, and paid taxes to, Ibrahim Khan the Mughal Faujdar of Ghoraghat and Dhaka. Even the
Raikat princes of Baikunthapur and Pangar transferred loyalty to these powers. The Mughals chose this time to attack
Behar. With no other choice, Mahendra made a pact with Yajna Narayan and appointed him as Nazir. Aided by the
Bhutanese, Yajna Narayan fought the Mughals at Patgram but was defeated. The Mughals took Boda, Patgram and eastern
Pargana in the year 1711.However the Koch warlords offered dogged resistance to Mughal expansion beyond the lower
tracts of Rajshahi division.This caused the military frontier to stabilize in the central Malda-Rangpur axis.

Mahendra Narayan died at the age of 16. With the main royal line extinct, Rup Narayan (1693–1714), a grandson of Nazir
Mahi Narayan, became the next Maharajah. Rup Narayan was a strong and popular ruler, but made the mistake of
attacking the Mughal Faujdar of Rangpur. Defeated, he lost Karjihat, Kakina and Fatehpur Chakla, retaining only Boda,
Patgram and eastern Chakla. Soon after, he lost these territories too, and was reduced to holding the three Chaklas under
lease to the Mughals in the name of his Najir. He moved his capital from Atharokotha to a new site, Guriahati on the east
bank of the Torsa River, where he built a beautiful temple of Sri Madan Mohan Thakur.
Upendra Narayan (1714–1763), the next ruler, had no son of his own. He adopted Deena Narayan, the son of dewan Satya
Narayan, and gave him considerable powers, but did not formally grant him the succession to the throne. Deena Narayan
met the Mughal Faujdar Md. Ali Khan at Rangpur and agreed to accept Mughal supremacy in return for Md. Ali Khan's
support in gaining the throne. Md. Ali Khan invaded, but was forced back by a combined army from Behar and Bhutan, and
had to flee Rangpur. A joint push by Koch-Ahom-Bhutan forces pushed the Mughals out of Rajshahi. This caused the
Mughals to go on the defensive to protect their main flank at Dhaka.Coupled with huge Ahom victories to the East,this
zealous push removed the Mughal threat from North Bengal for good.However, The Bhutanese took advantage of the
situation to occupy some forts on the northern regions of Behar. These forts were later cleared of invaders by Koch
warlords based out of Jalpaiguri, Darjeeling and Alipurduar tracts.

Baro Devi of Cooch Behar The tradition of human sacrifice (Nara-Boli) is still on at the puja of Baro Devi of Cooch Behar. Since human
sacrifice is not possible these days, that tradition is maintained symbolically by sacrificing a human image made of rice-powder on the
Maha-Astami night during Gupta-puja (secret worship). Human blood is needed to perform the Gupta-puja.
Like previous years Mr Shiben Roy of Kaljani village is the man to supply the blood by piercing his fingers as a hereditary act. The Cooch
Behar Debottar Trust Board is to pay him Rs 500 for the act. The Board is running under the state tourism department.
It is said that human sacrifice was a reality at the regime of Maharaja Nara Narayan. Once he reportedly sacrificed 150 persons to Baro Devi
and for that act he earned fame in those days. Later, the system become discontinued, but the tradition of human sacrifice is still followed
by symbolic sacrifice.
Sacrifice is a major part of the Baro Devi puja. Goats, buffaloes, hogs and numerous pigeons are sacrificed here. Sacrifice of hog is a
speciality of Baro Devi puja, which is done during Chaliya-Bariya puja ritual. The DTB purchased three buffaloes this year for the ‘bali’
performance in three temples.
Baro Devi is a special form of Goddess Durga worshiped by the Cooch Behar royal family. Maharaja Nara Narayan initiated the puja in 1533,
as the saying goes. The image of Baro Devi is totally different from the familiar Durga idols. Devi Durga’s four sons and daughters are
absent here. Jaya and Bijaya are here to replace them. The cult-animals are jointly a tiger and a lion, instead of a single lion.
According to sayings, Mararaja Nara Narayan saw the Devi in this form in his dream when he was on fasting for days to get blessings from
the Goddess. Later, he introduced the puja of Baro Devi and the clay-image was made following his description. Till now the image is
identical to the previous ones to keep the tradition alive.
Though Raj-days have gone, the rituals and systems of performance of the Baro Devi puja and the construction of the clay-image are
almost similar to the earlier days, under the present Marxist regime too. The Debottar Trust Board, running under state government
patronage, is very much cautious in maintaining all the traditional rituals.
The puja of Baro Devi ends on Maha-Navami. The large image is sliced into pieces and immersed into Jamuna (Lamba) Dighi. In those Rajdays the Maharaja sitting on the royal elephant set a Khanjan (wagtail) bird free on Bijoya Dashami during Yatra-puja ritual. According to

the sayings, Cooch Behar Maharajas had to start for conquering new regions following the flight-route of the bird. It was 1969, when a
Khanjan was set free for the last time.

Late in life, Upendra Narayan's second queen gave birth to a male child, Debendra Narayan (1763–1765), who ascended the
throne at the age of four. His short reign was chaotic. The Bhutias annexed further land in the north of Behar, and their
ambassador in the capital of Behar became the de facto ruler of the state. The young maharaja was assassinated in a palace
plot at the age of six.
On 12 August 1765, the British East India Company took over control of Bengal. The Maharaja of Bihar now had to pay rent
to the East India Company for Boda, Patgram, Panga and other chaklas in Bengal.
After Debendra Narayan's assassination, Debraj, king of Bhutan, sent troops to arrest Rajguru Ramananda Goswami, the
leader of the assassination plot.
The Behar court agreed to crown Dhairjendra Narayan (1765–1770), a cousin of Debendra Narayan, as Maharaja. However,
he was a puppet of Bhutan: the Bhutanese ambassador Pensuthma was the effective ruler. Bhutan seized direct control of
Behar territories including Jalpeswar, Mandas, Jalash, Lakshmipur, Santarabari, Maraghat and Bholka.
During this time there was large scale famine. The court degenerated into intrigues and conspiracies. Eventually, Debraj of
Bhutan arrested Dhairjendra Narayan and took him to the Bhutanese capital Punakh, crowning Rajendra Narayan (1770–
1772) in his place as nominal ruler. After a short "reign", Rajendra Narayan died of a fever in 1772.

Maharaja Rajendra Narayan left no heir. The Bhutias attempted to take over direct control, seizing the royal regalia, but the
court rebelled and enthroned Dharendra Narayan (1772–1775). The Koch warlords once again rallied their banners and
chased the Bhtanese-Tibetan-Khampa forces out of the Northern areas of Koch Behar.
Pensuthma-the Bhutanese regent- fled back to Bhutan, who’s King sent troops to invade Behar. After some fighting, the
Bhutanese regained control and established a new puppet ruler, a child whom they installed in Chekakhata in Bhutan. On
his early death, the Bhutias finally attempted direct control, garrisoning forts in strategic positions.However most tracts of
the extensive North Bengal region remained fiercely opposed to any Northern control.
As for example, an important warlord — Rupan Singh of Rahimganj Pargana — maintained that the Bhutanese presence in
North Bengal was illegal and issued directives to the Bhutan court to pull back their forces.

Maharaja Dharendra Narayan appealed to the British, rulers of Bengal, for assistance in regaining his kingdom in exchange
for a large payment. However, the Governor General Warren Hastings rejected the terms and insisted on an agreement by
which the Maharaja would pay an annual tribute to the Company in exchange for protection: in effect an agreement to
accept the supremacy of the British. The British then sent a regiment commanded by Mr. Paling from Kalikata
(Calcutta/Kolkata) who marched through Rangpur towards Mughalhat, joined on their route by Behar forces from all the
warlords and the chiefs of North Bengal. After a series of sharp encounters with the Bhutanese forces, the British-Koch
coalition force captured the capital (1772) and moved forward into southern Bhutan.
Unwilling to go further into the difficult hill country, the British negotiated a peace agreement (25 April 1774) with Bhutan
in exchange for surrender of Bihar royal captives, Bhutan agreeing to return to its pre-1730 boundaries, and a symbolic
tribute of five horses. The British left a small garrison in Behar, and withdrew the main army to Rangpur. When Dhairjendra
Narayan realised that he had exchanged one master for another, and had permanently lost independence of his ancestral
land, he abdicated in favour of Dharendra Narayan, who reigned until his death in 1775, when Dhairjendra Narayan
resumed the throne (1775–1783)
From now on, until the transfer of control to the State of India in 1949, Koch Behar was a princely state subject to overall
British Suzerainty. In 1949, it was merged with the Union of India and later became a part of West Bengal state.
Alternatively if it had acceded to East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) then India would not have had land access to North-east
India and that territory would have secceded to independence. Also the former East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) would have
land borders with Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim.

Following the Indian Mutiny, the British East India Company was dissolved, replaced by direct rule from the British
government: the British Raj. Although the princely state of Cooch Behar was very small, it enjoyed a certain prominence
since it was one of the very few states to lie within relatively easy distance of Calcutta, the hub of the British Raj. Due to this
proximity, the Royal Family embraced westernisation and this resulted in the family enjoying an ascendancy in British
official circles, as well as in London society. The colonial government granted it 13-gun salutes and included it in the Salute
States.
Col. HH Maharaja Sir Nripendra Narayan (ruled 1863–1911) was born on 4 October 1862. He died on 18 September 1911.
and was educated privately and later in England. He was admitted to Presidency College, Calcutta, to study Law till 1881. He
was married in 1878 to HH Maharani Suniti Devi Sen, who was born in 1864 and was the daughter of Maharishi Keshub
Chandra Sen. He was conferred the title of Imperial Order of Crown on the occasion of Queen Victoria's Jubilee
celebrations. He died in 1932. They had four sons and three daughters. He also had an elder brother who became the Raja
of Chitranjan and Rupnarayanpur.

Maharani Sunity Devi was born to famous Bengali reformer Kesub Chandra Sen. She was a staunch member of the Brahmo
Samaj up until her death. She was married to Maharaja Nripendra Narayan on 7 February 1878 in Cooch Behar according to
Bhrahmo Traditions and in the presence of Hindu priests. She was also a friend of the Marchioness of Dufferin, and was a
popular figure in the Calcutta social circles.She also composed several works of fiction and an autobiography. One of her
works of friction included a series of stories about pious Indian women. This book was dedicated to her friend Queen
Alexandra. She died in Bengal Nagpur Railway Hotel in November 1932.
HH Maharaja Rajarajendra Narayan Bhup Bahadur (ruled 1911–13) was born on 11 April 1882 in Calcutta, and died
unmarried 1 September 1913 in London. He was buried in Cooch Behar. He was educated at Mayo College, Ajmer, in 1893,
and then was sent to England in 1894 for further studies, gaining entry into an Oxford College in 1900.
HH Maharaja Jitendra Narayan Bhup Bahadur (ruled 1913–22) was born on 20 December 1886 at Cooch Behar Palace.He
has the brother of the previous Maharaja. He died on 20 December 1922. He was educated privately under a British home
tutor, and then admitted to Itan School in 1900. Later, he was admitted to the University of Edinburgh. He was married on
25 August 1913 in London to HH Maharani Indira Devi (1892–1968). She was the daughter of HH Maharaja Gaekwad Sir
Sayajiro III Khanderao Gaekwad, Sena Khas Khel Shamsher Bahadur Farzand-i-Khas-i-Daulat-i-Inglishia of Baroda, and his
second wife, HH Maharani Gajra Bai.
Maharaj Kumari Sukriti Devi ("Princess Girlie") was born in 1884. She died 1958. She was married in 1899 (sep'd.) to
Jyotsnanath Ghosal, C.I.E., I.C.S. [cr.1918], the Zamindar of Belgaum, and had issue.
The younger daughters of Maharaja Nripendra Narayan and Maharani Sunity Devi, were named Pravita Devi and Sudhira
Devi. They were born in 1891 and 1894 respectively. They were married to a pair of siblings called Lionel Mander and Alan
Mander respectively. Pravita devi had two children Geeta and Derek and Sudhira Devi had a son called Garbo.

Ila Devi, the eldest child of the Maharaja Nripendra Narayan and his wife Maharani Indira Devi, was born in 1914. Her name
was suggested by Lord Carmichael, the then Governor of Bengal and a close friend of the Maharaja. She attended
Ravenscroft School in Eastbourne. She later went to Santiniketan along with her sister Gayatri, and met her future husband
Romendro Kishore Deb Burman, a cousin of the Maharaja of Tripura. They were married secretly in a register office in 1935
and were formally married the same year. They had three children, Manabendra (Bhim), Devika and Bharat (Habi). She died
in 1945 at the age of thirty.
Lt.Col. (Hon) HH Maharaja Sir Jagaddipendra Narayan Bhup Bahadur (ruled 1922–1970) was born on 15 December 1915 at
Cooch Behar Palace, and died on 11 April 1970 in Calcutta. He was educated at Harrow in 1927–1929 and Trinity Hall,
Cambridge, in 1929–1934. He was awarded the K.C.I.E. [cr.1945] and was made the 7th Light Cavalry in the Indian Army. He
served in World War II, and was granted full ruling powers on 6 April 1936. He married firstly about 1950 (div.) Nancy
Valentine who was born on St. Albans, Long Island, and who was a Hollywood actress. He married secondly Gina Egan.

Maharaj Kumar Indrajit Narayan was the second son and the third child of Maharaja Nripendra Narayan and his wife
Maharani Indira Devi. He was born in 1918 in Poona, Bombay State.He went a day school in London and was also educated
in England later. He passed out of the Indian Military Academy at Dehra Dun and obtained a commission in the 7th Light
Cavalry at Bolarum. He was engaged in 1942 to the Princess of Pitampura, Kamala Devi. They were married soon after. They
had two children, Uma Devi and Maharaja Vijendra Narayan of Cooch Behar.He died in 1951 in Darjeeling from a fire.
HH Maharani Gayatri Devi was born on 23 May 1919 in London. She was educated at Shantiniketan, Lausanne, Switzerland,
London School of Secretaries, Brilliantmont and Monkey Club London. She was married on 9 May 1940 to HH Saramad-iRajahai Hindustan Raj Rajendra Shri Maharajadhiraj Sir Sawai Man Singh II Bahadur of Jaipur, and they had issue. She was
the president of the All India Badminton Association, the vice-president of the All India Lawn Tennis Association, the All
India Swatantra Party, and the Rajasthan State Swatantra Party. She was the director of the Rambagh Palace Hotel, Jaipur,
and Gee Stud Farm Pvt Ltd., chairman of the Governing Council of Maharani Gayatri Devi Girls Public School, Jaipur,
chairman of the board of trustees of Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh Benevolent Trust, Jaipur, the Maharani Gayatri Soldier's
Welfare Fund, Jaipur; the Sawai Ram Singh Shilp Kala Mandir, Jaipur; M/s Jaipur Durries Pvt Ltd, Jalpur and Rajasthan State
Tourist Development Corporation, Jaipur; Member of the 3rd, 4th and 5th Lok Sabha; author of A Princess Remembers and
A Government's Gateway; interests include photography, fine arts and museums.
Menaka Devi, the third daughter and the youngest child of Maharaja Nripendra Narayan and his wife Maharani Indira Devi
was born in 1920 in London. She was married to Yeshwantrao Singh, the Maharaja of Dewas Jr and had a son Udaya
HH Maharaja Virajendra Narayan, the son of Indrajit Narayan and Kamala Devi was born in 1944. He was instilled as the
Maharaja only after his uncle’s death in 1970. His accession to the throne was a symbolic gesture and had no temporal
significance. He died in 1992.

Shri Sir Nripendra Narayan, Maharaja of Cooch Behar (1862–1911)

Uttara Devi, the daughter of Indrajit Narayan and Kamala Devi was born in 1942. She is married to the Maharaja of Kotah.
She has two children.
As the Maharani of Cooch Behar, Indira Raje ruled as regent after her husband's early death at the age of 36, and later
became popular in the salons of Europe, earning the sobriquet "the ranee of cooch". She was popularly known as Ma In
Cooch Behar and other social circles of Calcutta.
One of their daughters, Gayatri Devi, married the Maharaja of Jaipur, Sawai Raja Man Singh, and became an international
celebrity; she was at one time in the middle of the twentieth century considered to be one of the most beautiful ladies in
the world. Another daughter, Menaka Devi, married the Maharaja of Dewas (Jr.). Ila Devi; their eldest daughter married
into the Royal Family of Tripura. Her great-granddaughters are Ria and Raima, daughters of Moon Moon Sen.
Dewans (Chief ministers)

There are four World Heritage Sites in the region, including the Sundarbans, the Somapura
Mahavihara, the Mosque City of Bagerhat and the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway. Other prominent
places include the Bishnupur, Bankura temple city, the Adina Mosque, the Caravanserai Mosque,
numerous zamindar palaces (like Ahsan Manzil and Cooch Behar Palace), the Lalbagh Fort, the Great
Caravanserai ruins, the Shaista Khan Caravanserai ruins, the Kolkata Victoria Memorial, the Dhaka
Parliament Building, archaeologically excavated ancient fort cities in Mahasthangarh, Mainamati,
Chandraketugarh and Wari-Bateshwar, the Jaldapara National Park, the Lawachara National Park, the
Teknaf Game Reserve and the Chittagong Hill Tracts.
Cox's Bazar in southeastern Bangladesh is home to the longest natural beach in the world and a
growing surfing destination. St. Martin's Island, off the coast of Chittagong Division, is home to the
sole coral reef in Bengal.
A 2015 census of Sundarbans Bengal tigers found 106 in Bangladesh and 76 in West Bengal.
The flat Bengal Plain, which covers most of Bangladesh and West Bengal, is one of the most fertile
areas on Earth, with lush vegetation and farmland dominating its landscape. Bengali villages are
buried among groves of mango, jack fruit, betel nut and date palm. Rice, jute, mustard and sugarcane
plantations are a common sight. Water bodies and wetlands provide a habitat for many aquatic
plants in the Ganges-Brahmaputra delta. The northern part of the region features Himalayan foothills
(Dooars) with densely wooded Sal and other tropical evergreen trees. Above an elevation of 1,000
metres (3,300 ft), the forest becomes predominantly subtropical, with a predominance of temperateforest trees such as oaks, conifers and rhododendrons. Sal woodland is also found across central
Bangladesh, particularly in the Bhawal National Park. The Lawachara National Park is a rainforest in
northeastern Bangladesh. The Chittagong Hill Tracts in southeastern Bangladesh is noted for its high
degree of biodiversity.

The littoral Sundarbans in the southwestern part of Bengal is the largest mangrove forest in the
world and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The region has over 89 species of mammals, 628 species of
birds and numerous species of fish. For Bangladesh, the water lily, the oriental magpie-robin, the
hilsa and mango tree are national symbols. For West Bengal, the white-throated kingfisher, the

chatim tree and the night-flowering jasmine are state symbols. The Bengal tiger is the national
animal of Bangladesh and India. The fishing cat is the state animal of West Bengal.

Human settlement in Bengal can be traced back 20,000 years. Remnants of Copper Age settlements
date back 4,300 years. Archaeological evidence confirms that by the second millennium BCE, ricecultivating communities inhabited the region. By the 11th century BCE, the people of the area lived in
systemically-aligned housing, used human cemeteries and manufactured copper ornaments and fine
black and red pottery. The Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna rivers were natural arteries for
communication and transportation. Estuaries on the Bay of Bengal allowed for maritime trade. The
early Iron Age saw the development of metal weaponry, coinage, permanent field agriculture and
irrigation. From 600 BCE, the second wave of urbanization engulfed the north Indian subcontinent, as
part of the Northern Black Polished Ware culture.
Ancient Bengal was divided between the regions of Varendra, Suhma, Anga, Vanga, Samatata and
Harikela. Early Indian literature described the region as a thalassocracy, with colonies in Southeast
Asia and the Indian Ocean. For example, the first recorded king of Sri Lanka was a Bengali prince
called Vijaya. The region was known to the ancient Greeks and Romans as Gangaridai. The Greek
ambassador Megasthenes chronicled its military strength and dominance of the Ganges delta. The
invasion army of Alexander the Great was deterred by the accounts of Gangaridai's power in 325
BCE. Later Roman accounts noted maritime trade routes with Bengal and a Roman amphora has
been found in Purba Medinipur district, made in Aelana (present day Aqaba in Jordan) between the
4th and 7th centuries AD. Another prominent kingdom in Ancient Bengal was Pundravardhana which
was located in Northern Bengal with its capital being located in modern-day Bogra, the kingdom was
prominently buddhist leaving behind historic Viharas such as Mahasthangarh. In vedic mythology the
royal families of Magadha, Anga, Vanga, Suhma and Kalinga were all related and descended from one
King.

Ancient Bengal was considered a part of Magadha region, which was the cradle of Indian arts and
sciences. Currently the Maghada region is divided into several states that are Bihar, Jharkhand and
Bengal (West Bengal and East Bengal) The legacy of Magadha includes the concept of zero, the
invention of Chess and the theory of solar and lunar eclipses and the Earth orbiting the Sun. Secular

Sanskrit, or standard Old Indo-Aryan, was spoken across Bengal. The Bengali language evolved from
Old Indo-Aryan Sanskrit dialects. The region was ruled by Hindu, Buddhist and Jain dynasties,
including the Mauryans, Guptas, Varmans, Khadgas, Palas, Chandras and Senas among others. In the
9th century, Arab Muslim traders frequented Bengali seaports and found the region to be a thriving
seafaring kingdom with well-developed coinage and banking.

The Pala Empire was an imperial power in the Indian subcontinent, which originated in the region of
Bengal. They were followers of the Mahayana and Tantric schools of Buddhism. The empire was
founded with the election of Gopala as the emperor of Gauda in 750. At its height in the early 9th
century, the Pala Empire was the dominant power in the northern subcontinent, with its territory
stretching across parts of modern-day eastern Pakistan, northern and northeastern India, Nepal and
Bangladesh.The Empire enjoyed relations with the Srivijaya Empire, the Tibetan Empire, and the Arab
Abbasid Caliphate. Islam first appeared in Bengal during Pala rule, as a result of increased trade
between Bengal and the Middle East. The resurgent Hindu Sena dynasty dethroned the Pala Empire
in the 12th century, ending the reign of the last major Buddhist imperial power in the subcontinent.

The Pala Empire was an imperial power during the Late Classical period on the Indian subcontinent, which originated in the
region of Bengal. It is named after its ruling dynasty, whose rulers bore names ending with the suffix of Pala ("protector" in
Sanskrit). They were followers of the Mahayana and Tantric schools of Buddhism. The empire was founded with the
election of Gopala as the emperor of Gauda in 750 CE. The Pala stronghold was located in Bengal and Bihar, which included
the major cities of Vikrampura, Pataliputra, Gauda, Monghyr, Somapura, Ramvati (Varendra), Tamralipta and Jaggadala.
The Palas were astute diplomats and military conquerors. Their army was noted for its vast war elephant corps. Their navy
performed both mercantile and defensive roles in the Bay of Bengal. The Palas were important promoters of classical Indian
philosophy, literature, painting and sculpture. They built grand temples and monasteries, including the Somapura
Mahavihara, and patronised the great universities of Nalanda and Vikramashila. The Proto-Bengali language developed
under Pala rule. The empire enjoyed relations with the Srivijaya Empire, the Tibetan Empire and the Arab Abbasid
Caliphate. Islam first appeared in Bengal during Pala rule, as a result of increased trade between Bengal and the Middle
East. Abbasid coinage found in Pala archaeological sites, as well as records of Arab historians, point to flourishing mercantile
and intellectual contacts. The House of Wisdom in Baghdad absorbed the mathematical and astronomical achievements of
Indian civilisation during this period.

At its height in the early 9th century, the Pala Empire was the dominant power in the northern Indian subcontinent, with its
territory stretching across parts of modern-day eastern Pakistan, northern and northeastern India, Nepal and Bangladesh.
The empire reached its peak under Emperors Dharmapala and Devapala. The Palas also exerted a strong cultural influence
under Atisa in Tibet, as well as in Southeast Asia. Pala control of North India was ultimately ephemeral, as they struggled
with the Gurjara-Pratiharas and the Rashtrakutas for the control of Kannauj and were defeated. After a short lived decline,
Emperor Mahipala I defended imperial bastions in Bengal and Bihar against South Indian Chola invasions. Emperor
Ramapala was the last strong Pala ruler, who gained control of Kamarupa and Kalinga. The empire was considerably
weakened by the 11th century, with many areas engulfed in rebellion.
The resurgent Hindu Sena dynasty dethroned the Pala Empire in the 12th century, ending the reign of the last major
Buddhist imperial power in the Indian subcontinent. The Pala period is considered one of the golden eras of Bengali history.
The Palas brought stability and prosperity to Bengal after centuries of civil war between warring divisions. They advanced
the achievements of previous Bengali civilisations and created outstanding works of art and architecture. They laid the basis
for the Bengali language, including its first literary work, the Charyapada. The Pala legacy is still reflected in Tibetan
According to the Khalimpur copper plate inscription, the first Pala king Gopala was the son of a warrior named Vapyata. The
Ramacharitam attests that Varendra (North Bengal) was the fatherland (Janakabhu) of the Palas. The ethnic origins of the
dynasty are unknown, although the later records claim that Gopala was a Kshatriya belonging to the legendary Solar
dynasty. The Ballala-Carita states that the Palas were Kshatriyas, a claim reiterated by Taranatha in his History of Buddhism
in India as well as Ghanaram Chakrabarty in his Dharmamangala (both written in the 16th century CE). The Ramacharitam
also attests the fifteenth Pala emperor, Ramapala, as a Kshatriya. Claims of belonging to the legendary Solar dynasty are
unreliable and clearly appear to be an attempt to cover up the humble origins of the dynasty. The Pala dynasty has also
been branded as Śudra in some sources such as Manjushri-Mulakalpa; this might be because of their Buddhist leanings.
According to Abu'l-Fazl ibn Mubarak (in Ain-i-Akbari), the Palas were Kayasthas. There are even accounts that claim Gopala
may have been from a Brahmin lineage.

After the fall of Shashanka's kingdom, the Bengal region was in a state of anarchy. There was no central authority, and
there was constant struggle between petty chieftains. The contemporary writings describe this situation as matsya nyaya
("fish justice" i.e. a situation where the big fish eat the small fish). Gopala ascended the throne as the first Pala king during
these times. The Khalimpur copper plate suggests that the prakriti (people) of the region made him the king. Taranatha,
writing nearly 800 years later, also writes that he was democratically elected by the people of Bengal. However, his account
is in form of a legend, and is considered historically unreliable. The legend mentions that after a period of anarchy, the
people elected several kings in succession, all of whom were consumed by the Naga queen of an earlier king on the night
following their election. Gopal, however managed to kill the queen and remained on the throne. The historical evidence
indicates that Gopala was not elected directly by his citizens, but by a group of feudal chieftains. Such elections were quite
common in contemporary societies of the region.

Gopala's ascension was a significant political event as the several independent chiefs recognised his political authority
without any struggle.

Gopala's empire was greatly expanded by his son Dharmapala and his grandson Devapala. Dharmapala was initially
defeated by the Pratihara ruler Vatsaraja. Later, the Rashtrakuta king Dhruva defeated both Dharmapala and Vatsaraja.
After Dhruva left for the Deccan region, Dharmapala built a mighty empire in the northern India. He defeated Indrayudha of
Kannauj, and installed his own nominee Chakrayudha on the throne of Kannauj. Several other smaller states in North India
also acknowledged his suzerainty. Soon, his expansion was checked by Vatsaraja's son Nagabhata II, who conquered
Kannauj and drove away Chakrayudha. Nagabhata II then advanced up to Munger and defeated Dharmapala in a pitched
battle. Dharmapala was forced to surrender and to seek alliance with the Rashtrakuta emperor Govinda III, who then
intervened by invading northern India and defeating Nagabhata II. The Rashtrakuta records show that both Chakrayudha
and Dharmapala recognised the Rashtrakuta suzerainty. In practice, Dharmapala gained control over North India after
Govinda III left for the Deccan. He adopted the title Paramesvara Paramabhattaraka Maharajadhiraja.
Dharmapala was succeeded by his son Devapala, who is regarded as the most powerful Pala ruler. His expeditions resulted
in the invasion of Pragjyotisha (present-day Assam) where the king submitted without giving a fight and the Utkala
(present-day Orissa) whose king fled from his capital city. The inscriptions of his successors also claim several other
territorial conquests by him, but these are highly exaggerated.
Following the death of Devapala, the Pala Empire gradually started disintegrating. Vigrahapala, who was Devapala's
nephew, abdicated the throne after a brief rule, and became an ascetic. Vigrahapala's son and successor Narayanapala
proved to be a weak ruler. During his reign, the Rashtrakuta king Amoghavarsha defeated the Palas. Encouraged by the Pala
decline, the King Harjara of Assam assumed imperial titles and the Sailodbhavas established their power in Orissa.

Naryanapala's son Rajyapala ruled for at least 12 years, and constructed several public utilities and lofty temples. His son
Gopala II lost Bengal after a few years of rule, and then ruled only Bihar. The next king, Vigrahapala II, had to bear the
invasions from the Chandelas and the Kalachuris. During his reign, the Pala Empire disintegrated into smaller kingdoms like
Gauda, Radha, Anga and Vanga. Kantideva of Harikela (eastern and southern Bengal) also assumed the title
Maharajadhiraja, and established a separate kingdom, later ruled by the Chandra dynasty. The Gauda state (West and
North Bengal) was ruled by the Kamboja Pala dynasty. The rulers of this dynasty also bore names ending in the suffix -pala
(e.g. Rajyapala, Narayanapala and Nayapala). However, their origin is uncertain, and the most plausible view is that they
originated from a Pala official who usurped a major part of the Pala kingdom along with its capital.
Mahipala I recovered northern and eastern Bengal within three years of ascending the throne in 988 CE. He also recovered
the northern part of the present-day Burdwan division. During his reign, Rajendra Chola I of the Chola Empire frequently
invaded Bengal from 1021 to 1023 CE to get Ganges water and in the process, succeeded to humble the rulers, acquiring
considerable booty. The rulers of Bengal who were defeated by Rajendra Chola were Dharmapal, Ranasur and

Govindachandra, who might have been feudatories under Mahipala I of the Pala Dynasty. Rajendra Chola I also defeated
Mahipala, and obtained from the Pala king "elephants of rare strength, women and treasure". Mahipala also gained control
of north and south Bihar, probably aided by the invasions of Mahmud of Ghazni, which exhausted the strength of other
rulers of North India. He may have also conquered Varanasi and surrounding area, as his brothers Sthirapala and
Vasantapala undertook construction and repairs of several sacred structures at Varanasi. Later, the Kalachuri king
Gangeyadeva annexed Varanasi after defeating the ruler of Anga, which could have been Mahipala I.

Nayapala, the son of Mahipala I, defeated the Kalachuri king Karna (son of Ganggeyadeva) after a long struggle. The two
later signed a peace treaty at the mediation of the Buddhist scholar Atiśa. During the reign of Nayapala's son Vigrahapala III,
Karna once again invaded Bengal but was defeated. The conflict ended with a peace treaty, and Vigrahapala III married
Karna's daughter Yauvanasri. Vigrahapala III was later defeated by the invading Chalukya king Vikramaditya VI. The invasion
of Vikramaditya VI saw several soldiers from South India into Bengal, which explains the southern origin of the Sena
Dynasty. Vigrahapala III also faced another invasion led by the Somavamsi king Mahasivagupta Yayati of Orissa.
Subsequently, a series of invasions considerably reduced the power of the Palas. The Varmans occupied eastern Bengal
during his reign.
Mahipala II, the successor of Vigrahapala III, brought a short-lived reign of military glory. His reign is well-documented by
Sandhyakar Nandi in Ramacharitam. Mahipala II imprisoned his brothers Ramapala and Surapala II, on the suspicion that
they were conspiring against him. Soon afterwards, he faced a rebellion of vassal chiefs from the Kaibarta (fishermen). A
chief named Divya (or Divvoka) killed him and occupied the Varendra region. The region remained under the control of his
successors Rudak and Bhima. Surapala II escaped to Magadha and died after a short reign. He was succeeded by his brother
Ramapala, who launched a major offensive against Divya's grandson Bhima. He was supported by his maternal uncle
Mathana of the Rashtrakuta dynasty, as well as several feudatory chiefs of south Bihar and south-west Bengal. Ramapala
conclusively defeated Bhima, and killing him and his family in a cruel manner.
Maitreya and scenes from the Buddha's life. Folios were probably from the Pala period under Ramapala, considered the last
great ruler of the Pala dynasty.

After gaining control of Varendra, Ramapala tried to revive the Pala Empire with limited success. He ruled from a new
capital at Ramavati, which remained the Pala capital until the dynasty's end. He reduced taxation, promoted cultivation and
constructed public utilities. He brought Kamarupa and Rar under his control, and forced the Varman king of east Bengal to
accept his suzerainty. He also struggled with the Ganga king for control of present-day Orissa; the Gangas managed to
annexe the region only after his death. Ramapala maintained friendly relations with the Chola king Kulottunga to secure
support against the common enemies: the Ganas and the Chalukyas. He kept the Senas in check, but lost Mithila to a
Karnataka chief named Nanyuadeva. He also held back the aggressive design of the Gahadavala ruler Govindacharndra
through a matrimonial alliance.

Ramapala was the last strong Pala ruler. After his death, a rebellion broke out in Kamarupa during his son Kumarapala's
reign. The rebellion was crushed by Vaidyadeva, but after Kumarapala's death, Vaidyadeva practically created a separate
kingdom. According to Ramacharitam, Kumarapala's son Gopala III was murdered by his uncle Madanapala. During
Madanapala's rule, the Varmans in east Bengal declared independence, and the Eastern Gangas renewed the conflict in
Orissa. Madanapala captured Munger from the Gahadavalas, but was defeated by Vijayasena, who gained control of
southern and eastern Bengal. A ruler named Govindapala ruled over the Gaya district around 1162 CE, but there is no
concrete evidence about his relationship to the imperial Palas. The Pala dynasty was replaced by the Sena dynasty.
The Palas were patrons of Mahayana Buddhism. A few sources written much after Gopala's death mention him as a
Buddhist, but it is not known if this is true. The subsequent Pala kings were definitely Buddhists. Taranatha states that
Gopala was a staunch Buddhist, who had built the famous monastery at Odantapuri. Dharmapala made the Buddhist
philosopher Haribhadra his spiritual preceptor. He established the Vikramashila monastery and the Somapura Mahavihara.
Taranatha also credits him with establishing 50 religious institutions and patronising the Buddhist author Hariibhadra.
Devapala restored and enlarged the structures at Somapura Mahavihara, which also features several themes from the epics
Ramayana and Mahabharata. Mahipala I also ordered construction and repairs of several sacred structures at Saranath,
Nalanda and Bodh Gaya. The Mahipala geet ("songs of Mahipala"), a set of folk songs about him, are still popular in the
rural areas of Bengal.

The Palas developed the Buddhist centres of learnings, such as the Vikramashila and the Nalanda universities. Nalanda,
considered one of the first great universities in recorded history, reached its height under the patronage of the Palas. Noted
Buddhist scholars from the Pala period include Atisha, Santaraksita, Saraha, Tilopa, Bimalamitra, Dansheel, Dansree,
Jinamitra, Jnanasrimitra, Manjughosh, Muktimitra, Padmanava, Sambhogabajra, Shantarakshit, Silabhadra, Sugatasree and
Virachan.
As the rulers of Gautama Buddha's land, the Palas acquired great reputation in the Buddhist world. Balaputradeva, the
Sailendra king of Java, sent an ambassador to him, asking for a grant of five villages for the construction of a monastery at
Nalanda. The request was granted by Devapala.
He appointed the Brahmin Viradeva (of Nagarahara, present-day Jalalabad) as the head of the Nalanda monastery. The
Budhdist poet Vajradatta (the author of Lokesvarashataka), was in his court.
The Buddhist scholars from the Pala empire travelled from Bengal to other regions to propagate Buddhism. Atisha, for
example, preached in Tibet and Sumatra, and is seen as one of the major figures in the spread of 11th-century Mahayana
Buddhism.

The Palas also supported the Saiva ascetics, typically the ones associated with the Golagi-Math. Narayana Pala himself
established a temple of Shiva, and was present at the place of sacrifice by his Brahmin minister. Queen of King
Madanapaladeva, namely Chitramatika, made a gift of land to a Brahmin named Bateswara Swami as his remuneration for
chanting the Mahabharata at her request, according to the principle of the Bhumichhidranyaya. Besides the images of the
Buddhist deities, the images of Vishnu, Siva and Sarasvati were also constructed during the Pala dynasty rule.
The Palas patronised several Sanskrit scholars, some of whom were their officials. The Gauda riti style of composition was
developed during the Pala rule. Many Buddhist Tantric works were authored and translated during the Pala rule. Besides
the Buddhist scholars mentioned in the Religion section above, Jimutavahana, Sandhyakar Nandi, Madhava-kara, Suresvara
and Chakrapani Datta are some of the other notable scholars from the Pala period.
The Pala school of sculptural art is recognised as a distinct phase of the Indian art, and is noted for the artistic genius of the
Bengal sculptors. It is influenced by the Gupta art.
As noted earlier, the Palas built a number of monasteries and other sacred structures. The Somapura Mahavihara in
present-day Bangladesh is a World Heritage Site. It is a monastery with 21 acre (85,000 m²) complex has 177 cells,
numerous stupas, temples and a number of other ancillary buildings. The gigantic structures of other Viharas, including
Vikramashila, Odantapuri, and Jagaddala are the other masterpieces of the Palas. These mammoth structures were
mistaken by the forces of Bakhtiyar Khalji as fortified castles and were demolished. The art of Bihar and Bengal during the
Pala and Sena dynasties influenced the art of Nepal, Burma, Sri Lanka and Java.

Muslim conquests of the Indian subcontinent absorbed Bengal in 1204. The region was annexed by
the Delhi Sultanate. Muslim rule introduced agrarian reform, a new calendar and Sufism. The region
saw the rise of important city states in Sonargaon, Satgaon and Lakhnauti. By 1352, Ilyas Shah
achieved the unification of an independent Bengal. In the 14th and 15th centuries, the Bengal
Sultanate was a major diplomatic, economic and military power in the subcontinent. It developed the
subcontinent's relations with China, Egypt, the Timurid Empire and East Africa. In 1540, Sher Shah
Suri was crowned Emperor of the northern subcontinent in the Bengali capital Gaur.

The Mughal Empire conquered Bengal in the 16th century. The Bengal Subah province in the Mughal
Empire was the wealthiest state in the subcontinent. Bengal's trade and wealth impressed the
Mughals so much that it was described as the Paradise of the Nations by the Mughal Emperors. The
region was also notable for its powerful semi-independent aristocracy, including the Twelve Bhuiyans

and the Nawabs of Bengal. It was visited by several world explorers, including Ibn Battuta, Niccolo De
Conti and Admiral Zheng He.

Under Mughal rule, Bengal was a center of the worldwide muslin and silk trades. During the Mughal
era, the most important center of cotton production was Bengal, particularly around its capital city of
Dhaka, leading to muslin being called "daka" in distant markets such as Central Asia. Domestically,
much of India depended on Bengali products such as rice, silks and cotton textiles. Overseas,
Europeans depended on Bengali products such as cotton textiles, silks and opium; Bengal accounted
for 40% of Dutch imports from Asia, for example, including more than 50% of textiles and around
80% of silks. From Bengal, saltpeter was also shipped to Europe, opium was sold in Indonesia, raw
silk was exported to Japan and the Netherlands, cotton and silk textiles were exported to Europe,
Indonesia, and Japan, cotton cloth was exported to the Americas and the Indian Ocean. Bengal also
had a large shipbuilding industry. In terms of shipbuilding tonnage during the 16th–18th centuries,
economic historian Indrajit Ray estimates the annual output of Bengal at 223,250 tons, compared
with 23,061 tons produced in nineteen colonies in North America from 1769 to 1771.
Since the 16th century, European traders traversed the sea routes to Bengal, following the
Portuguese conquests of Malacca and Goa. The Portuguese established a settlement in Chittagong
with permission from the Bengal Sultanate in 1528, but were later expelled by the Mughals in 1666.
In the 18th-century, the Mughal Court rapidly disintegrated due to Nader Shah's invasion and
internal rebellions, allowing European colonial powers to set up trading posts across the territory.
The British East India Company eventually emerged as the foremost military power in the region; and
defeated the last independent Nawab of Bengal at the Battle of Plassey in 1757.

In Bengal effective political and military power was transferred from the old regime to the British
East India Company around 1757–65. Company rule in India began under the Bengal Presidency.
Calcutta was named the capital of British India in 1772. The presidency was run by a military-civil
administration, including the Bengal Army, and had the world's sixth earliest railway network. Great
Bengal famines struck several times during colonial rule (notably the Great Bengal famine of 1770
and Bengal famine of 1943). The Indian Rebellion of 1857 was initiated on the outskirts of Calcutta,
and spread to Dhaka, Chittagong, Jalpaiguri, Sylhet and Agartala, in solidarity with revolts in North

India. The failure of the rebellion led to the abolishment of the Mughal Court and direct rule by the
British Raj. The late 19th and early 20th century Bengal Renaissance had a great impact on the
cultural and economic life of Bengal. Between 1905 and 1912, an abortive attempt was made to
divide the province of Bengal into two zones, that included the short-lived province of Eastern Bengal
and Assam based in Dacca and Shillong. Under British rule, Bengal experienced deindustrialization.

In 1876, 200,000 people were killed in Bengal by the Great Bangladesh cyclone.
Bengal played a major role in the Indian independence movement, in which revolutionary groups
were dominant. Armed attempts to overthrow the British Raj began with the rebellion of Titumir,
and reached a climax when Subhas Chandra Bose led the Indian National Army against the British.
Bengal was also central in the rising political awareness of the Muslim population—the All-India
Muslim League was established in Dhaka in 1906. The Muslim homeland movement pushed for a
sovereign state in eastern British India with the Lahore Resolution in 1943. Hindu nationalism was
also strong in Bengal, which was home to groups like the Hindu Mahasabha. In spite of a last-ditch
effort to form a United Bengal, when India gained independence in 1947, Bengal was partitioned
along religious lines. The western part went to India (and was named West Bengal) while the eastern
part joined Pakistan as a province called East Bengal (later renamed East Pakistan, giving rise to
Bangladesh in 1971). The circumstances of partition were bloody, with widespread religious riots in
Bengal.
The 1970 Bhola cyclone took the lives of 500,000 people in Bengal, making it one of the deadliest
recorded cyclones.

West Bengal became one of India's most populous states. Calcutta, the former capital of the British
Raj, became the state capital of West Bengal and continued to be India's largest city until the late
20th century, when severe power shortages, strikes and a violent Marxist-Naxalite movement
damaged much of the state's infrastructure in the 1960s and 70s, leading to a period of economic
stagnation. West Bengal politics underwent a major change when the Left Front won the 1977
assembly election, defeating the incumbent Indian National Congress. The Left Front, led by the
Communist Party of India (Marxist) (CPI(M)) governed the state for over three decades, which was

the world's longest elected Communist administration in history. Since the 2000s, West Bengal has
experienced an economic rejuvenation, particularly in its IT industry.

The princely state of Hill Tippera that was under the suzerainty of British India was ruled by a Bengalispeaking monarchy. Following the death of Maharaja Bir Bikram Kishore Debbarman, the princely
state acceded to the Union of India on 15 October 1949 under the Tripura Merger Agreement signed
by Maharani Regent Kanchan Prava Devi. By the 1950s, the region had a Bengali majority population
due to the influx of Hindus from East Pakistan after partition. It became a Union Territory of India in
November 1953. It was granted full statehood with an elected legislature in July 1963. An insurgency
by indigenous people affected the state for several years. The Left Front ruled the state between
1978 and 1988, followed by a stint of Indian National Congress rule until 1993, and then a return to
the Communists.
Tripura State, also known as Hill Tipperah, was a princely state in India during the period of the British Raj and for some
two years after the departure of the British. Its rulers belonged to the Manikya dynasty and until August 1947 the state was
in a subsidiary alliance, from which it was released by the Indian Independence Act 1947. The state acceded to the newlyindependent Indian Union on 13 August 1947, and subsequently merged into the Indian Union in October 1949.
The princely state was located in the present-day Indian state of Tripura. The state included one town, Agartala, as well as a
total of 1,463 villages. It had an area of 10,660 km² and a population of 513,000 inhabitants in 1941.
The predecessor state of Tripura was founded about 100 AD. According to legend the Manikya dynasty derived its name
from a jewel ('Mani' in Sanskrit) that had been obtained from a frog. The first king who ruled the state under the royal title
of Manikya was Maharaja Maha Manikya who ascended the throne in 1400. The Rajmala, a chronicle of the Kings of
Tripura, was written in Bengali verse in the 15th century under Dharma Manikya I. The kingdom of Tripura reached its
maximum expansion in the 16th century.

Queen Kanchan Prabha Devi

In 1764, when the British East India Company took control of Bengal, the parts of Bengal that had been under the Mughal
Empire were taken over by the British administration. In 1809 Tripura became a British protectorate and in 1838 the Rajas
of Tripura were recognized by the British as sovereigns. Between 1826 and 1862 the eastern part was subject to the ravages
caused by Kuki invaders that plundered and destroyed villages and massacred their inhabitants.
There were troubles in every succession among the Tripura royal family members when the aspiring princes often resorted
to use the services of the Kukis to cause disturbances. Thus in 1904 the British enacted a sanad that regulated permanently

the succession of the royal family. Thenceforward the succession would have to be recognized by the Viceroy of India
representing the British Crown.

Bir Chandra Manikya (1862–1896) modelled his administration on the pattern of British India, and enacted reforms
including the foundation of the Agartala Municipal Corporation. In 1905 Tripura became part of the new province of Eastern
Bengal and Assam and was designated as 'Hill Tippera'. In addition to the Hill Tippera area, which corresponds to Tripura
State, the kings retained a fertile estate known as Chakla Roshnabad with an area of 1476 km², located in the flatland of
Noakhali, Sylhet and Tipperah districts; the latter is now mostly included in the Comilla District of Bangladesh.
King Bir Bikram Kishore Debbarma died in May 1947, shortly before the Indian Independence. His son Kirit Bikram Kishore
was a minor at that time, and, so, the Maharani Kanchan Prava Devi presided over the Council of Regency formed to govern
the state. On 13 August 1947, the Maharani signed the Instrument of Accession, joining the Indian Union. There was
turmoil in the state in the succeeding months and several changes in the administrative structure took place in quick
succession. Finally, on 9 September 1949, the Maharani signed the Merger Agreement with Indian Union, which became
effective on 15 October, and Tripura became a Centrally administered Part C State (Chief Commissioner's Province) of India.
The head of the royal family of Tripura held the title of 'Maharaja' from 1919 onwards. Since 1897 the rulers were entitled
to a 13 gun salute by the British authorities.

The Barak Valley joined the union of India after its partition from Sylhet in 1947 and has been a part
of the state of Assam. One of the most significant events in the region's history was the language
movement in 1961, in which the killing of agitators by state police led to Bengali being recognized as
one of the official languages of Assam. The issue of Bengali settlement in the state has been a
contentious part of the Assam conflict.

In 1948, the Government of the Dominion of Pakistan ordained Urdu as the sole national language,
sparking extensive protests among the Bengali-speaking majority of East Bengal. Facing rising
sectarian tensions and mass discontent with the new law, the government outlawed public meetings
and rallies. The students of the University of Dhaka and other political activists defied the law and
organised a protest on 21 February 1952. The movement reached its climax when several student
demonstrators were shot dead by police firing. As a result of the movement, Pakistan government in
1956 included Bengali as national lanuage along with Urdu. UNESCO in 1999 declared 21 February as
International Mother Language Day honoring the 1952 incident.

East Bengal, which was later renamed to East Pakistan in 1955, was home to Pakistan's demographic
majority and played an instrumental role in the founding of the new state. Strategically, Pakistan
joined the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization under the Bengali Prime Minister Mohammad Ali of
Bogra as a bulwark against communism. However, tensions between East and West Pakistan grew
rapidly over political exclusion, economic neglect and ethnic and linguistic discrimination. The State
of Pakistan was subjected to years of military rule due to fears of Bengali political supremacy under
democracy. Elected Bengali-led governments at the federal and provincial levels, which were led by
statesmen such as A. K. Fazlul Huq and H. S. Suhrawardy, were deposed.
East Pakistan witnessed the rise of Bengali self-determination calls led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
and Maulana Bhashani in the 1960s. Rahman launched the Six point movement for autonomy in
1966. After the 1970 national election, Rahman's party, the Awami League, had emerged as the
largest party in Pakistan's parliament. The erstwhile Pakistani military junta refused to accept
election results which triggered civil disobedience across East Pakistan. The Pakistani military
responded by launching a genocide that caused the Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971. The first
Government of Bangladesh and the Mukti Bahini waged a guerrilla campaign with support from
neighboring India, which hosted millions of war refugees. Global support for the independence of
East Pakistan increased due to the conflict's humanitarian crisis, with the Indian Armed Forces
intervening in support of the Bangladesh Forces in the final two weeks of the war and ensuring
Pakistan's surrender.

The Jatiya Party government made Islam the state religion in 1988.
A popular uprising restored parliamentary democracy in 1991. Since then, Bangladesh has largely
alternated between the premierships of Sheikh Hasina of the Awami League and Khaleda Zia of the
Bangladesh Nationalist Party, as well as technocratic caretaker governments. Emergency rule was
imposed by the military in 2007 and 2008 after widespread street violence between the League and
BNP. The restoration of democratic government in 2009 was followed by the initiation of the
International Crimes Tribunal to prosecute surviving colloborators of the 1971 genocide. Today, the
country is an emerging economy, listed as one of the Next Eleven and experiencing growing
industrial development, but continues to face political, economic and social challenges.

The Bengali language developed between the 7th and 10th centuries from Apabhraṃśa and Magadhi
Prakrit. It is written using the indigenous Bengali alphabet, a descendant of the ancient Brahmi script.
Bengali is the 10th most spoken language in the world. It is an eastern Indo-Aryan language and one
of the easternmost branches of the Indo-European language family. It is part of the BengaliAssamese languages. Bengali has greatly influenced other languages in the region, including Odia,
Assamese, Chakma, Nepali and Rohingya. It is the sole state language of Bangladesh and the third
most spoken language in India.
Bengali literature has a rich heritage. It has a history stretching back to the 3rd century BCE, when
the main language was Sanskrit written in the brahmi script. The Bengali language and script evolved
circa 1000 CE from Magadhi Prakrit. Bengal has a long tradition in folk literature, evidenced by the
Chôrjapôdô, Mangalkavya, Shreekrishna Kirtana, Maimansingha Gitika or Thakurmar Jhuli. Bengali
literature in the medieval age was often either religious (e.g. Chandidas), or adaptations from other
languages (e.g. Alaol). During the Bengal Renaissance of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
Bengali literature was modernised through the works of authors such as Michael Madhusudan Dutta,
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay, Rabindranath Tagore, Sarat Chandra
Chattopadhyay, Kazi Nazrul Islam, Satyendranath Dutta and Jibanananda Das. In the 20th century,
prominent modern Bengali writers included Syed Mujtaba Ali, Jasimuddin, Manik Bandopadhyay,
Tarasankar Bandyopadhyay, Bibhutibhushan Bandyopadhyay, Buddhadeb Bose, Sunil Gangopadhyay
and Humayun Ahmed.

The Mother Bengal is a female personification of Bengal which was created during the Bengali
renaissance and later adopted by the Bengali nationalists. The Mother Bengal represents not only
biological motherness but its attributed characteristics as well – protection, never ending love,
consolation, care, the beginning and the end of life. In Amar Sonar Bangla, the national anthem of
Bangladesh, Rabindranath Tagore has used the word "Maa" (Mother) numerous times to refer to the
motherland i.e. Bengal. Despite her popularity in patriotic songs and poems, her physical
representations and images are rare.
Classical Bengali architecture features terracotta buildings. Ancient Bengali kingdoms laid the
foundations of the region's architectural heritage through the construction of monasteries and

temples (for example, the Somapura Mahavihara). During the sultanate period, a distinct and
glorious Islamic style of architecture developed the region. Most Islamic buildings were small and
highly artistic terracotta mosques with multiple domes and no minarets. Bengal was also home to
the largest mosque in South Asia at Adina. Bengali vernacular architecture is credited for inspiring
the popularity of the bungalow.

The Bengal region also has a rich heritage of Indo-Saracenic architecture, including numerous
zamindar palaces and mansions. The most prominent example of this style is the Victoria Memorial,
Kolkata.
In the 1950s, Muzharul Islam pioneered the modernist terracotta style of architecture in South Asia.
This was followed by the design of the Jatiyo Sangshad Bhaban by the renowned American architect
Louis Kahn in the 1960s, which was based on the aesthetic heritage of Bengali architecture and
geography.
The Gupta dynasty, which is believed to have originated in North Bengal, pioneered the invention of
chess, the concept of zero, the theory of Earth orbiting the Sun, the study of solar and lunar eclipses
and the flourishing of Sanskrit literature and drama. Bengal was the leader of scientific endeavors in
the subcontinent during the British Raj. The educational reforms during this period gave birth to
many distinguished scientists in the region.
Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose pioneered the investigation of radio and microwave optics, made very
significant contributions to plant science, and laid the foundations of experimental science in the
Indian subcontinent.
IEEE named him one of the fathers of radio science. He was the first person from the Indian
subcontinent to receive a US patent, in 1904. In 1924–25, while researching at the University of
Dhaka, Prof Satyendra Nath Bose well known for his works in quantum mechanics, provided the
foundation for Bose–Einstein statistics and the theory of the Bose–Einstein condensate.
In the United States, the Bengali American engineer Fazlur Rahman Khan emerged as the "father of
tubular designs" in skyscraper construction.
The Baul tradition is a unique heritage of Bengali folk music. The 19th century mystic poet Lalon Shah
is the most celebrated practitioner of the tradition.
Other folk music forms include Gombhira, Bhatiali and Bhawaiya. Hason Raja is a renowned folk poet
of the Sylhet region. Folk music in Bengal is often accompanied by the ektara, a one-stringed
instrument. Other instruments include the dotara, dhol, flute, and tabla. The region also has a rich
heritage in North Indian classical music.
Bishnupur is a town and a municipality in Bishnupur subdivision of Bankura District in the state of
West Bengal, India. It is famous for its terracotta temples Malla Shree Krishna Raslilla and the
Baluchari sarees.

Bishnupurwas ruled under the Gupta period by local Hindu kings who paid tribute to Samudra Gupta.
Following a long period of obscurity, where the land oscillated between being a minor independent
principality and a vassal state. The land is also called Mallabhum after the Malla rulers of this place.
The Malla rulers were Vaishnavites and built the famous terracotta temples during the 17th and 18th
century at this place. The legends of Bipodtarini Devi are associated with Malla Kings of Bishnupur.
For almost a thousand years it was the capital of the Malla kings of Mallabhum, of which Bankura
was a part, till their power waned during the times when Mughal Empire weakened under the last
monarchs of the dynasty. (The Malla Dynasty was the ruling dynasty of Kathmandu Valley from c.
1201–1779 CE on the Indian subcontinent.)
The patronage of Malla king Veer Hambir and his successors Raja Raghunath Singha Dev and Bir
Singha Dev made Bishnupur one of the principal centres of culture in Bengal. Most of the exquisite
terracotta temples for which town is justly famous were built during this period.

Royal patronage also gave rise to Bishnupur Gharana (school) of Hindustani classical music in late
18th-century and the Bishnupur school of painting.
Temple architecture in West Bengal architecture has assumed a unique identity and evolved into the
Bengali terra cotta temple architecture which is also a very common style of Hindu temples in
Bangladesh.
Due to lack of suitable stone in the alluvial Gangetic delta, the temple makers had to resort to other
materials instead of stone. This gave rise to using terra cotta as a medium for temple construction.
Terra-cotta exteriors with rich carvings are a unique feature of Bengali temples. The town of
Vishnupur in West Bengal is renowned for this type of architecture.
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Usually a part of the intended total motif was carved by hand on one side of a brick and then baked.
While under construction, these carved bricks were arranged to make up the entire motif.
The Bengali style of temple is not luxurious. Rather, most are modeled on simple thatched-roof
earthen huts used as dwellings by commoners. This can be attributed to the popularity of bhakti cults
which taught people to view gods as close to themselves. Thus, various styles like do-chala, jorbangla, char-chala, and aat-chala sprang up. However, there is also a popular style of building known
as Navaratna (nine-towered) or Pancharatna (five-towered) in Bengal which is more luxurious than
the Chala buildings. A typical example of Navaratna style is the Dakshineswar Kali Temple. The Shiva
temples of rural Bengal has significantly impacted on the architectural style of Kalighat Temple, one
of the oldest Hindu temples of India. The famous Birla Temple of Kolkata, built in 1996, has a unique
blend of temple architecture of Odisha with Rajasthani temple arts. The Mahakal Temple in
Darjeeling is a unique and important Hindu temple since 1782.
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Thuggee (Hindi: ṭhaggī; Urdu: Nepali: ṭhagī; Sanskrit: sthaga; Marathi:; Odia: thaka; Sindhi: ; Kannada: thakka; Bengali:
ṭhogī; Punjabi: ṭhagee ) refers to the acts of Thugs, an organized gang of professional robbers and murderers. The English
language word thug traces its roots to the Hindi (ṭhag), which means 'swindler' or 'deceiver'. Related words are the verb
thugna ('to deceive'), from the Sanskrit (sthaga 'cunning, sly, fraudulent') and (sthagati, 'he conceals'). This term, describing
the murder and robbery of travellers, is popular in the northern parts of Indian subcontinent and particularly India.
Thugs are said to have travelled in groups across the Indian sub-continent. There were numerous traditions about their
origin. One recorded by D. F. McLeod traced it to seven Muslim tribes formed from those who fled Delhi after murdering a
physician. Another traced it to seven great Muslim families who fled after murdering a favoured slave of Akbar. These
original Muslim Thugs spread Thuggee amongst Rajputs, Hindus, Lodhis and Ahirs. According to other traditions by Thugs,
they were Kanjars or descended from those who worked in the Mughal camps. Others have blamed the rise of Thuggees on
the disbanding of armies in employment of Indian rulers after the British conquest.
Thugs are said to have operated as gangs of highway robbers, tricking and later strangling their victims.
To take advantage of their victims, the thugs would join travellers and gain their confidence; this would allow them to
surprise and strangle the travellers with a handkerchief or noose. They would then rob and bury their victims. This led to
the thugs being called Phansigar (English: "using a noose"), a term more commonly used in southern India. During the
1830s, the thugs were targeted for eradication by the Governor-General of India, Lord William Bentinck, and his chief
captain, William Henry Sleeman.
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Contemporary scholarship is increasingly skeptical of the "thuggee" concept, and has questioned the existence of such a
phenomenon, which has led historians to describe "thuggee" as the invention of the British colonial regime.
The Thuggee units would resemble the physical appearance of travellers. Initially they wore Turbans and carried with
themselves some kinds of baggage.
Their attire as travellers would deceive peasants and royalty alike.
The methods used by the Thugs were meant to reap maximum loot and avoid being caught. They didn't accost travelers
unless their own numbers were greater than the victims. They inveigled travelers they met, which gave them a chance to
assess what wealth their targets might have. Many of them avoided committing thugee near the areas they lived, making
discovering their crimes a difficult task. They often pretended to be either Hindu or Muslim to fool their victims.
They usually attacked in the evening. A common method used by them was to distract their targets while striking to
strangle them from behind. In order to avoid suspicion, they avoided carrying more than a few swords. Sometimes they
mutilated corpses of their victims to avoid detection. The corpses were then hidden or buried.
A leader of a gang was called jemadar. Usage of military-style ranks such as jemadar and subedar among Thugs as well as
reference to individual members as a "private", suggests that the organisation of their gangs had a military link.
They used a jagron known as Ramasee to disguise their true intentions from their targets. Although strangulation is one of
their most-recognised methods of murder, they also used blades and poison.
The thugs comprised both men who had been inherited thuggee as a family vocation, as well as those who were forced to
turn to it out of necessity. The leadership of many of the groups tended to be hereditary while family members sometimes
serving together in the same band. Such Thugs were known as aseel. Many Thugs insisted however that novices were not
taught Thuggee by their family but by others who were often a more experienced thug, sometimes also called a guru. While
they usually kept their acts a secret, female thugs also existed and were called baronee in Ramasee, while an important
male Thug was called baroo.

They would often avoid killing children of victims and instead adopted them. Sometimes tended to murder women and
children to eliminate witnesses or in case they had substantial loot. Some of the thugs avoided murdering victims they
considered proscribed according to their beliefs and let other unscrupulous members commit the murder or were forced to
let them by those who didn't believe in their customs like the Muslim thugs.

The earliest known reference to the Thugs as a band or fraternity, rather than ordinary thieves, is found in Ziau-d din Barni's
History of Firoz Shah (written about 1356). He narrated an incident of the sultan Jalaluddin Khilji having 1,000 arrested
thugs being sent to Lakhnauti or Gaur.
In the reign of that sultan [about 1290], some Thugs were taken in Delhi, and a man belonging to that fraternity was the
means of about a thousand being captured. But not one of these did the sultan have killed. He gave orders for them to be
put into boats and to be conveyed into the lower country, to the neighbourhood of Lakhnauti, where they were to be set
free. The Thugs would thus have to dwell about Lakhnauti and would not trouble the neighbourhood of Delhi any more.
— Sir HM Elliot, History of India, iii. 141

Surdas, in his allegorical couplet, mentioned robbers called "thags" who lured a victim while also killing and looting his
property. The Janamsakhis used the term thag to refer to a robber who used to lure pilgrims. Jean de Thévenot in his
account referred to a band of robbers who used a "certain Slip with a running noose" to strangle their victims. John Fryer
also mentions a similar method of strangling used by robbers from Surat who he saw being given capital punishment by the
Mughals in 1675. He mentioned that three of them were relatives, which Kim Wagner notices is similar to the Thugs who
were thought to have engaged in this as a family profession. A decree issued by Aurangzeb in 1672 refers to a similar
method and uses the term "Phansigar".
The garrote is often depicted as a weapon of the Thuggee. Other evidences suggest that the Katar (dagger) was their
personal status weapon, the Thuggee wore this weapon proudly across their chest. Early references to Thugs reported they
committed their strangulation murders with nooses of rope or catgut, but later they adopted the use of a length of cloth
that could be used as a sash or scarf, and thus more easily concealed. This cloth is sometimes described as a rumāl (head
covering or kerchief), translated as "yellow scarf"; "yellow", in this case, may refer to a natural cream or khaki colour rather
than bright yellow.
The Thug preference for strangulation might have originated in a quirk of the law under the Mughal Empire, which ruled
most of India from the 1500s. For a murderer to be sentenced to death, he or she must have shed the blood of their victim.
Those who murdered but did not shed blood might face imprisonment, hard labor and paying a penalty—but they would
not risk execution.

Group of Thugs, Peshawar - 1860.

A poison called datura, derived from a plant in the Nightshade family, was sometimes used by Thugs to induce drowsiness
or stupefaction, making strangulation easier.
The "River Thugs" preyed upon people including Hindu pilgrims travelling using the Ganga river and became mostly active
during the winter like their compatriots from Murnae, Bundelkhand and Awadh. Their dialect of Ramasee differed from the
one used by their compatriots on land and used boats taken on lease from their builders or from a jemadar called Khuruck

Baboo. Sleeman states that they tapped three times to give the signal to murder which they always committed during the
day. To avoid detection of a corpse, they broke its back and threw it in the river to be eaten by crocodiles and only looted
money or jewels.
The British found out about them in Southern India for the first time in 1807, while in North India they were discovered in
1809 with an effort to suppress them being carried out from 1809-1812.
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After a dispute developed between the zamindar Tejun and the Thug Ghasee Ram in 1812, the latter took refuge with his
family under another landlord called Laljee. Tejun in turn revealed the thugs of Sindouse to Nathaniel Halhed. Thomas
Perry, the magistrate of Etawah, assembled some soldiers of the East India Company under the command of Halheld in
1812 to suppress the Thugs. Laljee and his forces including over 100 Thugs were defeated, with the village of Murnae, a
headquarter of the Thugs, destroyed and burnt by the Company soldiers. Laljee fled to Rampura and the southern banks of
Sindh River but was caught by the Marathas who turned him over to the Company.
British authorities had occasionally captured and prosecuted Thugs, circulating information about these cases in
newsletters or the journal Asiatick Researches of The Asiatic Society. However, Sleeman seems to have been the first to
realize that information obtained from one group of stranglers might be used to track and identify other thugs in a different
district. His first major breakthrough was the capture of "Feringhea" (also known as Syeed Amir Ali, Khuda Buksh, Deahuct
Undun and Daviga Persaud), who was persuaded to turn King's evidence. (Feringhea's story was the basis of the successful
1839 novel Confessions of a Thug). Feringhea brought Sleeman to a mass grave with a hundred bodies, told him the
circumstances of the murders and named the Thugs who had committed them.
After initial investigations confirmed what Feringhea had said, Sleeman began an extensive campaign using profiling and
intelligence. The government of India established the Thuggee and Dacoity Department in 1835, with Sleeman its first
superintendent. (Dacoity was a type of organized banditry, distinguished from Thugs most notably by its open practice and
due to the fact that murder was not an intrinsic element of their modus operandi.) Sleeman developed elaborate
intelligence techniques that pre-dated similar methods in Europe and the US by decades.
All of the accused were given a prisoner number against which their name was added, while their residence, fellow Thugs
and every criminal act they were blamed for was also noted down. The names of many of the Thugs was similar. They didn't
have last names, instead the naming convention was based on names of their tribes, castes and the job assigned to them as
part of a gang. The Thugs adopted many aliases, which was made more difficult due to both Muslim and Hindu thugs often
posing as members of the other religion. Per the Thug Ghulam Hussain, though Hindus and Muslims avoided eating
together, such was not the case for drinking and smoking.
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The campaign relied heavily on captured Thugs who became informants. These informants were offered protection on the
condition that they told everything that they knew. According to historian Mike Dash, who carefully examined the relevant
documents in the UK archives, suspects were subject to bench trials before English judges. Though the trials were lacking by
later standards (e.g., suspects were not allowed legal representation), they were conducted with care to protocols of the
time. While most suspects were convicted, Dash notes that the courts genuinely seemed interested in finding the truth and
rejected a minority of allegations due to mistaken identity or insufficient evidence. Even by later standards, Dash argues,
the evidence of guilt for many Thugs was often overwhelming.
The "River Thugs" due to their methods were able to evade the British authorities years after their compatriots on land
were suppressed until being betrayed by a compatriot from Awadh. The forces under the command of Sleeman hunted
them down in 1836.
By the 1870s the Thug cult was essentially extinct, but the history of Thuggee led to the Criminal Tribes Act (CTA) of 1871.
Although the CTA was repealed at Indian independence, tribes considered criminal still exist in India. The Thuggee and
Dacoity Department remained in existence until 1904, when it was replaced by the Central Criminal Intelligence
Department (CID).
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In Following the Equator, Mark Twain wrote about an 1839 government report by William Henry Sleeman:
There is one very striking thing which I wish to call attention to. You have surmised from the listed callings followed by
the victims of the Thugs that nobody could travel the Indian roads unprotected and live to get through; that the Thugs
respected no quality, no vocation, no religion, nobody; that they killed every unarmed man that came in their way. That is
wholly true — with one reservation. In all the long file of Thug confessions an English traveler is mentioned but once—and
this is what the Thug says of the circumstance:
"He was on his way from Mhow to Bombay. We studiously avoided him. He proceeded next morning with a number of
travellers who had sought his protection, and they took the road to Baroda."
We do not know who he was; he flits across the page of this rusty old book and disappears in the obscurity beyond; but
he is an impressive figure, moving through that valley of death serene and unafraid, clothed in the might of the English
name.

We have now followed the big official book through, and we understand what Thuggee was, what a bloody terror it was,
what a desolating scourge it was. In 1830 the English found this cancerous organization embedded in the vitals of the
empire, doing its devastating work in secrecy, and assisted, protected, sheltered, and hidden by innumerable confederates
—big and little native chiefs, customs officers, village officials, and native police, all ready to lie for it, and the mass of the
people, through fear, persistently pretending to know nothing about its doings; and this condition of things had existed for
generations, and was formidable with the sanctions of age and old custom. If ever there was an unpromising task, if ever

there was a hopeless task in the world, surely it was offered here—the task of conquering Thuggee. But that little handful
of English officials in India set their sturdy and confident grip upon it, and ripped it out, root and branch! How modest do
Captain Vallancey's words sound now, when we read them again, knowing what we know:
"The day that sees this far-spread evil completely eradicated from India, and known only in name, will greatly tend to
immortalise British rule in the East."
It would be hard to word a claim more modestly than that for this most noble work.
— Chapter xlvi, conclusion

Although Thugs trace their origin to the battle of Kali against Raktabija, their foundation myth departs from Brahminical
versions of the Puranas. Thugs considered themselves children of Kali (a Hindu goddess), created from her sweat. However,
many of the Thugs who were captured and convicted by the British were Muslims, perhaps up to a third.
According to colonial sources, Thugs believed they had a positive role in saving human lives. Without the Thugs' sacred
service, Kali might destroy all mankind:
"It is God who kills, but Bhowanee has [a] name for it."
"God is all in all, for good and evil."
"God has appointed blood for [Bhowanee's] food, saying 'khoon tum khao': feed thou upon blood. In my opinion it is very
bad, but what can she do, being ordered to subsist upon blood!"
"Bhowanee is happy and more so in proportion to the blood that is shed."
The Muslim thugs while retaining their monotheistic faith, had functionalised Bhavani for Thuggee and she was syncretised
as a spirit subordinate to Allah. A Muslim thug caught by Sleeman stated "In my heart, I take the name of God, when I
strangle a man – saying "thou God and ruler!" "Alla, toomee Malik!" I do not pray to Bhowanee, but I worship her." Other
Muslim thugs who had agreed to testify for Sleeman, stated they had assimilated Bhavani with Islamic prophet
Muhammad's daughter Fatimah who killed Raktabija and started the practice of Thuggee.

According to historian Mike Dash, the Thugs had no religious motive to kill. When religious elements were present among
Thugs their beliefs, in principle, were little different from many others on the Indian subcontinent who attributed their
success or failure to supernatural powers: "Indeed all of the Thugs's legends concerning the goddess [Kali] featured exactly
the cautionary notes typical of folklore."
Donald Friell McLeod who led the campaign against them in Rajputana Agency, recorded traditions of their origins.
According to them, they were originally Muslims and were taught Thugee by the deity Devi or Bhavani. They then joined the
Lodha people and migrated to Delhi where 84 tribes who were a part of all the criminal clans of India also became a part of
the Thugs. A physician belonging to these 84 tribes gained prominence after curing a royal elephant and was murdered by
other Thugs. A schism developed and they left Delhi, which in turn led to the origin of seven Muslim tribes. These tribes

according to McLeod were named Bhyns, Bursot, Kachinee, Hutar, Kathur Gugra, Behleem and Ganoo. The thugs from Delhi
according to him were separated into more than 12 "classes".

The earliest recorded traditions about origins of Thugs dates to 1760. Based on genealogies recounted by some Thugs,
historian Mike Dash stated that the start of Thuggee can be dated to the second half of 17th century. A general consensus
among them was that they originated from Delhi. The thug Gholam Hossyn caught in early 1800s stated that his
accomplices believed that Thugs had existed since the time of Alexander the Great. Another tradition from Thugs who lived
in the early 1800s stated that they had lived in Delhi till the time of Akbar and consisted of seven great Muslim clans,
though they had Hindu names, during the period. After one of them killed a favoured slave of Akbar, they left Delhi for
other regions to avoid being targeted by the emperor. A Brahmin thug interrogated by Sleeman referred to the Muslim
thugs as "Kunjurs" or Kanjars though another Thug denied this.
Kim Wagner asserts that we can analyse their traditions about events after their flight from Delhi "to a much greater
advantage". A tradition recounted by a captive Thug stated that the Thugs had originally tried to settle in Agra and later in
Akoopore in the Doab region. However, they had to flee to Himmutpur and later to Parihara after their kings started
demanding more share of the loot. The original Muslim Thugs in turn helped spread Thuggee amongst other groups like the
Brahmins, Rajputs, Hindus, the Lodhi people and the Ahir people.
One thug stated that some of the ancestors of the Thugs were forced to disguise themselves as Khunjurs while fleeing Delhi
but were high-caste Muslims. He however stated that their claimed descent may be wrong and that some of them may
have in part originated from poor people who worked in Mughal army's camps. However unlike their claims of the Thug
clans being closed to outsiders, people of all backgrounds were allowed to join by the early 19th century according to
available evidence.
They considered it sinful to kill women, fakirs, bards, musicians and dancers. Like the ancient Hindu texts which
distinguished robbery from murder of Brahmans, women or children as violent crimes, many Thugs considered it taboo to
kill people of such categories. Those who worked in lowly professions, the diseased and disabled were also forbidden as
victims based on their folk belief. The thugs who broke these rules of the fraternity were often believed to have been
targeted by divine punishment and their manner of death was thought to depend upon the rules they broke.
The East India Company officers since the time of Thomas Perry, who was appointed to Etawah in 1811, came to
understand that there were many Thug groups and they all viewed themselves to be different than the other group.

The Thug sects were mostly identified based on their habitat, but also based on their professions. The sect called
Jamuldahee was named so because its members lived along the Yamuna river, they hailed from the Doab and Awadh
regions. Another stated origin is that their ancestor was the Thug Jumulud Deen. The Telinganie originated from Telengana,
Arcottees from Arcot and Beraries from Berar. The Lodaha sect, mostly concentrated in Bihar, were caravaneers named

after the lodha or load they carried and according to a Thug from the Doab, originated from the same ancestors of his clan.
The Lodahas were prevalent in the region around Nepal in Bihar and Bengal during the tenure of Perry and originally hailed
from Awadh which they left around 1700. A Deccan Thug stated that the "Hindu Thugs of Talghat", located around the
Krishna River, didn't marry with the Telinganies whom they considered to be descendants of lower classes as a result of
their professions. The Telinganie sect were also disparagingly called Handeewuls (from handi) due to their eating habits.

The Pungoo or Bungoo of Bengal derived their name from the region, with the Lodhees or Lodaha also present. The
Motheea sect of Rampur-Purnia region was from a caste of weavers and their name derived from the practice of giving
"handful" (muhti) of the spoils to the head. In the Uttar Pradesh the sects were: the Korkureeas from Kohrur, Agureeas of
Agra, Jumaldahees, Lodhees and Tundals. The Multaneea were from Multan. In Madhya Pradesh the sects were:
Bangureeas or Banjaras, Balheems or Bulheems, Khokhureeas and Soopurreeas of Sheopur. In modern Rajasthan, the sects
were Guguras whose name derives from river Ghaggar and Sooseeas who were part of the Dhanuk clan. The Dhoulanee
sect existed in modern-day Maharashtra. The Duckunies of Deccan were from Munirabad and Kurnaketies from Carnatic
region. Another sect was Kathurs whose name derives from a bowl called kathota, based on a tradition of a man who held it
during celebrations by Thugs. The Qulundera sect's name was derived from the Muslim saints called qalandar. There were
also Jogee thugs who were divided into twelve sub-groups.
According to Feringheea, the Brahmins of Tehngoor village of Parihar were taught the Thuggee after they accompanied the
kings of Meos to Delhi and later helped in spreading it in the region around Murnae. He also states that two of his ancestors
who had settled and intermarried with Brahmins of Murnae about seven generations ago, which led to the introduction of
Thuggee in the area. A Thug hailing from Shikohabad whilst talking of his clan's origin recounted to Perry a tradition that the
Munhars were influenced to take up Thuggee after witnessing the immense plunder acquired by Afghans, Mewatties and
the Sheikhs.

Sleeman in 1839 identified a band called "Meypunnaists" who he stated abducted children to sell them further. Another
band called "Tashmabazes" who utilised methods introduced by a British soldier deployed at Kanpur in 1802 were also
identified by him. The group called "River Thugs" were based deep in the South Bengal region.
The British view of the Thuggee was merely as a form of ritual murder by Kali-worshippers. Sleeman's view of it as an
aberrant faith was based on the contemporary British view of Hinduism as a despicable and immoral faith of idol worship.
R. C. Sherwood in Asiatick Resarches published in 1820 traces this phenomenon back to the Muslim conquests of India and
suggested links to Hindu mythology. Charles Trevelyan however instead of seeing them as a deviant sect, considered them
to be representatives of the "essence" of Hinduism which he considered as "evil" and "false". Sleeman considered some
Brahmins acted as intelligence providers to Thugs, claiming that they profited from Thuggee and directed it.
Kali's worship by thugs, both Muslims and Hindus, was emphasised by the British. McLeod commented, "It is a notable fact
that not only amongst the Thugs, but in an especial manner among all lawless fraternities, and to a certain extent

throughout the uneducated population of Central India, the Mussulmans vie with the Hindus in a devotion of this
sanguinary deity (Devi or Bhavani) far exceeding that they pay to any other." David Ochterlony blamed the pindaris for the
rise of Thuggee while Sleeman blamed it on Indian rulers dismissing their armies which took away the jobs of many soldiers.
Based on Sleeman's writings about the Thugs, Robert Vane Russell claimed that most of them were Kanjars. He viewed the
Muslim Kanjars as having recently converted to Islam.

Alexander Cunningham in 1882 had commented on Hiouen-Thsang's remarks about "people who visited Kahalgaon forgot
to leave it", stating that the actual reason might have been different than what the monk meant and made an analogy of it
with Kahalgaon's later reputation as a place frequented by the "River Thugs".
Contemporary scholarship is increasingly skeptical of the "thuggee" concept, and has questioned the existence of such a
phenomenon. The colonial representation of thuggee is said to be full of inconsistencies and exaggerations in modern
times. Numerous historians have described "thuggee" as basically the invention of the British colonial regime.
Martine van Woerkens of École Pratique des Hautes Études writes that evidence for a Thug cult in the 19th century was the
product of "colonial imaginings", arising from British fear of the little-known interior of India, as well as limited
understanding of the religious and social practices of its inhabitants.
Cynthia Ann Humes states that the testimony of most of the thugs captured by Sleeman doesn't support his view of priests
profiting from and directing the Thugs. She adds that the Islamic idea of fate or Iqbal was more commonly invoked while
invoking Bhavani was rare.
Historian Kim Wagner views the policies of East India Company in relation to dismissal of armies of the conquered Indian
kingdoms as being responsible for Thuggee. Roaming bands of freelance soldiers had often joined one kingdom or another
during the pre-British era, with the main income of many armies coming from plunder. After being dismissed from military
service, they turned to robbing as a means of subsistence. He also contested whether the thugs mentioned by Firuz Shah
Tughlaq's biography were actually the same Thugs the British authorities fought against.

Kolkata, also known as Calcutta, the official name until 2001 is the capital of the Indian state of West
Bengal. Located on the east bank of the Hooghly River approximately 75 kilometers west of the
border with Bangladesh, it is the principal commercial, cultural, and educational center of East India,
while the Port of Kolkata is India's oldest operating port and its sole major riverine port. The city is
widely regarded as the "cultural capital" of India, and is also nicknamed the "City of Joy". According
to the 2011 Indian census, it is the seventh most populous city; the city had a population of 4.5
million, while the suburb population brought the total to 14.1 million, making it the third-most

populous metropolitan area in India. Recent estimates of Kolkata Metropolitan Area's economy have
ranged from $60 to $150 billion (GDP adjusted for purchasing power parity) making it third mostproductive metropolitan area in India, after Mumbai and Delhi.

The 178-year-old building, contructed in Italian Renaissance style at the eastern side of Dalhousie Square in Kolkata / Colonel Colin
Mackenzie (1754–1821) was Surveyor General of India

In the late 17th century, the three villages that predated Calcutta were ruled by the Nawab of Bengal
under Mughal suzerainty. After the Nawab granted the East India Company a trading licence in 1690,
the area was developed by the Company into an increasingly fortified trading post. Nawab Siraj udDaulah occupied Calcutta in 1756, and the East India Company retook it the following year. In 1793
the East India company was strong enough to abolish Nizamat (local rule), and assumed full
sovereignty of the region. Under the company rule, and later under the British Raj, Calcutta served as
the capital of British-held territories in India until 1911, when its perceived geographical
disadvantages, combined with growing nationalism in Bengal, led to a shift of the capital to New
Delhi. Calcutta was the centre for the Indian independence movement; it remains a hotbed of
contemporary state politics. Following Indian independence in 1947, Kolkata, which was once the
centre of modern Indian education, science, culture, and politics, suffered several decades of
economic stagnation.
As a nucleus of the 19th- and early 20th-century Bengal Renaissance and a religiously and ethnically
diverse centre of culture in Bengal and India, Kolkata has local traditions in drama, art, film, theatre,
and literature.
The word Kolkata derives from the Bengali term Kôlikata, the name of one of three villages that
predated the arrival of the British, in the area where the city eventually was to be established; the
other two villages were Sutanuti and Govindapur.

There are several explanations about the etymology of this name:
The term Kolikata is thought to be a variation of Kalikkhetrô meaning "Field of [the goddess] Kali".
Similarly, it can be a variation of 'Kalikshetra'. "area of Goddess Kali".
Another theory is that the name derives from Kalighat.
Alternatively, the name may have been derived from the Bengali term kilkila or "flat area".

The name may have its origin in the words khal, Bengali: meaning "canal", followed by kaṭa
(Bengali: which may mean "dug".
According to another theory, the area specialized in the production of quicklime or koli chun
Although the city's name has always been pronounced Kolkata, the anglicised form Calcutta was the
official name until 2001, when it was changed to Kolkata in order to match Bengali pronunciation. (It
should be noted that "Calcutt" is an etymologically unrelated place name found at several locations
in England.)

The discovery and archaeological study of Chandraketugarh, 35 kilometres (22 mi) north of Kolkata,
provide evidence that the region in which the city stands has been inhabited for over two millennia.
Kolkata's recorded history began in 1690 with the arrival of the English East India Company, which
was consolidating its trade business in Bengal. Job Charnock, an administrator who worked for the
company, was formerly credited as the founder of the city; In response to a public petition, the
Calcutta High Court ruled in 2003 that the city does not have a founder. The area occupied by the
present-day city encompassed three villages: Kalikata, Gobindapur, and Sutanuti. Kalikata was a
fishing village; Sutanuti was a riverside weavers' village. They were part of an estate belonging to the
Mughal emperor; the jagirdari (a land grant bestowed by a king on his noblemen) taxation rights to
the villages were held by the Sabarna Roy Choudhury family of landowners, or zamindars. These
rights were transferred to the East India Company in 1698.

In 1712, the British completed the construction of Fort William, located on the east bank of the
Hooghly River to protect their trading factory. Facing frequent skirmishes with French forces, the
British began to upgrade their fortifications in 1756. The Nawab of Bengal, Siraj ud-Daulah,
condemned the militarisation and tax evasion by the company. His warning went unheeded, and the
Nawab attacked; he captured Fort William which led to the killings of several East India company
officials in the Black Hole of Calcutta. A force of Company soldiers (sepoys) and British troops led by
Robert Clive recaptured the city the following year. Per the 1765 Treaty of Allahabad following the
battle of Buxar, East India company was appointed imperial tax collector of the Mughal emperor in
the province of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, while Mughal-appointed Nawabs continued to rule the
province. Declared a presidency city, Calcutta became the headquarters of the East India Company

by 1773. In 1793, ruling power of the Nawabs were abolished and East India company took complete
control of the city and the province. In the early 19th century, the marshes surrounding the city were
drained; the government area was laid out along the banks of the Hooghly River. Richard Wellesley,
Governor-General of the Presidency of Fort William between 1797 and 1805, was largely responsible
for the development of the city and its public architecture. Throughout the late 18th and 19th
century, the city was a centre of the East India Company's opium trade.

By the 1850s, Calcutta had two areas: White Town, which was primarily British and centred on
Chowringhee and Dalhousie Square; and Black Town, mainly Indian and centred on North Calcutta.
The city underwent rapid industrial growth starting in the early 1850s, especially in the textile and
jute industries; this encouraged British companies to massively invest in infrastructure projects,
which included telegraph connections and Howrah railway station. The coalescence of British and
Indian culture resulted in the emergence of a new babu class of urbane Indians, whose members
were often bureaucrats, professionals, newspaper readers, and Anglophiles; they usually belonged to
upper-caste Hindu communities. In the 19th century, the Bengal Renaissance brought about an
increased sociocultural sophistication among city denizens. In 1883, Calcutta was host to the first
national conference of the Indian National Association, the first avowed nationalist organisation in
India.

The partition of Bengal in 1905 along religious lines led to mass protests, making Calcutta a less
hospitable place for the British. The capital was moved to New Delhi in 1911. Calcutta continued to
be a centre for revolutionary organisations associated with the Indian independence movement. The
city and its port were bombed several times by the Japanese between 1942 and 1944, during World
War II. Coinciding with the war, millions starved to death during the Bengal famine of 1943 due to a
combination of military, administrative, and natural factors. Demands for the creation of a Muslim
state led in 1946 to an episode of communal violence that killed over 4,000. The partition of India led
to further clashes and a demographic shift—many Muslims left for East Pakistan (present day
Bangladesh), while hundreds of thousands of Hindus fled into the city.

During the 1960s and 1970s, severe power shortages, strikes, and a violent Marxist–Maoist
movement by groups known as the Naxalites damaged much of the city's infrastructure, resulting in
economic stagnation. The Bangladesh Liberation War of 1971 led to a massive influx of thousands of
refugees, many of them penniless, that strained Kolkata's infrastructure. During the mid-1980s,
Mumbai (then called Bombay) overtook Kolkata as India's most populous city. In 1985, prime
minister Rajiv Gandhi dubbed Kolkata a "dying city" in light of its socio-political woes. In the period
1977–2011, West Bengal was governed from Kolkata by the Left Front, which was dominated by the
Communist Party of India (CPM). It was the world's longest-serving democratically elected
communist government, during which Kolkata was a key base for Indian communism. In the West
Bengal Legislative Assembly election, 2011, Left Front was defeated by the Trinamool Congress. The
city's economic recovery gathered momentum after the 1990s, when India began to institute promarket reforms. Since 2000, the information technology (IT) services sector has revitalized Kolkata's
stagnant economy. The city is also experiencing marked growth in its manufacturing base.
Kolkata is known for its literary, artistic, and revolutionary heritage; as the former capital of India, it
was the birthplace of modern Indian literary and artistic thought. Kolkata has been called the "City of
Furious, Creative Energy" as well as the "cultural [or literary] capital of India". The presence of paras,
which are neighborhoods that possess a strong sense of community, is characteristic of the city.
Typically, each para has its own community club and, on occasion, a playing field. Residents engage
in addas, or leisurely chats, that often take the form of freestyle intellectual conversation. The city
has a tradition of political graffiti depicting everything from outrageous slander to witty banter and
limericks, caricatures, and propaganda.

Kolkata has many buildings adorned with Indo-Islamic and Indo-Saracenic architectural motifs.
Several well-maintained major buildings from the colonial period have been declared "heritage
structures"; others are in various stages of decay. Established in 1814 as the nation's oldest museum,
the Indian Museum houses large collections that showcase Indian natural history and Indian art.
Marble Palace is a classic example of a European mansion that was built in the city. The Victoria
Memorial, a place of interest in Kolkata, has a museum documenting the city's history. The National

Library of India is the leading public library in the country while Science City is the largest science
centre in the Indian subcontinent.

Kalighat painting originated in 19th century Kolkata as a local style that reflected a variety of themes
including mythology and quotidian life.
The Government College of Art and Craft, founded in 1864, has been the cradle as well as workplace
of eminent artists including Abanindranath Tagore, Jamini Roy, and Nandalal Bose. The art college
was the birthplace of the Bengal school of art that arose as an avant garde and nationalist movement
reacting against the prevalent academic art styles in the early 20th century. The Academy of Fine Arts
and other art galleries hold regular art exhibitions.
The city is recognized for its appreciation of Rabindra sangeet (songs written by Rabindranath
Tagore) and Indian classical music, with important concerts and recitals, such as Dover Lane Music
Conference, being held throughout the year; Bengali popular music, including baul folk ballads,
kirtans, and Gajan festival music; and modern music, including Bengali-language adhunik songs.
Since the early 1990s, new genres have emerged, including one comprising alternative folk–rock
Bengali bands. Another new style, jibonmukhi gaan ("songs about life"), is based on realism.
Key elements of Kolkata's cuisine include rice and a fish curry known as machher jhol, which can be
accompanied by desserts such as roshogolla, sandesh, and sweet yoghurt known as mishti dohi.
Bengal's large repertoire of seafood dishes includes various preparations of ilish, a fish that is a
favorite among Calcuttans. Street foods such as beguni (fried battered eggplant slices), kati roll
(flatbread roll with vegetable or chicken, mutton, or egg stuffing), phuchka (a deep-fried crêpe with
tamarind sauce) and Indian Chinese cuisine from Chinatown are popular.
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose International Airport (IATA: CCU, ICAO: VECC) is an international airport
located in Kolkata, West Bengal, India, serving the Kolkata metropolitan area. It is located
approximately 17 kilometers from the city center.
The airport was earlier known as Dum Dum Airport before being renamed in 1995 after Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose, a prominent leader of the Indian independence movement.
Kolkata airport traditionally served as a strategic stopover on the air route from Europe to Indochina
and Australia. Many pioneering flights passed through the airport, including Amelia Earhart's in 1937.
In 1924, KLM began scheduled stops at Calcutta, as part of their Amsterdam to Batavia (Jakarta)
route. The same year, a Royal Air Force aircraft landed in Calcutta as part of the first round-the-world
expedition by any air force.

1969, Motorreparatur am Dum-Dum Airport.

The airport began as an open ground next to the Royal Artillery Armoury in Dum Dum.
Sir Stanley Jackson, Governor of Bengal, opened the Bengal Flying Club at Calcutta aerodrome in
February 1929. In 1930, the airfield was made fit for use throughout the year, and other airlines
began to utilize the airport.
Air Orient began scheduled stops as part of a Paris to Saigon route, and Imperial Airways began
flights from London to Australia via Calcutta in 1933.
This began a trend that drew many airlines to Calcutta airport.
Calcutta played an important role in the Second World War.
In 1942, the United States Army Air Forces 7th Bombardment Group flew B-24 Liberator bombers
from the airport on combat missions over Burma.
The airfield was used as a cargo aerial port for the Air Transport Command, and was also used as a
communication center for the Tenth Air Force.

In Kalkutta statteten wir auch den üblichen Besuch in der österr. Vertretung ab – Post aus Wien,
Abgabe von Filmen, Briefen. Das fand im österr. Generalkonsulat statt.
Die Konsulin, eine Großcousine, die sich vor Hitler nach Indien zurückgezogen hatte, mit einem Inder
verheiratet war.

